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Ediswan Telephone Line Prctectors have now been in commission 
for nearly twenty years. They have proved their worth in al parts 
of the world and are being called for and installed in ever 
increasing numbers.
Many thousands were employed during the war years for the protec
tion of vital lines of communication and were eminently successful. 
Repo.ts of theT outstanding merit and successful operauon 
continue to reach us and in recent years they have proved of 
particular interest for protection against surges caused by 
lightning discharges.
Continued research has eD.Abled us to patent a further improve
ment which removes any suggestion of delay in operation.
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A Switchboard for a Blind and 
Handless Operator

U.D.C. 621.395.655.1

1. H. COMBRIDGE, A.M.i.E.E.

A description of a special keyboard and translating equipment connected to a cordless P.A.B.X., which makes possible the 
employment of a blind and handless man as a P.A.B.X. attendant.

Introduction.IN 1943, Sir Ian Fraser, C.B.E., M.P., the Chairman 
of St. Dunstan's (for men and women blinded on 
war service}, sought the aid of the Post Office in 

solving the intractable problem of finding a useful 
occupation for a man who had lost his sight and hands 
during Army service. There was at that date only 
one man so handicapped in the care of St. Dunstan's, 
but the total rose by the end of the war to nearly a 
score. Sir Ian suggested that it might be possible to 
find means whereby, with the help of automatic 
switching equipment, a man so severely handicapped 
wonld nevertheless be able to serve usefully as the 
operator of a Private Branch Exchange switchboard. 
In such employment he would be able to make use of 
his unimpaired faculties of voice, hearing, intelligence, 
and memory, while being relieved as far as possible 
of the need for doing physical work.

Critical analysis of the work performed by an 
operator reveals a :r:i-eed for the exercise, to a marked 
degree, of the power of discriminating (a) between 
mdlvidual members of a large assembly of "signals", 
to obtain information on which to base a j udgment as 
to the action next to be taken, and (b) between indi
vidual members of a very large assembly of possible 
" actions ,,.

The required power of discrimination is secured, in 
an operator with normal faculties, almost entirely by 
the use of the sense of sight, aided of course, by the 
sense of hearing. A person deprived of sight, only, 
can in favourable cases compensate for the loss by 
making increased use of the senses of hearing, touch, 
and " :n;uscle-sense " (by which one judges forces, and 
the positions of one's limbs).

A blind person with hands amputated between the 
wrist and elbow is, however, for practical purposes, 
almost entirely deprived of the sense of touch. He has 
lost the possibility of using muscle-sense in the sensi
tive and important regions of the fingers, hands, and 
wnsts, and is left only with the insensitive and crude 
muscle-sense of the elbows and shoulders. Further, his 
movements are confined to those which can be con
trolled by the muscles of these joints, and are 
necessarily somewhat clumsy.

Most of the selections made by an operator are of 
one " article " out of a set of ten, for example, to 

select the correct finger-hole out of ten on a dial. 
Some of the selections are, however, of one " article" 
out of two, for example, to discriminate between the 
"ringing" or " speaking" operations of a key. From 
the point of view of minimising the effort required, it 
would appear that it would have been advantageous 
to have restricted the selections to be made by the 
disabled operator to those of the latter type. A pre
liminary study showed, however, that the number of 
consecutive selections it would then be necessary to 
make in performing any desired series of operations 
would be such that the speed of operating would be 
impossibly low, and that a compromise should 
therefore be made.

A visit was paid to St. Dunstan's, where it was 
found that the blind and handless man had success
fully been taught the use of an ordinary typewriter. 
This had been achieved by fitting aboy, the type
writer keyboard a " flight of steps" fabricated from 
sheet brass, with one " step " above each row of keys 
on the keyboard. The steps were provided with a 
shall?w slot above each of the corresponding keys, 
and m the middle of each slot was a hole vertically 
oyer the centre of the key. For typewriting, the 
disabled man wore an L-shaped rod at his right 
" wrist". He located the required row by "stepping" 
up or down the steps with this--0r later by mere 
judgment of their position-then counted a required 
number of slots to the right or left from either end 
while sliding the rod along the step, and finally 
depressed the key by lowering the vertical end of the 
rod through the hole. A speed of one letter in three 
seconds or so was attained at an early stage of 
training. It was decided to use the design of this 
device, which had been originated by Mr. P. B. Nye, 
Research Engineer of St. Dunstan's, as the basis 
for the design of a cordless telephone switchboard.

Choice of Switching Equipment.
To provide the disabled man with a useful operating 

load, it was evidently desirable that he should handle 
the traffic from an installation larger than could be 
accommodated on a conventional cordless P.M.B.X. 
switchboard. However, to extend the switching 
principles of such switchboards to larger capacities 
would have produced undesirable complications of 
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equipment and operating. A fortunate solution was 
found in the utilisation of a novel design of P.A.B.X. 
equipment, under development at the time, in which 
the normal cord-type manual board is replaced by a 
cordless attendant's cabinet.

As the P.A.B.X. equipment will no doubt be des
cribed in a later issue of this Journal, reference 
to it here will be confined to those features essential 
to an understanding of the functioning of the blind 
and handless operator's equipment. For this purpose, 
it suffices to say that the equipment of the attendant's 
cabinet normally comprises two horizontal rows of up 
to ten switchboam:l lamps, the upper row serving as 
calling signals for miscellaneous circuits, and the operation of a key on the teacher's switchboard put
lower as calling and supervisory signals for exchange 
lines. Between the rows of lamps is a row of double
throw lever keys, one of which is operated towards 
either of the associated lamps for the purpose of 
speaking on any desired circuit. The remaining items 
comprise a dial for outgoing exchange cal s, strip of 
digit-keys for selecting a desired extension for 
incoming exchange calls, receiver-rest, alarm lamps, 
and miscellaneous keys for such purposes as alarm 
cut-off, trunk offering, and testing for a free line.

Design of First Model.
The first model keyboard designed for use, in con

junction with the P.A.B.X. equipment, by the blind 
and handless operator, was " stepped " like the 
typewriter keyboard, except that to permit the use of 
a straight operating rod the digit keys which replaced 
the typewriter keys were arranged to move hori-
zontally instead of vertically.

To allow audible signals to be used in place of lamps, 
the vertical faces of the " steps " in front of the keys 
were divic\i!d by insulating gaps into sections each 
containing the guide slot and hole of one key. These 
sections are subsequently referred to as "key-plates". 
To avoid the need for a flexible connection to the 
operator's rod, the circuit from the key-plates 
to the audible alarm was arranged to be 
completed through a horizontal metal bar 
along which the operator slid his rod when 
searching the key-plates to identify a calling 
line. This bar was formed by the raised 
front edge of the next " step " below the 
one in use.

The equipment behind the key-plates con
sisted of four rows of ten digit-keys, to serve 
as follows :-

Top row. Speak keys for miscellaneous 
circuits.

Second row. Digit keys connected to an 
electrical keysender replacing 
the normal dial.

Third row. Speak keys for exchange 
lines.

Bottom row. Digit keys for selecting ex
tensions.

The design included ten pedals, arranged 
in a " console " below the keyboard, for 
performing various " common " functions. 
Eight of these pedals were of non-locking 

type, and two of locking type operating in "see
saw " fashion.

For convenience, the external connectiOns were 

made via P.0.-type connection strips and six 24-way 
cords with plugs and jacks, there being one cord for 
each strip of digit keys, one for the pedal console and 
one for the key-plates and tone bars.

As it was desired to confirm the practicability of 
the proposals before proceeding with the design of the 
equipment for coupling the special keyboard to the 
P.A.B.X. eqnipment, the first model was associated 
with a recovered house-telephone switchboard, 
referred to as the "teacher's switchboard", so that 

a signal on to any desired key-plate on the handless 
man's keyboard, and the depression of any key on the 
latter operated an associated indicator on the teacher's 
switchboard. By the use of this equipment, the blind 
and handless man was taught the operating procedure 
which had been worked out for the P.A.B.X., and his 
ability to handle a reasonable amount of traffic was 
confirmed.

Construction of Final Model.
Experience with the first model keyboard during 

the training period showed certain mechanical weak
nesses, due principally to the stepped arrangement of 
the keys. There was also some difficulty in obtaining 
access to the components for maintenance. The 
stepped arrangement was therefore abandoned in 
favour of a vertical face layout for the final model, 
with free-standing horizontal tone bars in place of the
raised edges of the steps previously used for this 
purpose, so that there would be no place for dust to 
lodge upon. The arrangement adopted is shown dia- 
grammatically in Fig. 1.

The method of construction followed for the key
plates may be of interest. Each row of plates was made 
from a continuous strip of bras,s sheet, indented as

FtG. ].-MECHANICAL ARRA:SGEMENT OF KEYBOARD. 
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banking chains both rotate as soon as the engine is 
started up.

The machine is of the self-hauling type and employs 
a ground anchor (Fig. 3) w:th 300 ft. of steel wire

Fig. 3.—C.ROUNn Anchor.

rope giving an effective length of 140 ft. maximum 
for one setting of the anchor. The steel wire rope 
passes from the winding drum through a pulley block 
at the anchor and back to the draw-bar of the machine. 
The forward movement is accomplished by winding in 
the steel wire rope around the drum which is rotated 
by a crank-operated variable-stroke ratchet drive. 
The stroke of the ratchet gear can be varied to take 
up from one-half tooth to four full teeth of the wheel 
at each revolution of the main shaft. The adjustment 
is by a hand-screw and fly nut in stages of one-half 
tooth. This half-tooth adjustment is made possible 
by using two pawls spaced one half-tooth apart.

To enable the operator to keep the machine to a 
line it is fitted with a steering wheel on the clear side, 
operating through a worm and worm-wheel. A local 
modification has been added in the form 
of a 4-ft. " sighting rod" fixed horizon
tally and parallel to the centre line of 
the machine. This, together with three 
marking pins placed along the proposed 
track enables the operator to maintain 
an accurate line, but without this device 
it is found most difficult to keep the 
machine straight. To obtain a good 
trench round curves and corners, a row 
of small pegs spaced equally and at short 
distances apart is found useful ; metal 
meat skewers are ideal for the purpose. 
Owing to the worm and worm-wheel 
design, the steering is irreversible and 
must be disengaged whenever the 
machine is put on tow. To enable the 
machine to be used on sloping ground, 
both rear wheels are adjustable vertically 
through a height of 6 in., that is either 
3 in. above or below the normal position. 
By this adjustment it is possible to 

excavate a vertical trench in most grass margins. 
This is an advantage over certain other types of 
trench-cutting machines where it is necessary to use 
wooden sleepers as packing to maintain the machine 
on an even keel. The machine must be kept level 
otherwise trouble is experienced with the boom and 
excessive wear occurs in the bushes and pins. Circular 
guide plates are supplied with the machine to prevent 
side-slipping when used on steeply sloping ground, 
and these are attached to the rims of the front and 
rear wheels on the clear side. Lugs are spaced round 
the wheel rims for this purpose.

The spoil conveyor (Fig. 4) carries low-carbon steel 
scraper plates fitted to a malleable iron chain running 
on chilled iron sprockets. The chain is adjustable by 

• means of a set-screw and lock nut, and it can 
be disposed to either side of the machine. The 
Post Office has had a modification made to the main 
horizontal beam supporting this chain, whereby the 
side-overhang can be reduced to enable the machine 
to be accommodated in a 4-ton lorry. In adjusting 
the chain, it is necessary to ensure that the scraper 
plates are as near to the ground as possible, otherwise 
the spoil heaps up in front of the boom. The alteration 
of the spoil conveyor from one side to the other is a 
rather laborious proceeding involving dismantling 
and subsequent re-fitting on the opposite side. The 
parts that have to be dismantled are the conveyor 
chain and supporting frame, the steering unit, portion 
of the ratchet gear connected with the forward move
ment and the digging-boom capstan wheel. The whole 
operation takes about a day to complete. When 
moving the machine from one site to another, the set
screw above the front wheels must be screwed down 
as far as possible to give the maximum ground 
clearance to the spoil conveyor.
Operation of the Machine.

Having sited the machine at, the starting point 
the wire rope is payed out. As previously stated, tht 
effective length is 140 ft. so that if the first section tc 
be trenched is more than that, the full length can b( 
used. The free end is passed round a pulley and secure( 

FtG. 4.—Spoil Conveyor.
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(not shown in Fig. 3) to silence the buzzer, places his 
rod on the tone bar of the third row, as shown in 
Fig. 1, and slides it along the keyplates until he comes 
to the one where the high-toned buzzer sounds at 
" flashing" periodicity, under the control of the 
L relay of the calling line. When he presses the 
" Speak" key behind this keyplate with the tip of 
his rod, the associated relay S operates, and locks via 
SI, Rl, and H2. S2 sends a signal to the P.A.B.X. 
auto. equipment which causes it to connect the 
operator's instrument to the calling line. After ascer
taining the extension wanted, the operator keys the 
required two digits on the botfom row, counting 
" slots" from the left for digits 1-5, and in reverse 
from the right for digits 0-6, and the P.A.B.X. 
equipment completes the connection. Supervisory 
indications which give continuous high-toned buzzer 
during ringing, interrupted for" busy," and silence for 
"call answered," are given on the digit keyplates from 
the P.A.B.X. via contacts L1 and S3, so long as relay 
S remains locked. When the call has been dealt with, 
relay S is released at Rl by pressing the " Release" 
pedal momentarily. Subsequently, the audible super
visory indications are still available on the exchange
line key-plate concerned, via L1 contact, and the call 
can be re-entered at any time by re-operating the 
" Speak" key. Clearing is effected automatically by 
the P.A.B.X. equipment when the extension receiver 
is replaced.

Outgoing exchange calls are normally dialled 
directly by the extensions, but if the assistance of 
the operator is required dialling of an appropriate 
code causes the low-toned buzzer to sound inter
ruptedly via PI contact. The operator in this case 
searches along the top row of key-plates, and answers 
as before. On learning that an exchange call is 
required, he presses the " Test " pedal (not shown in 
Fig. 3) temporarily. This sends a signal to the 
P.A.B.X. which operates the L relays of all engaged 
exchange lines, and hence causes the high-toned 
buzzer to sound when the key-plate of any engaged 
line is connected to the tone bar by the operator's rod, 

so that a free exchange line may be selected and i 
" Speak" key pressed. After dialling tone has bee 
received the " Keysender" pedal is tilted to tl 
" On " position and the required digits are keyed c 

the digit keys in the second row. Incorrect keyir 
may be cancelled by depressing a " Cancel " peda 
After keying has been completed the " Keysender 
pedal is tilted " Off " and the connection supervise 
telephonically. If progressing satisfactorily, the cot 
nection is left by depressing the " Release" peda 
clearing being effected automatically as before.

Practical Experience.
A P.A.B.X. installation equipped with six exchan1 

lines and 48 extensions was installed at the hea 
office of St. Dunstan's during 1945, and was succes 
fully operated by the blind and handless man. TI 
installation is, however, a busy one for its size, : 
far as exchange traffic is concerned, and proved : 
practice to be somewhat beyond his capabilities f, 
any prolonged period. The experin1ent neverthele 
fully confirmed the practicability of switchboa1 
operating by a blind and handless person. It is heir 
continued with a different operator under mo: 
favourable conditions, at a smaller installation in 01 
of St. Dunstan's branch establishments. For th 
purpose, the keyboard and auxiliary equipment ha’ 
been associated with a smaller size of P.A.B.l 
equipment, with capacity for five exchange lines ar 
24 extensions.

Conclusion.
The success of the experimental installati01 

demonstrates once more the flexibility of telephon 
type apparatus for meeting unusual requirements.

The author's thanks for ready co-operation throug 
out the work are due to his colleagues in the P. < 
Engineering and Factories Departments, and to N 
P. B. Nye, of St. Dnnstan's, who constructed bo 
models of the keyboard and pedal console, and kind 
supplied the photograph reproduced in Fig. 2.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE STATISTICS-SINGLE WIRE M!LEAGES AS AT MARCH, 1948. 
POST OFFICE MAINTENANCE-EXCLUDING SUBMARINE CABLE

REGION

OVERHEAD

T^runks and 
Telegraphs junctions

Northern Ireland .. .. 10,188 12,439
Scotland .. .. .. 19,291 34,355
Home Counties .. .. 9,844 33,161
Midland .. .. .. 4,388 26,256
North Eastern .. .. 7,728 15,507
North Western . . .. 1,608 8,498
South Western .. .. 3,594 34,844
Welsh and Border Counties .. 6,361 31,172

Provinces .. .. .. 63,002 196,232

London .. ., .. 325 L,009

United Kingdom . . . . 63,327 197,241

UNDERGROUND

Subscribers*
Trunks and
Telegrapht j unctionst ’ Subscribers

36,174 108,222 43,704 147,642
203,795 804,306 276,284 887,488
375,088 1,918,152 513,736 1,502,294
227,559 1.089,388 332,522 1,083,111
192,788 882,374 274,371 1,038,665
118,638 668,962 396,248 1,291,913
279,380 1,030,974 199,695 824,083
156,241 536,294 92,312 343,334

1,589,663 7,038,672 2,128,872 7,118,520

82,449 967,362 1,835,087 3,902,616

1,672,112 8,006,034 3,963,959 11,021,136

" Includes all spare wires. t All wires (including spares) in M.U. Cables. t Al wires (including spares) in shelly Junction Cables.
• 'If Al wires \including spares) in Subscribers' and mixed Junction and Subscribers' Cables.
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The Efficiency of Gradings H. A. LONGLEY
(Telecommunications Department)

Part 2.-Grades of Service for Straight Gradings

Comparative Efficiencies of Various Arrangements

U.D.C. 621.395.341.8
Methods of calculating the maximum and minimum values of the characteristic grading factors are described, and these 
values are used to esdmate the grades of service given by individual gradings and to compare the efficiencies of certain families 

of gradings.

Maximum and Minimum Values of Characteristic 
Factors.

IF it were practicable to determine the appropriate 
formulre for the K factors of particular grading 
arrangements, the grades of service could be 

determined and the efficiencies compared for various 
levels of traffic offered, to ascertain the most efficient 
arrangement. The K factors for any particular 
arrangement form an algebraic series of a very special 
kind, and the complexity and variability in type of 
the formulre would appear to put their determination 
out of the question even for one grading of the size 
used in practice. There are, however, some short 
cuts available from which interesting conclusions may 
be drawn.

The general character of a K factor series can 
be observed from consideration of the series obtained 
for formations, such as that of Fig. 10, element (/), 
consisting of parallel ungraded groups. The K factors 
for such formations are constant, as they do not 
vary with the traffic offered. They can be determined 
from the appropriate Erlang loss formula for one of 
the component groups, the traffic offered to each com
ponent group being A/d where d is the number of 
component groups. For example, in the four-channel 
arrangement of Fig. 10 (/) the probability of al four 
channels being simultaneously engaged is given by

3 1 A' 
4’2'4!

, A , A' , 3 A3 , 3 1 A' 1 + A + 21 + 4 • 21 + 4 • 2 • 4 !
3 . 1Hence K, = 4 and K3 = 2

In more general terms, if p,. represents the proba
bility of r channels being engaged simultaneously out 
of the total of four channels, and if p, represents the 
probability of r being engaged in each component 
group, then

Po = Po' P1 = 2 PoP1 p, = 2PoP2 + P1'
Ps = 2p, P, P, = P,

K, = 2 a (2) 3J _ 3
2"2J . A3 = 4

and K2 K3 =( ill) j\ = S
whence K3 = 1 /2

For a group of 20 channels comprising two ungraded 
groups of 10 channels each, the K factor series, derived 
as described above, is shown below in both fractional 
and decimal form :

K10 Ku K12 K13 K14 K15 K16 K17 K16 Km
1023 185 182 351 101 181 153 7 19 I
1024 186 185 364 108 202 181 9 28 2

- •999 •995 •984 •964 •935 •896 ̂845 ̂777 •679 >500
If K,,, be used to represent the product of K 

factors from K, to Kr inclusive, the successive pro
ducts as used in the grade of service formula are as 
follows:-

K10 K10111 K10112 K1011a K10114
• 999 ^994 ^978 ^943 ^882

K1011s K1ot16 Ku>l17 l{1011s K1ot19
• 790 ^668 ^519 ^352 • 176

While typical of any K factor series in numerical 
form, that is, for a particular value of A, the above 
are, of course, of only theoretical interest, as for 
this particular type of formation the grade of service 
is readily available from Erlang's loss formula applied 
to one of the parallel groups.

In Fig. 8 were given the maximum and minimum 
values of the K factors of grading elements, obtained 
by assuming A-+ 0 and A-+= in the appropriate 
formulre. It is much easier to determine the maximum 
and minimum values of the K factors directly than 
to calculate the full formula'., and the relative effi
ciencies of two arrangements can often be determined 
from consideration of these values. It is particularly 
easy to determine the maximum value of the highest 
K factor (K,) and the minimum value of the lowest 
K factor (K,_1), and since these values represent the 
limits within which all possible values n1ust lie for 
any particular grading arrangement, they provide a 
ready means of comparing grading efficiencies in 
certain circumstances. It happens that the upper and 
lower limits of the K factor for the simple grading 
arrangement of Fig. 7 (three channels, availability 
two) are also the values of K, (A-+0) and K,_1 
(A-+ =) respectively. It will be convenient to 
demonstrate the calculation of the two limits in this 
simple example, _first by methods that give general 
formulre for K. (A-+0) and K,_1 (A-+=) appro
priate to all straight gradings, and secondly by 
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K,-+ (

methods which enable the maximum and minimum 
of all the K factors of any straight grading to be 
calculated.

In Part I it was shown that the probability that a 
group is in a given condition is determined by four 
causes : namely, the arrival of traffic during the pre
ceding condition, the arrival and cessation of traffic 
during the condition itself, and cessation of traffic 
during the subsequent condition. When the traffic 
offered is indefinitely smal , however, the probability 
of any given condition is determined only by the 
arrival of traffic during the preceding condition and 
by the cessation of traffic during the condition itself ; 
in other words, as A approaches zero the magnitude 
of p,, 1 to p. becomes negligibly small relative to that 
of p,. Under this assumption the probability of there 
being a disengaged channel between any engaged 
channel and the first channel in the division of the 
grading is negligible. Applying this idea to the 
equations given in Fig. 7, as A-+0, then p1,-+0, and 
from equations (6) and (7)

A
2 p1 = 2p,., or p, = 2 p2"

But K, = I — i-p,.5 = I - t = !
Ps

If d is used for the number of divisions and a for 
the availability, and if other examples of gradings are 
considered, it is found that, for straight gradings

1 —I when A-+O 
a*/

Thus the maximum value of the highest K factor of 
a straight grading is found to be dependent only on 
the number of divisions of the grading and the 
availability ; it is independent of the number of 
channels and their arrangement. The result can also 
be obtained by calculating the full formulre in terms 
of d, a and x.

Under the assumption that the traffic offered is 
indefinitely small, the K factors may be calculated by 
a method similar to that given above for parallel 
ungraded groups. Thus, for the simple three-channel 
example under consideration,

Po = Po2 P1 = 2PoP1 P2 = 2PoPo + Pi'
p, = 2p,p,

Substituting for p1 and p, the appropriate ex
pressions from Erlang's loss formula for a group of two 
channels offered A/2 traffic units (but omitting the 
denominator for convenience) :-

Pa =2- A'(D' =3 • A3 and K, = 3 
2! '

This method can be adopted to obtain the maximum 
values of the K factors for any straight grading. 
Furthermore, where there is more than one K factor 
the calculation gives the products of the factors as 
used in the grade of service formula. Where the num
ber of divisions is more than three it is convenient 
to perform the calculation in succesS:ive stages. Thus, 
for a four-division grading, two adjacent divisions 
are first considered and then the two sets of two 
divisions each.

When the traffic offered is infinitely great, the 
probability of any given condition is determined only 
by the arrival of traffic during the condition itself and 
by the cessation of traffic during the subsequent 
condition ; in other words, as A approaches infinity 
the magnitude of conditions Po to Pr-i becomes 
negligibly small relative to that of p,. Applying this 
idea to the equations of Fig. 7, when A-+O

equation (5) becomes p3 = Ap2, 
A

(6) » P3 = !!P^ or 2 P3 = AP2,
» (7) ■ ■ Pa = P,, or 2 P3 = Ap,,

5P3 = AP2
But AKzP2 =

. K, =
3p3 
3
5

If d is used for the number of divisions and x for 
the number of channels

x
K,_,-+ sttI when A -+ d TO

From consideration of the equation> governing 
p,_, for any straight grading it can be deduced that 
the minimum value of K,_1 can be determined by 
taking •

number of vertical rows of individuals x d2
.. „ „ „ .. pairs X (d/2)'
.. ,, .. „ .. threes X (d/3)2
and so on to

number of commons x l
and dividing the sum of these products into the 
numbers of channels.
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FIG. 11.-STRAIGHT GRADINGS OF 20 CHANNELS 
AVAILABILITY JO,

This calculation applied to the grading of Fig.11 (a), 
for example, gives

3 x 16 = 481 x 4 = 4
6 X I = 6

58
TT ........................................ , 20 _Hence the minimum value of K. = ^ = •^^

It may here be mentioned that, as gradings are 
conventionally identified by denoting the number of 
vertical rows of individuals, pairs, threes, etc., and 
commons, the above calculations can be performed 
with only the grading symbols as data.

The general method of calculating the minimum 
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values of the K factors of a straight grading depends 
on the following :-

K,
A K,p, A K,p,--------

Ap, AK,p,+A(l-K,)p,
= _______ <L+ l)Pni

(r+ l)pr+1 4-A(l-Kr)pr
_  ______ r+ 1_______ '

r +i _|_ (1—KLp,

Now it can be demonstrated fairly readily from 
component diagrams and their equations that under 
the asumption that A-+ = the value of the expression 

A(l-K,coJ p,_,

Pr-c+l
(where c is the number of commons in the grading) 
is independent of the number of commons. This result 
derives from the fact that under the assumed condi
tions there is a fixed relation between the traffic lost 
during p, and during pi which is not affected by the 
number of commons. Hence, if Kr-o and Pr-c relate 
to a grading arrangement without commons, and 
correspond to K, and p, for the same grading with 
c commons added, then
A (1-K,) p, = A(l-K, ,.)P,, = 1-K,, (r-+l)

P1 + 1 Pr-o n Kr-c

Hence Ki =--------- r+ 1 _—
r + 1 + l-K,^ (r-c+l)

Kr-c
= Kr-c

r^c + 1K,_, + (1-K,_,) T+T '

The minimum values of the factors for a grading 
can therefore be determined if the values for the
grading arrangement without commons are known. 
For example, in the simple arrangement of Fig. 7, the 
value of K1 for the first two channels is 1 /2; hence, 
substituting this for K, .. , and c = 1, in the above 
formula, K2 for the whole grading = 3/5. This pro
cedure may be a.Pplied to any size of straight grading; 
for convenience, fonnul;:e giving the products of the 
factors •may be used in place of the above, but these 
require more space for their expression than can be 
afforded here. For the grading of Fig. 11 (b), for 
example, the calculation would be performed in four 
stages : (1) the values of K2 and K2-. for the four 
individuals at the beginning of the top two divisions 
are calculated as described earlier ; (2) these values 
are modified, as described above, to include the four 
partial commons, the resultant factors being K6 and 
K611 ; (3) the two sets of eight channels are then 
considered together, to obtain—by a method similar 
to that referred to in (1)—K, to K6115 for the first 
16 channels ; ( 4) these values are modified to include 
the four full commons to obtain Kw to K10119 for the 
complete grading. '

Estimate of Grade of Service given by Gradings.
If the maximum and minimum values of the K 

factors of a grading are known, and these values are 

substituted in the grade of service formul;:e, then for 
any given value of traffic offered, two answers for the 
grade of service givep by the grading will be obtained, 
neither of which ^wil be correct, but between which 
the true grade of service will lie. Thus, if the grade 
of service given by the simple example of Fig. 7 is 
calculated firstwith^ = 3/4 and then, with K2 = 3/5, 
for A = 2 the two limits for grade of service obtained 
are •2’75 and ^250, the correct value (calculated by .the 
exact method) being -267. These upper and lower 
limits are themselves of value in enabling the relative 
efficiencies of various arrangements to be compared. 
but a close estimate of the grade of service may be 
obtained by using the approximate formula

_ K,A + 0K, 
Kr A+l

to obtain an estimate of the value of each factor for 
given values of A. This approximate formula when 
applied to the grading elements considered in Part 1, 
gives results which differ to a negligible degree from 
the exact values. It would appear that there is no 
loss, and much convenience, in applying the same idea 
to the products of the factors, in which case an esti
mate of the grade of service can be obtained from

P-1 -

A- f . A
1+A + .... + (,1)!+ (aL «K„,il 

Aa / » A*
I + A +.... + + (a t

+ L: oKalr f1) A-+I 

+ L: oKair A') A"-f-I

The limits of grades of service and the estimate 
made as described above; of the grade of service, given 
by the gradings of Fig. 11 (d), for three values of traffic 
offered, have been calculated.

As an example, the calculated results obtained for 
6^86 T.U. offered—at which density the ungraded 
arrangement gives a grade of service of -002—are 
given below :-

Grading Lower limit Upper limit Estimate 
ofg.s. ofg.s. ofg.s.

(a) 3 1 6 •(009 -00111 ^0098
(b) 2 4 4 0017 -00100 0089
(c) I 7 2 0063 -00127 0018

Relative Efficiencies of Straight Gradings.
In Fig. 12 the efficiencies of the four arrangements 

of Fig. 11 are compared on the same basis as that 
used to compare those of grading elements inFigs. 9 and 
10, the curves being based on the estimates of grades of 
service calculated as described. It will be seen that 
grading 2 4 4 is shown to be more efficient than the 
others over most of the range covered. At an average 
loading of more than about 0^75 T.U. per channel, 
grading 1 7 2 is the most efficient arrangement ; con
sideration of the factors suggests that at a very high
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loading, well beyond the range of practice, however, 
the ungraded arrangement might be found the most 
efficient. There is no doubt that, with very light 
traffic, grading 3 I 6 would be the most efficient. It is

F'IG. 12.-RELATlVE EFFICIENCIES OF STRAIGHT GRADINGS.

interesting to note that grading 2 4 4 is the one that 
would be selected as the best by applying the 
" smooth progression " theory, as the number of sets 
of individuals, partial commons and commons are 
most nearly equal in this arrangement.

The foregoing conclusions could have been inferred 
in part by consideration of the values of K. (A-+ oc) 
and K._, {A-+0). the general forroulre for which were 
given above. From the essential nature of the K 
factor as the proportion of traffic effective during a 
given condition, it follows that the more efficient the 
grading the higher its factors.

In a family of gradings for which the maximum 
value of K, is the same for all the arrangements (that 
is, a family having a similar number of channels, 
divisions and availability) the relative efficiencies 
wil be reflected in a comparison of the minimum 
,values of Kx-i As has been shown, however, the 
relative efficiencies of gradings may vary with the 
density of traffic offered, and when comparing grading 
efficiencies it is necessary to specify the loading levels 
at which the comparison is made. Since factors Kx-l 
are, for straight gradings, at a minimum when the 
traffic density is infinite, the relative efficiency given 
by comparison of the K,_1 values is that which applies 
when the groups are fully loaded, though it may also 
be an index of the relative efficiencies at lighter loading 
levels.

The maximum values of the highest K factors (K,) 
are equal for the gradings in Fig. 11, being 1-(t)rn . 
The efficiencies of the gradings at full loading may 
therefore be compared by consideration of the 
minimum values of the lowest K factors (K,_ 1) which 
are as follows : ,

(a) Grading 3 I 6 ^345
(b) „ 2 4 4 = ^385
(c) „ I 7 2 = 435

Thus this calculation shows that grading I 7 2 is the 
most efficient of the three when the traffic is heavy, 
From consideration on the same basis of other corn- 
binations of channels, availability and number of 
divisions, it is found that the most efficient straight 
grading when fully loaded is that which most nearly 
approaches the nearest equivalent arrangement of 
parallel ungraded groups.

To compare the relative efficiencies of these gradings 
when the traffic density is low, consider first the 
gradings of Fig. 11 (a) and (b) with the first two sets 
of individuals removed : the relative efficiencies of 
the remainders will not be affected by this removal, 
and the maxima of K, for the remainders are I -(t)" 
and 1-(t)'o respectively. Therefore, 3 I 6 is more 
efficient than 2 4 4 when the traffic is very light, 
and similarly it is seen that 2 4 4 is more efficient than 
I 7 2 under the specified conditions. From considera
tion of other combinations it is apparent that the 
most efficient arrangement when traffic is very light 
is that with the largest number of individuals and 
consequently of full commons. Hence the relative 
efficiencies of the three arrangements are (a) to (c) 
when traffic is light and (c) to (a) when it is heavy and 
it will be noted that this result is consistent with that 
already obtained by consideration of the grades of 
service.

If any family of gradings appropriate to .a given 
number of channels is arranged in order on the fore
going basis it will be found that the order of efficienc; 
under heavy loading is exactly the reverse of the orde1 
of efficiency under light loading. This statement mai 
be amplified by saying that when the traffic offeree 
is less than a certain value one of the gradings (the 
first in order) is the most efficient arrangement, ani 
when the traffic offered is greater than some othei 
value, one other grading (the last in order) is the mosl 
efficient ; and when the traffic offered is intermediate 
between these two values one or another of the 
gradings intermediate on the list is the most efficient 
It is a reasonable inference that over the full range o . 
grades of service the possible gradings take turns ir 
being the most efficient.

Effect of Introducing " Slipped " . and " Cyclic ' 
Connections.
Whereas it appears to have been considered hithertc 

that the main merit of slipped and cyclic connectiorn 
was their ability to cater for overloads that may occu: 
in practice on particular divisions of gradings, it hru 
been shown in Part I that these arrangements are 
intrinsically more efficient than the straight arrange 
ment of partial commons, with pure chance traffic o 
constant underlying density. It seems certain tha 
slipped and cyclic connections can, in fact, have < 

greater influence on efficiency than that due to mino: 
differences. between straight gradings of the sam1 
family. When slipped or cyclic arrangements an 
introduced, therefore, the balance may be heavily 
weighted in favour of those gradings in respect o 
which the introduction of these types of arrangemen 
happens to be practicable. In general the introductio1 
of slipped and cyclic arrangements favours thos1 
gradings with the largest proportion of partial corn 
mons, and it happens that these are also, in thei
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straight form, the most efficient gradings when the 
traffic offered is fairly high. Fig. 13 (a), (b) and (c) 

and six divisions, respectively. In Fig. 14 (a) there 
are only three possible permutations and they are 
necessarily repeated 3l times to cover the ten sets of
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FJG. 13.-GRADINGS OF 20 CHANNELS WITH SLIPPED AND 
CYCLIC CJNNECTIONS,

shows the gradings of Fig. 11, with the maximum 
amount of slipping introduced. The type of slipping 
applied to the first three partial commons of (b) and 
to the first six partial commons of (c) may be expected 
to increase the efficiency of the group, on the basis 
of the efficiency curves in Fig. 10; the available evi
dence supports the views that the relative efficiency 
of grading elements is not upset by their being placed 
on later contacts. The type of slipping applied in 
(a), and also immediately before the commons in 
(b) and (c), does not, however, necessarily increase 
the efficiency of the group. The particular arrangement 
illustrated is effected hy combining the last two 
partial commons and the first two full commons (see 
elements (d) and (e) of Fig. 8) and it has been shown 
that with this type of element the slipped arrange
ment is the less efficient except when the traffic 
offered to it is above a certain value; (the critical value 
occurs when the K factors of the two elements are 
equal, which is approximately when A= 2^25T.U. 
pure chance traffic in this particular case). Whether 
or not the efficiency of a grading is increased by this 
type of slipping arrangement will depend, therefore, 
on the traffic density and the position of the element 
in the grading. At the same time the extent that the 
introduction of a particular element would affect the 
efficiency of a grading will depend on what proportion 
of the total traffic is offered to the element. There is 
little doubt that, at ordinary grades of service, the 
grading of Fig. 13 {d), for example, would be slightly 
less efficient than that of Fig. 11 (c), while the grading 
of Fig. 13 (a) may be expected to be more efficient 
than that of Fig. 11 (a) ; the effect on the efficiency of 
the grading of Fig. 13 (b) if the final slipped 
combination were replaced by the equivalent straight 
formation would, however, be more critically related 
to traffic density. Fig. 13 (e) and (/) shows grading (c) 
of Fig. 11 in what are apparently the most efficient 
slipped and cyclic arrangements, the latter being, on 
the basis of earlier discussion, the more efficient 
arrangement of the two.

Fig. 14 (a) and (b), shows cyclic connections applied 
to the ungraded arrangement of Fig. 11 (d), over four 

contacts ; in Fig. 14 (b) there are ten possible permuta
tions and therefore no repetition is necessary. 
Although the maximum value of K2 is slightly less 
for (b) than for (a) in respect of the first four channels 
(-861 against ^875) the later channels of (b) may be 
expected to be relatively more efficient than those of 
(a) owing to the absence of repetition.

Results Obtained with Rotary Traffic Machine.
The investigation of gradings made with the rotary 

artificial traffic machine (mentioned in Part I) was 
mainly directed to determine the relative efficiencies 
of a group of 27 channels, with six divisions and 
availability 10. Of the 28 arrangements tested, all 
except two included slipped arrangements of the type 
shown in Fig. 13 (a) to (e) ; 12 of the 28 arrangements 
have equivalent straight arrangements, and these are 
listed below in the order of efficiency given by the 
calculations described above.

Grading symbol

Indivi-1 
duals

Partial commons Full
Commons K,_,(A-+ ec)

Pairs Threes

3 I 0 6 •220
3 0 2 5 •223
2 3 I 4 •252
2 2 3 3 •257
2 I 5 2 •262
2 0 7 I •267
I 6 0 3 •290
I 5 2 2 •297
I 4 4 I •303
I 3 6 0 •310
0 8 I I •351
0 7 3 0 •360

As described earlier, the above list gives the order of 
efficiency for light loading when reading downwards 
and for heavy loading when reading upwards.

It is interesting to note that the most efficient of 
these gradings was found, by the artificial traffic tests 
made with the machine, to be grading 0 7 3 0, and 
that, as far as can be judged, the order of efficiency 
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in which the gradings were placed by the machine 
agreed broadly with the order shown above for heavy 
loading. More significantly, however, this is also 
the order according to the proportion of partial 
commons, and, therefore, of slipped connections. 
The grading with symbol 2 2 3 3 would be con
sidered the best on the basis of the smooth pro
gression theory, and the investigators concluded that 
this theory had been shown, by the tests made with 
the machine, to be incorrect. It should be said, how
ever, that, in the light of the foregoing discussion, 
this conclusion does not necessarily follow. Firstly, 
the smooth progression theory was intended originally 
to apply at the standard British Post Office grade of 
service of 1 in 50 ,whereas the tests with the machine 
were made at grades of service between l in 40 and 
I in 80 ; as has been shown, the most efficient arrange
ment at a grade of service of I in 80 is not necessarily 
the most efficient at I in 500. Secondly, the smooth 
progression theory was devised for use with straight 
gradings, whereas, in the gradings tested with the 
machine, slipped (and in a few cases cyclic) connec
tions were introduced wherever possible ; it has been 
demonstrated above that the introduction of such 
connections most favours the grading with the largest 
numbers of partial commons, which is, in this par
ticular case, grading 0 7 3 0. The smooth progression 
theory cannot, therefore, be regarded as disproved by 
the published results of tests made with the artificial 
traffic machine ; it is rather that the theory is not so 
general as has been •upposed, and does not apply at 
all grades of service or when slipped and cyclic 
connections are introduced.

Conclusions.

It has been shown that the relative efficiencies of 
gradings vary with the density of traffic offered ; that 
cyclic, and, to a lesser extent, slipped connections 
increase the efficiency of gradings appreciably ; that 
these types of connections can be introduced most 
freely into gradings which, in their straight form, have 
the most partial commons ; and that these are also 
the most efficient grading arrangements under condi
tions of heavy loading. The question arises, in view of 
the above, whether gradings should be arranged with 
regard more to conditions of full loading than to 
conditions when the standard grade of service is 
given ; and, in general, if cyclic connections are 
employed, whether the function of grading, in the 
conventional sense, is merely to enable groups with a 
number of channels which is not an exact multiple of 
the availability to be accommodated in a convenient 
manner. When the number of channels is an exact 
multiple of the availability, parallel .groups, ungraded 
in the conventional sense, but with cyclic connections 
introduced, may well be the most satisfactory arrange
ment, when all considerations are taken into account.

Finally, it should be mentioned that although some 
of the examples quoted in the above discussion are 
comparatively simple in order to keep the article 
within a reasonable compass, the results have been 
tested and confirmed in an appreciable number of 
more complicated examples. The study is clearly at 
an early stage and several lines for further investi
gation suggest themselves.

Book Review
" The Technique of Microwave Measurements." Edited 

by Carol G. Montgomery. Vol. 11 of the Radiation 
Laboratory Series. (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, U.S.A.). 939 pp. 627 ill. McGraw-Hill 
Publishing Co., Ltd. 60s.

It is axiomatic that progress in a new field of science 
or engineering depends to a large extent on the success 
attained in the development of precise measuring 
techniques. The wartime development of radar showed 
that this axiom was as true in the new field as in other 
fields of science and engineering in the past. As a result 
a very considerable effort was applied during the war 
years to the development of precise and convenient 
measuring techniques for use in the microwave range 
(1,000-30,000 Mc/s),. by workers in Services, University, 
Industrial and Government Laboratories in America. 
Great Britain and the Dominions.

The "Technique of l\ilicrowave Measurements" is a 
survey of the most accurate and useful methods of 
measurement which have so far been developed, em
phasis being placed primarily on laboratory equipment 
and methods likely to be of value to future workers in 
the microwave field.

The techniques described fall under four main
headings :---

!. Power G-eneration and Measurement.
II. Wavelength and Frequency Measurement.

III. The Measurement of Impedance and Standing 
Waves.

IV. Attenuation and Radiation Measurements.

Each section has been prepared by experts in the 
particular phase of measuring technique under dis
cussion, reference being made • to many wartime 
laboratory reports hitherto unpublished.

Section I describes microwave power sources such as 

the reflex klystron oscillator, methods of frequency 
stabilisation of the power source and methods of powei 
measurement using bolometers, thermistors and water
load wattmeters. Signal generators and noise sources 
for use in testing receivers are discussed. •

Section II deals with the measurement of wavelength 
by means of resonant cavities, and frequency by 
frequency-multiplier techniques.

Section III is devoted to the principles of impedance 
measurement by the standing-wave ratio method and 
by impedance bridges using waveguides. The measure^ 
ment of dielectric constant is discussed in detail.

Section IV deals with the design of waveguide and 
coaxial attenuators using modes below the nominal 
cut-off frequency, and resistive attenuators. 1'hE 
application of directional couplers to the measuremen1 
of forward and reverse power is explained. The final 
chapter is concerned with measurements of aerial gain 
directivity and phase-front patterns.

This volume of some 925 pages contains a wealth ol 
information of a practical as well as a theoretical kind 
and is likely to be a classic reference book for all con 
cerned in the microwave art, for many years to come.

W.J.B.
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A Trench-cutting Machine
u.o.c. 621.315.233

J. W. SPOONER. a.m.i.e.e.. 
and W. J. R. THOMSON

This article gives details of an improved trench-cutting machine now being used by the 1'ost Ollire and outlines the operating 
experience gainrd in the field.

7ii/r(‘diictioii.

AS a result of experience gained through 
observing trench-cutting machines employed 
by Post Office contractors, the Post Office has 
recently placed an order for a number of Type ” BA3 " 

Aveling-Barford machines, which incorporate several 
modifications made to suit Post Office conditions. 
Although other trenching machines have points in 
their favour it is considered that this type of machine 
has certain advantages, namely. the capital cost is 
low, it is light. and can be transported in a standard 
De partmental -I-ton lorry, and a safety feature helps 
to protect the machine when llte cul is too heavy for 
the type of soil encountered. The machine is designed 
to cul a trench either 11 or 18 in. wick to a depth 
of 3 ft. 6 in. and will. it is claimed, attain a maximum 
speed of J7;j ft. per hour in favourable soil conditions. 
A speed of 2OO yards per day seems lo bt> a reasonable 
average in most soils except the very hzml, and this 
assumes the machine is operating continuously for 
eight hours and digging an 1 1 -in. trench of 24 in. 
depth.

By reason of the compact design and small side
overhang the machine can be operated within 2 ft. 
of the boundary line, whilst it is so designed that the 
soil can be deposited to citlwr side of the trench. 
Usually, however, it is quicker to turn the machine 
round and work in till" opposite direction rather than 
change over the spoil conveyor from one side to the 
other.

NIechanical Details.
General views of the machine arc shown in Figs. l

Fig. 2.—Cutting .\ Tuencii.

Fig. 1 . .\vi^uN^i-BiKFiR.i Trench-Cutting Machine.

and 2. A trench is excavated by means 
of a digging boom carrying an endless 
chain on which are mounted stellite
lipped carbon-steel tines and transverse 
spade plates which loosen and push the 
spoil forward and upwards where it is 
scraped sideways by means of a spoil 
conveyor to form a continuous bank at 
one side. If the digging boom meets 
subsoib which are too difficult for it, 
it tends to rise and so prevent damage 
to the tines and plates, but if a large 
stone does jam the chain it can be 
released by operating a toggle joint 
provided fur the purpose.

The machine is powered by an 8-h.p. 
industrial type petrol engine complete 
with automatic coupling clutch. The 
engine is directly coupled to a worm 
reduction gear and thence by adjustable 
bush roller-chains to the digging gear 
and by mitre gears to the spoil conveyor. 
This means that the digging and
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banking chains both rotate as soon as the engine is 
started up.

The machine is of the self-hauling type and employs 
a ground anchor (Fig. 3) w:th 300 ft. of steel wire

Fig. 3.—C.ROUNn Anchor.

rope giving an effective length of 140 ft. maximum 
for one setting of the anchor. The steel wire rope 
passes from the winding drum through a pulley block 
at the anchor and back to the draw-bar of the machine. 
The forward movement is accomplished by winding in 
the steel wire rope around the drum which is rotated 
by a crank-operated variable-stroke ratchet drive. 
The stroke of the ratchet gear can be varied to take 
up from one-half tooth to four full teeth of the wheel 
at each revolution of the main shaft. The adjustment 
is by a hand-screw and fly nut in stages of one-half 
tooth. This half-tooth adjustment is made possible 
by using two pawls spaced one half-tooth apart.

To enable the operator to keep the machine to a 
line it is fitted with a steering wheel on the clear side, 
operating through a worm and worm-wheel. A local 
modification has been added in the form 
of a 4-ft. " sighting rod" fixed horizon
tally and parallel to the centre line of 
the machine. This, together with three 
marking pins placed along the proposed 
track enables the operator to maintain 
an accurate line, but without this device 
it is found most difficult to keep the 
machine straight. To obtain a good 
trench round curves and corners, a row 
of small pegs spaced equally and at short 
distances apart is found useful ; metal 
meat skewers are ideal for the purpose. 
Owing to the worm and worm-wheel 
design, the steering is irreversible and 
must be disengaged whenever the 
machine is put on tow. To enable the 
machine to be used on sloping ground, 
both rear wheels are adjustable vertically 
through a height of 6 in., that is either 
3 in. above or below the normal position. 
By this adjustment it is possible to 

excavate a vertical trench in most grass margins. 
This is an advantage over certain other types of 
trench-cutting machines where it is necessary to use 
wooden sleepers as packing to maintain the machine 
on an even keel. The machine must be kept level 
otherwise trouble is experienced with the boom and 
excessive wear occurs in the bushes and pins. Circular 
guide plates are supplied with the machine to prevent 
side-slipping when used on steeply sloping ground, 
and these are attached to the rims of the front and 
rear wheels on the clear side. Lugs are spaced round 
the wheel rims for this purpose.

The spoil conveyor (Fig. 4) carries low-carbon steel 
scraper plates fitted to a malleable iron chain running 
on chilled iron sprockets. The chain is adjustable by 

• means of a set-screw and lock nut, and it can 
be disposed to either side of the machine. The 
Post Office has had a modification made to the main 
horizontal beam supporting this chain, whereby the 
side-overhang can be reduced to enable the machine 
to be accommodated in a 4-ton lorry. In adjusting 
the chain, it is necessary to ensure that the scraper 
plates are as near to the ground as possible, otherwise 
the spoil heaps up in front of the boom. The alteration 
of the spoil conveyor from one side to the other is a 
rather laborious proceeding involving dismantling 
and subsequent re-fitting on the opposite side. The 
parts that have to be dismantled are the conveyor 
chain and supporting frame, the steering unit, portion 
of the ratchet gear connected with the forward move
ment and the digging-boom capstan wheel. The whole 
operation takes about a day to complete. When 
moving the machine from one site to another, the set
screw above the front wheels must be screwed down 
as far as possible to give the maximum ground 
clearance to the spoil conveyor.
Operation of the Machine.

Having sited the machine at, the starting point 
the wire rope is payed out. As previously stated, the 
effective length is 140 ft. so that if the first section tc 
be trenched is more than that, the full length can b( 
used. The free end is passed round a pulley and secure( 

FtG. 4.—Spoil Conveyor.
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to the draw-bar of the machine. If there is any slack 
in the wire this is wound np by lifting the pawls and 
using the drum handle provided. The pulley is secured 
to the anchor and the latter held in position by steel 
pins fitted with webs to facilitate removal. (In Fig. 3 
the pins are without webs.)

If the line of the track slopes transversely, the next 
operation is.to adjust the two main wheels so that the 
machine remains vertical. The spoil conveyor is then 
adjusted so that the scraper plates just touch the 
ground. This is done by raising or lowering the two 
front steering wheels, which are mounted on a steel 
king post with vertical adjustment so that, as they are 
adjusted, the front of the machine, including the spoil 
conveyor, is raised or lowered accordingly. The spoil 
conveyor, having been disposed to its correct side, a 
check is then made to ensure that the digger chain is 
not fouling the frame or frame parts. If it is, the 
boom must be lowered by means of the capstan wheel 
until clear.

The rear wheel scrapers are adjusted so that they 
bear lightly on the wheels but sufficiently heavily to 
prevent soil building up on the rims and thereby 
affecting the depth of the trench.

After a final check that the machine is correctlv 
serviced, it is ready for use, but before starting it fs 
necessary to make sure that no one is near the digging 
and banking chains, for, as already stated, these 
commence to rotate when the engine starts.

To commence excavation the boom is lowered by 
means of the capstan wheel (Fig. 1) and the forward 
speed set to one half-tooth setting on the ratchet, i.e. 
the slowest speed. If soil conditions permit this can 
be increased in half-tooth stages. From experience 
gained so far, it is seldom possible to exceed a speed 
of three full teeth although facilities are provided to 
give four full teeth adjustment.

If stones larger than 6 in. are encountered the 
boom will shake excessively and tend to rise ; it must 
then be raised dear until the obstruction is passed, 
and the trench cleared later by hand. It has been 
found in hard compact subsoils that the positioning 
of the digging tines is such that as they follow closely 
behind each other they tend to create a smooth 
surface rather than cut into it. This can be obviated to 
some degree by removing three or four tines, and thus 
allowing the remaining ones to break up the surface 
better. This action is not recommended for general 
application but only when the soil is hard and com
pact. The single (11 in.-wide) digging chain does not 

seem as capable as the double chain (18 in. wide) of 
dealing with difficult subsoils-probably due to the 
overhang of its outer digging tines. There may be 
cases, therefore, where the double chain would give a 
greater rate of progress than the single chain. Which
ever type is used, the operator should be ready to 
switch off the engine should any large obstruction 
foul the banking chain.

In common with most other types of trenching 
machine, difficulty is experienced in coping with wet 
clay. Self-cleaning spade plates are fitted but although 
they are partially successful they do not appear to be 
entirely satisfactory and clay is carried back to the 
trench.

To move the machine from site to site the spoil 
conveyor is adjusted as previously mentioned and the 
machine can then be accommodated in a 4-ton lorry. 
To effect the removal it is neces:;ary to use a ramp 
under each wheel, having first adjusted the main 
wheels to give maximum ground clearance. The lorry 
winch is used to pull up the machine, the draw-wire 
being attached to the draw-bar of the machine. When 
the distance involved in a removal is less than about 
t mile, it is usually more economical to tow the 
machine and in this event a safe maximum speed of 
4 m.p.h. may be achieved.

Organisation of Work.
The best organisation seems to be to use a six-man 

gang where the foreman is in sole charge, the machine 
operator is a man with experience of mechanical aids, 
the ductlayer is usually the leading hand, one man 
operates the trench-filling machin'e, one a mechanical 
rammer and the sixth is on labouring duties, mostly 
assisting the ductlayer.

Conclusion.
The first of the machines to be supplied to the Post 

Office has been in use for a few months in the Lincoln 
Telephone Area. Although comprehensive comparative 
costs are not yet available, it is already clear that the 
saving, as compared with contract rates, is consider
able. As an example may be quoted the trenching 
costs for approximately three miles of single-way duct 
(laid in subsoils varying from wet clay to hard lime
stone), the costs in this instance being less than one- 
half of the estimated contract price. Given good 
maintenance, the machine should prove a valuable 
acquisition especially now_ that contract labour 
available to the Post Office has been greatly reduced.

Book Review«
" Industrial Electric Motors,'.' 104 pp. 35 il. Higgs 

Motors Ltd. ls.
This is the second edition of a useful little book 

(4! in. x 3l in.) giving hints on the installation and" 
maintenance of electric motors and generators. The 
notes are based on the" firm's experience in the manu
facture and supply of motors for various purposes and 
deal with ordinary industrial applications. Sections are 
devoted to short descriptions of motors, generators and 
starters and extracts from B.S.S. 168-1936 and I.E.E. 

Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings. 
The remainder of the book deals with the installation 
and maintenance of motors with particular reference to 
the firm's own products. Included in the installation 
details are such operations as handling, fixing in unusual 
positions, fitting pulley and belt drives and location of ' 
faults on installation. The book is illustrated by many 
wiring diagrams and tables giving necessary information 
on horse power, current consumption, fusing require
ments, etc. A useful book for the practical man,

W.T.G.
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Overseas Exchange (Radio Services)

U.D.C. 621.396.65 : 621.396.7

R. C. DEVEREUX

To handle exclusively the large volume of traffic now routed over radio channels, Overseas exchange was opened in 
November, 1947. This article describes the main features of the installation and its interconnection with the two Radio 

Telephony Terminals now in operation.

Introduction. The Exchange Equipmen.t.

THE 7th January, 1927, marked an historical 
event in the sphere of telecommunications, 
as on that day the peoples of two great 
cities were brought within speaking distance by the 

opening of the first transatlantic radio telephony 
circuit between London and New York.1

On the 24th November, 1947, almost 21 years after 
the inauguration of the service, a new Overseas 
exchange was opened in the Monarch telephone 
exchange building in London to handle exclusively 
the large volume of traffic from England 
and the Continent to all parts of the 
world now routed daily over radio cir
cuits. Prior to the opening of this new 
exchange the radio traffic was handled at 
the International exchange in Faraday 
Building.2

The radio network as at March, 1948, 
is shown in Fig. l.

Services to Madrid, Lisbon, Athens and 
Moscow, although proper to the Contin
ental exchange, are temporarily maintained 
by radio circuits owing to present diffi
culties in providing satisfactory land-line 
connections.

Direct radio-to-radio through connec
tions can be obtained via London over all 
circuits. Indirect radio services are avail
able via the Belgian and Dutch radio 
stations to Leopoldsville in the Belgian 
Congo and Curacao in the Dutch West 
Indies. Connections are obtained by the 
Overseas operator via the Continental 
switchboard to Brussels or Amsterdam 
exchanges respectively.

Before proceeding to a description of 
the new exchange a brief reference will be 
made to the Radio Telephony Terminal/ 
a vital link in the radio telephone service. 
The Overseas operating positions work in 
conjunction with the R.T.T., i.e. the en
gineering control equipment and Technical 
Operators' positions, at which the 
land^ lines to and from the transmitting 
and receiving radio stations are brought 
together before being extended to the 
switchboard. The R.T.T. equipment is at 
present divided between two terminals, 
one being just under three-quarters of a 
mile away in Faraday Building and the 
other about 8! miles away in Brent Build
ing at Hendon.

ip.O.E.£j .. Vol. 20, p. 52.
'P.O.E.E.J., \'ol. 21, p. 100.
3P.O.E.E J.. Vol. 24, p. 53.

The exchange was installed by the Automatic 
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., and has an initial 
equipment comprising 84 positions in the main 
operating suite, 21 record, enquiry and observation 
positions, a main ticket control position, minor ticket 
control tables, directory racks, s-upervising officers' 
desks and tables, together with the associated 
apparatus and test racks. The layout of the switch
room and apparatus rooms is shown in Fig. 2.

An M.D.F. has not been provided. Main cables

Fig. 1.—Radio Telephony Network.
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Fig. 2.—Layout of Switchroom and Apparatus Room.

direct to Brent and Faraday Buildings, and a cable 
to the Monarch exchange M.D.F. for alternative 
routing via other main cables, terminate on cable 
test bays and are used for routing the radio channels 
to the R.T.T.s. All channels which are not routed 
on the direct cables are cabled, instead of jurnpered, 
on any intermeciiate framps through which they pass. 
A tie cable from the I.D.F. to Monarch M.D.F. is 
provided for access to local junction cables. Termina

Fig. 3.—Grneral View of the Switchroom.

ting and transformer equipments, cabled across 
the I.D.F., provide terminations for the 4-wire 
extensions of the radio circuits. Testing facilities are 

provided by two trunk type test racks. All relay sets 
except those for the radio circuits are of standard 
sleeve control type and need no special mention. The 
" statP of channel " lamp rac.k is unusual and will 
be mentioned later, but the other lamp racks are 
of standard design. Battery power supply is taken 

from the Monarch exchange plant.
All positions are of the standard 4 ft. 

8| in. high sleeve control construction, 
use of these fow type positions having 
been made possible by the absence 
of the large trunk multiple which was 
available at the old exchange. A general 
view of the switchroom is shown in 
Fig. 3 and a close-up view of the key
shelf and face equipment of one of the 
positions is shown in Fig. 4. It will be 
seen that little keyshelf equipment is 
fitted. Apart from the standard position 
keys only four pairs of cords with com
bined speak and monitoring keys and 
one single-ended cord without keys are 
provided. The visible index file, rhodoid 
panel for bulletins, instruction circuit 
press-button key and lamp, stop-watches 
and dial complete the equipment. The 
three lamps on top of the position are 
" state of channel " lamps.

The record and enquiry positions are 
equipped primarily with three pairs of • 

cords, but the first nine positions are
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Fig. 4.—Operator's Position.

arranged for observations on the radio circuits and 
are provided with a fourth pair of cords and a single 
cord. A band conveyor is mounted on the top of 
these miscellaneous positions for the purpose of 
conveying tickets to the end of the suite for collection 
and distribution. The conveyor is totally enclosed 
in a polished wood casing with apertures over 
each position for posting of tickets.

Double-faced clocks with 24-hour dials are mounted 
on pillars on top of the positions at approximately 
16-ft. intervals. Alternate clocks have black or white 
dials and all normally show G.M.T. When, however, 
daylight saving is in force the clocks with white dials 
are advanced to indicate B.S.T.

The main ticket control position shown in Fig. 5 is 
used only on the New York route and was provided to 
accommodate the large number of tickets involved on 
this route. It is a 4-position table fitted with inset 
ticket trays containing 48 compartments. Half are 
used for tickets relating to outgoing calls and the other 
half for those relating to incoming calls. The tickets 
are placed in various compartments which are 
labelled to indicate particular stages of the calls. A 
plate glass panel on which tickets can be sorted 
fits into the raised frame over the centre
of the table. Four keys, common to 
al positions, give outgoing access to 
two lines on Monarch exchange and two 
lines to the Overseas switchboard for 
the passing of calls via the trunk or toll 
exchanges, whilst lour other keys, with 
associated calling lamps, tenninate the 
circuits incoming to the ticket control 
from the switchboards.

Before proceeding further it wwil per
haps be informative, and lead to a better 
appreciation of the facilities provided, if 
the operation of the service is outlined.

• Operation of the Service.
A subscriber desiring to make an Over

seas call obtains connection in the nori 
way to the. exchange at which his tn 
calls are controlled and, on quoting 
town and country required, he is exteni 
to the Overseas exchange record p 
tions, where full details are taken : 
entered on a special radio call ticl 
The record operator passes details 
the required call over an O/G multi 
circuit to a time assignment cl 
(T.A.C.), who holds schedule» show 
the bookings on all routes, and a ti 
is appointed for completion of the c 
The subscriber is advised accordin 
and, if the time is satisfactory, a se 
number is allotted by a serialising cl 
working with the T.A.C., entered on 
time assignment schedule and the ra 
ticket, and quoted to the subscriber. ' 
call is thereafter known by this m 
ber. After certain checks of the det 
have been made the ticket is pas 
to the channel operator controll 
the required route and details 

transmitted to the distant terminal at the earl 
possible opportunity in order that the required s 
scriber may be contacted and his agreement obtaii 
to acceptance of the call at the appointed time. I 
the New York route bookings are very heavy in b 
directions and ate generally passed by teleprinter o 
a radio circuit which is used solely for this purpc 
The teleprinter is, however, not brought into sen 
until about I .30 p.m. (London time) daily and urg 
calls are passed verbally if necessary.) The dist 
operator then reports to London on the position. ' 
calling subscriber is advised accordingly and, if 
time is unsuitable to the called party, a new tim, 
arranged. Shortly before the appointed time
channel operator advises the distant terminal t 
serial number .... will be the next call. An opera 
at the distant end proceeds to contact the requi 
subscriber and at the London end an " adva 
calling" operator working on a position adjacent 
the channel operator contacts the calling subscril 
advises him that his radio call is being put throu 
explains the procedure if the caller is unfamiliar w 
the service, and holds him on the line. When 
distant terminal advises that the called subscribe 

Fig. 5.—Main Ticket Control Position.
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aiting, the channel operator takes over the calling 
ibscriber by overplugging with a cord on her own 
osition the next multiple appearance of the circuit 
o which the subscriber was called by the advance 
tiling operator, inserts the other plug of the cord 
Lto the channel jack and, after verifying that both 
1bscribers are in circuit, advises them to go ahead.
Coupled stop watches, one of which is used to record 

>ta! duration of the call and the other chargeable 
me, are then started. The operator proceeds to 
tonitor the call in order that she may observe the 
uality of the transmission and stop the chargeable- 
me watch whenever necessary. A runin ng summary 
fall-difficulties which arise is made on the ticket, and 
etails of the total duration and chargeable time are 
>tered on completion of the call.
At either end of a radio circuit there may be many 

Liles of land line or, as in a few cases such as Sydney, 
.ustralia, to Wellington, New Zealand, or New York 
J Alaska, another radio link, to the calling and 
illed subscribers. It wil be appreciated that, 
epending on the prevailing atmospheric conditions, 
1e radio circuits may under favourable cjrcumstances 
e suitabl<> for all calls, whatever their place of 
rigination and their destination, whilst at other 
mes routing restrictions may have to be applied and 
dension of calls beyond the terminal limited. A 
ircuit may perhaps be suitable ouly as an " order 
rire 11 between the terminal operators or even 
ompletely unusable. The suitability of the channels 
ir traffic is determined by the technical operator and 
' signalled to the traffic operator by means of the 
tate-of-channel lamps.

lrrangement of Switchboard Multiple.

The interposition, outgoing, radio channel and 
nswering multiples are arranged in four groups as 
ielow, and are cabled separately to the I.D.F., where 
imilar multiples terminate on adjacent rows of tags 
>n the connection strips and are commoned with bare 
rire.

lst Group. R. & E.Q. suite.
2nd Group. Main suite.
3rd Group. Main suite.
4th Group. Main suite. • 

This arrangement permits 

Positions I- 21
Positions 101-150
Positions 201-222
Positions 301-312 

easy splitting of the
nultiples if required at some later date.

7ircuit Provision.
The following groups of circuits are provided in the 

mtgoing multiple (with F.L.S.) for the purpose of 
-ecalling originating subscribers, setting up incoming 
:al received over the radio circuits, enquiries, etc.

14 to Trunk exchange Inland positions.
5 to Trunk exchange Continental positions.
2 to Trunk exchange Channel Is. positions.
2 to Trunk exchange Eire positions.

10 to Toll A automatic exchange.
50 to Toll B automatic exchange.

The non-F.L.S. multiple gives access to miscel- 
aneous circuits such as lines to the Time Assigument 
:!erk, Ticket Control, R.T.T., Test Desk, Divisional 
md Section Supervisors. Al positions in the main 
mite are connected by an interposition multiple.

The main groups of circuits appearing in the 
answering multiple are :-

10 from Trunk exchange Inland positions.
7 from Trunk exchange Continental positions.
5 from a Central exchange F.S. number.

10 from a City exchange F.S. number.
The final selector numbers are used by certain con

trolling operators who can reach them by dialling. 
Routing via the Trunk exchange manual positions is 
thus avoided.

As these circuits are for booking purposes the 
primary appearances are on the record suite, but to 
avoid UllRecessary staffing of this suite, calls are 
answered on the main suite during slack booking 
periods.

Miscellaneous circuits from the Exchange Superin
tendent, Divisional Supervisor, Ticket Control, 
Enquiry positions, R.T.T.s, etc., also terminate in the 
answering multiple.

In the radio ch:nnel multiple provision has been 
made for 60 link circuits to the R.T.T.s. These 
circuits, which are known as Radio Channels, are each 
equipped with five jacks and three lamps, and are 
connected to the R.T.T. via radio channel relay sets, 
the circuit of which is shown in Fig. 6. The jacks and 
lamps for each channel are mounted vertically above 
one another in the order in which they appear in the 
diagram. Twenty radio channels appear in each 
alternate panel, thus giving a 6-panel repetition of the 
60 circuits. They are also multipled along the first 
nine positions of the record suite for observation 
purposes, but the monitor "A " jack and control 
circuit jack and lamp are omitted on this suite.

For channels to Brent, 8-wire junctions, which 
provide 4-wire transmission paths (amplified at Brent), 
monitoring and control pairs, connect each working 
relay set to the R.T.T. equipment, and superposed on 
these wires are the various signals which are required 
on circuits of this special character. '

As the distance to Faraday Building is compara- . 
tively short, the arrangement is slightly different, the 
4-wire circuit being unamplified and physical pairs 
used instead of the phantom of the 4-wire for the 
"red " and " green " state-of-channel signals. Ten 
wires are therefore required. The 4-wire circuit 
terminates direct on the terminating unit, the line 
transformer being by-passed.

The new exchange opened with 13 Jinks to Faraday 
R.T.T., at which there were 12 working terminal 
positions, thus providing one spare link, and with 
12 Jinks to Brent at which there were six working 
terminal positions with six more in course of 
installation. •

’ SIGNALS OVER THE LINK CIRCUITS

The following signals are transmitted over the 
different wires.

Wire. Signal.
AM .. .. Gain switching.
BM .. .. B{W calling for Radio Channel.
AC .. .. S.O.C. "Yellow."
BC .. .. B/W calling for Control Circuit.
REC (Ph.) .. S.O.C. "Red."
TRANS (Ph.) S.O.C. " Green."
The signals will now be discussed in more detail.
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Calling Over the Radio Channels.
On most routes calling is by verbal announcement, 

and continuous monitoring by the operator, while a 
channel is in service, is ' necessary in order that -she 
may know when the distant operator desires to pass 
an incoming call. On routes which are suitably 
equipped, however, the exchange equipment provides 
for calling signals in both directions, thus obviating 
the need for continu01:JS monitoring. This facility is 
at present provided on the New York route only, but 
wil be extended to other routes as opportunity arises. 
Calling in the outward direction is effected by 
inserting a plug into the channel jack and operating 
the speak and ringing keys. Relay RR operates and 
at RR 1 connects a battery to the BM wire to operate 
relay RG at the RTT, thus causing the channel 
ringing equipment to be operated at RG 1. In the 
reverse direction, . ringing over the radio channel 
causes RR relay at the terminal to operate and 
connect battery to the BM wire at RR!. This 
operates RG in the relay set at Overseas exchange.

RGI operates relay RH which disconnects LW rela; 
at RH2, to release the F.L.S. lamp relay, and operate 
the calling lamp relay. If another call is receive( 
whilst the plug is still in the channel jack, recal 
facilities are provided by operation of relays RG anc 
RH. A flicker earth is connected by RH4 from SS4 
(which is operated with the plug in the jack) to rela; 
LF which, at LFl, causes the cord circuit supervisor) 
relay to flash.

Signalling over the Control Circuit.
This circuit provides direct connection between th1 

traffic and technical operators. Automatic signallin! 
in both directions is effected over the BC wire. Th< 
circuit operation is self-explanatory. A plug anc 
jack arrangement is used at the Faraday R.T.T 
instead of a key as shown.

Gain Switching Signal.
The radio transmitter must, for most efficienl 

working, be kept fully loaded and the volume o 
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speech received from subscribers has to be brought 
within prescribed limits by the gain control at the 
R.T.T. Should the Overseas exchange operator enter 
circuit and speak, however, overloading may occur 
owing to the higher level of the received speech. 
Arrangements are therefore made to reduce the gain 
immediately the cord circuit speak key is thrown, to 
a level suitable for average speech levels from the 
traffic operators. This is effected in the following 
way.

When only the subscriber is in circuit the through 
signalling relay TS connects battery at TS2 via DSI 
to the AM wire to operate relay S at the R.T.T. 
With SI operated the gain is set at the higher level 
suitable for the particular subscriber's speech. When 
the cord circuit speak key is thrown, DR and DS 
relays operate and the battery on the AM wire is 
disconnected at DSI. S relay at the R.T.T. releases 
and causes the gain to be switched to the level 
suitable for speech from the operators.

In the case of radio-to-radio through connections 
the switching relay at the R.T.T. must be operated, 
but this cannot be effected with radio channel relay 
set's on both ends of the same cord. Two cords are 
used, therefore, and one circuit is connected to 
another via two special jacks which are wired back- 
to-back with a battery and earth feed via impedance 
coils bridged across the tip and ring. This battery 
provides the switching condition over both channels. 
Six pairs of jacks are provided in the O/G multiple 
for such through connections.

The Monitoring Circuit.
To monitor a call the operator uses a separate cord 

in the monitoring jack which gives access, over the 
monitoring pair, to a high impedance amplifier at the 
R.T.T. This amplifier is connected on the input side 
of the receive channel amplifier and the output of the 
transmit amplifier and is arranged to transmit to the 
operator the same volume of speech from either side 
of the channel.

The second monitoring jack is provided to enable 
the " advance calling" operator to listen on the same 
circuit and anticipate the correct moment at which to 
commence the advance calling of the next subscriber, 
and thus avoid keeping him waiting on the line for an 
undue period before the radio circuit becomes free.

Radio Channel Free Line Signals.
The free line signalling arrangements are unusual 

in that the lamp for a particular radio channel lights. 
when the F.L.S. relay for that channel operates, 
instead of being extinguished, and also, switching to 
the next free trunk is not provided. The lamps are 
therefore purely visual idle indicators for individual 
channels. As will be seen from Fig. 6, the F.L.S. 
relay LW cannot operate unless one or more of the 
S.O.C. relays is .operated, i.e. until the technical 
operator has indicated that the radio circuit is ready 
for service.

State-cf-Channel Signals.
Visual indications regarding the suitability of the 

radio circuit for traffic and. the restrictions, if any, 
which must be applied are conveyed to the Overseas 
operator by the three lamps mounted on the top of 
each position. These lamps are coloured red, yellow 
and green and are connected in that order to the tip 
ring and sleeve of the single cord. Insertion of the 
plug into the S.O.C. jack causes the lamps to glow 
either singly or in combination, depending upon the 
condition which the technical operator has set up by 
means of the keys shown in Fig. 6 in accordance with 
the prearranged colour code given below.

Lamps Glowing.

Yellow . .
Red-Yellow ..

Green-Yellow

Meaning of Signal.

Channel suitable for all calls.
. Calls restricted at the Lon

don terminal.
. Calls restricted at distant 

terminal.
Red-Green-Yellow Calls restricted at both ter

minals.
Red-Green , . Channel suitable for " order

wire " only.
Red .. , Channel standing by (trans

mitter shut down).
At the old exchange the S.O.C. lamps were pro

vided on a per channel basis and were mounted in the 
jack field }'Tith multipled appearances. When con
sidering the design of a new exchange with an 
ultimate of perhaps 150 positions and 100 radio 
channels having a 6-panel repetition, it became 
evident that there would be a very considerable drain 
on the A.C. supply, as even if only one lamp per 
channel was glowing simultaneously, almost 6,000 
lamps would be alight. The cord and jack arrange
ment was therefore adopted as it wU result in con
siderable saving of power and also in lamp 
maintenance..

Display Panels.—The plug and cord arrangement 
had the attendant disadvantage that the controlling 
officers could not see the state of all channels at a 
glance and thus ascertain the overall position. Dis
play panels as shown in Fig. 7 are therefore fitted on

Fig. 7.—Supervisor's Desk, Showing the Display Panel.

the Traffic Superintendent's table and on each of the 
two Divisional Supervisors' desks. Each panel caters 
for duplicate indications of the F.L.S. and the three
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S.O.C. lamps on a maximum of 120 radio channels, 
and all panels are fed from an A.C. lamp rack which

COMMONS TO 3>IA FUSES SERVING 000 NUMBERED

GREEN 
----- SHI’

YELLOW
—®-+

WHITE
-®—H-

LAMPS,

DISPLAY 
RELAYS

AS ABOVE 
TO 240 

'EVEN
NUMBERED 1

¥DISPLAY mJi

COMMONS TO 20 LAMPS
REP —®—*■

CONTACTS IN RC RELAY SET
RELAY SWITCH

Fig. 8.—Power Distribution to Display Panels.

serves a maximum of four complete displays, i.e. the 
rack will feed 1,920 lamps. The F.L.S. lamps glow 

continuously on al circuits which are available for 
traffic but not actually in use, but the S.0.C. lamps 
can be switched on and off by a key an each display 
panel. As the ultimate load with 360 lamps glowing 
would be approximately 144 amperes, the key is 
arranged to control a relay switch with two mercury 
tubes, one of which controls the " odd" lamps and 
the other the " even " lamps. The power distribution 
and fusing arrangements for these display panels are 
shown in Fig. 8.

These complete displays are quite independent of 
the single-ended cords on the positions and wil 
function, when the display keys are thrown, whether 
these cords are in the S.O.C. jacks or not.
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Book Reviews
•• Introduction to Electrical Engineering.'' G. V. Mueller.

591 pp., 481 il. McGraw Hil Publishing Co., Ltd. 
30s.

This second edition has been so extensively rewritten, 
and so considerably enlarged, that it may almost be 
considered to be a new book.

Although it is, as stated in the title, an introduction 
to electrical engineering, it is not a book for elementary 
students. The -ground covered is liiimi-ted, but is dealt 
with thoroughly, e.g. 171 pages are devoted to Ohm's 
and Kirchoff's laws, and a knowledge of higher mathe
matics is essential. Other chapters deal with conductors, 
insulators, non-linear resistors, electro-chemistry, mag
netic circuits, induced and generated E.M.F.s, and 
dielectrics.

The book is almost wholly theoretical and practical 
examples_ are not extensively quoted ; such as are 
included are sometimes poor, e.g. the descriptions of 
measuring instruments and secondary cells. Extensive 
lists of questions for the student to work out are included 
but answers are not given for him to check his results. 
American terms and spelling do not often cause con
fusion, but these, together with the use of M.K.S. units, 
produce .. ohm-meter " as. the unit of resistivity and 
such urifamiliar terms as "webers per square meter " 
and " mega-darafs".

A very useful book for the university undergraduate. 
H. L.

.. Radar Beacons." (Volvme 3 of the Radiation 
Laboratory Series) ; edited by A. Roberts. 489 pp., 
246 ill. McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd. 36s.

Because radar was developed for warlike purposes one 
of its earliest problems was that of distinguishing 
friendly targets from hostile targets. This was solved 
by installing in friendly targets, i.e. friendly aircraft, etc., 
small transmitters which emitted characteristic trains 
of pulses in a particular frequency band when radar 
pulses were received. in certain other bands. These 
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characteristic trains were used, in effect, as passwords 
in response to the radar challenge. This technique was 
soon extended to fixed targets in order that they might 
be identified with certainty and used for navigation in 
somewhat the same way as lights are used by the 
mariner. But these radar beacons can be much more 
useful than lights, because the responses from a single 
beacon can be used to determine range as well as bearing, 
and a fix can be obtained on a single beacon. The 
measurement of range can be made with such precision 
that developments of the beacon principle which depend 
entirely on range measurement resulted in some of the 
most successful and precise position-finding systems 
evolved during the war.

"Radar Beacons," the third of 28 volumes devoted 
to various aspects of radar and allied subjects, describes 
various types of beacon and aspects of beacon design 
and considers the different position-finding systems that 
have been based on the beacon technique. The degrees 
of detail with \vhich various parts of the subject are 

treated vary markedly. Indeed, I.F.F. is introduced 
only to dismiss it because details may not yet be 
released.

The first 120 pages are devoted to " Basic Con
siderations", and form the part most likely to be of 
general interest. They include outline descriptions of 
the various applications of beacons and discuss the 
factors governing their performance. The remainder of 
the volume is concerned with detailed treatments of 
various aspects of beacons and beacon system design, 
much of which has not, as far as is known, been pub
lished elsewhere. It is disappointing that no mention is 
made of C.W. beacons for use in association with radar, 
for such beacons, although they yield information on 
bearing only, have the advantage of great simplicity.

The book will be extremely useful to anyone concerned 
with beacons and allied subjects, but it is not the type 
of book that one would add to one's library more or less 
as a matter of course. H. S.



A Tester for Measuring the Speed 

and Ratio of Loop ImpulsesU.D.C. 621.395.341.3
R. C. KYME, Gra<l.l.E.E .• and C. W. GRASSY

A brief account is given of an impulse speed and ratio tester designed for use In acceptance testing of automatic 
e:r.c:hange equipment. To ensure simplicity in operation controls have been kept to a minimum consistent with an 

adequate o_rder or accuracy in measurement.Introduction.
DURING acceptance testing of automatic exchange equipment. a need arises for an instrument tc measure the speed and ratio of impulses generated by machines and impulse regenerators. It is essential that any such tester should be compact and robust since it is frequently. required to be transported by road and rail. At the same time the number of controls should' be a minimum to ensure accuracy and quickness when setting up the tester on site. Existing circuits for measuring speed and ratio were examined but proved to be unsuitable for the required purpose.The circuit of the tester developed to meet this need is b\lsed on well-known principles, but the design is thought to be sufficiently novel to be of interest. The tester was constructed with components from stock and it is realised that these may not in al cases represent the optimum values for the circuit. In practice, however, the results have proved very satisfactory,Circuit PrinciplesThe elements of the circuit are best explained separately, although in the practical case •they are inter-related.
Speed Element.The principles of the speed measuring element are shown in Fig. t. When the impulsing contacts make,

FIG. }.-SPEED ){E;>.SURING ELEMENT.the current builds up quickly in the primary of the transformer and remains at a steady value during the make period of the impulse. The build-up of current in the primary gives rise to a pulse of current in the secondary of the transformer which dies away when the steady state primary current is reached. At the end of the make period the impulsing contacts break and the primary current falls to zero, giving rise to another pulse in the secondary but in the opposite direction. The bridge circuit is used to rectify the 

pulses, and the mean current which they represent is measured by the milliarnmeter. Provided the pulses do not overlap, the mean current is proportional to the rate at which the impulses are generated, i.e. to the impulse speed, and the speed so measured is independent of the impulse ratio. A suitable currentmeter with a linear scale may thus be calibrated to read speed direct.Ratio Element.The ratio measuring element is based on the well- known principle that a mil meter with a suitable movement, connected in series with the impulsing contacts, wil give a reading directly proportional to the make period of the impulses. It is thus possible to calibrate the meter with a linear scale to read " % make."THE CoMPLETE IMPULSE TESTERThe circuit finally developed is shown in Fig. 2. Use is made of a milliarnmeter M, already introduced

as " Impulse Meter No. 1 ”, which has a full-scale deflection of 1 mA and has two scales, "0-100% make " and "0-15 impulses per second." The meter is connected into the ratio circuit with the speed key normal and is switched into the speed circuit when the key is operated. By using a suitable shunt the instrument is calibrated for both speed and ratio by adjusting VRB to give full-scale deflection of the meter with the impulsing contacts closed and all keys normal. This adjustment, which compensates for variations in battery voltage, is the only calibration necessary on site.An additional adjustment provided by VRA is used when setting up the tester initially, but the rheostat is mounted below the panel, and once set is sealed. VRA is necessary to compensate for differences in the characteristics of individual components.Since the tester is required to measure the speed and 83



ratio of dials and regenerators which give a maximum 
train of only 10 impulses at a time, a preset control 
has been included by means of which the needle may 
be positioned to the approximate reading before the 
train is sent into the tester. Operation of the "preset'' 
key causes relay PS to operate and lock over its own 
contact to the impulsing loop. PS contacts apply a 
P.D. to the meter which may be adjusted by VRC. 
The pre-setting P.D. is removed upon the release of 
PS during the first break pulse. An electrolytic 
condenser C is connected across the meter to obtain a 
steadier reading. This necessitates a slow-release PS 
relay to obviate the flick of the needle which results 
if a fast relay is used, due to the condenser discharging 
through the meter before the first make pulse arrives.

Two stages of differentiation and subsequent 
rectification are introduced into the final circuit as it 
is found that by this means increased accuracy results 

when measuring speeds with widely differing ratios. 
Transformers No. 48A, together with Rectifiers 
No. 1/6G, are used, the latter being found to be the 
most suitable rectifier for the purpose, provided that 
the elements forming each bridge are carefully 
matched.

Limits of Accuracy.
When compared with the laboratory standard, no 

n.ieasurable error occurs between the following 
limits:-

7% to 87% break ratio. at 8 i.p.s.

10% to 87% break ratio at 10 i.p.s.
12% to 88% break ratio at 12 i.p.s.
4 i.p.s. to 15 i.p.s. at 50% break ratio.

The limits are well in excess of any values of speed 
' or ratio which it will be necessary to measure in 
practice.

Book Review
" Electric . Contacts." Ragnar Holm, Ph.D. A1mgrist

& Wiksel!s, Stockholm. . 398 pp.
The selection of material to be included in a book on 

contact phenomena presents the int.ending author with 
a more than usually difficult problem. The difficulty 
arises from the extent of the field which can be covered. 
There are two portJonR of this field which are of par
ticular interest to the electrical engineer; the first in
cludes the properties and use of contacts for the switching 
of electric circuits ; the second, the behaviour and 
application of metal rectifiers and crystal detectors.

Switching contacts may be continuously sliding (as in 
the brush-slipring contact in a rotating machine) ; 
intermittently sliding {as in uniselectors and t\vo-motion 
switches) ; normally closing and separating (as in 
relays); or, finally, they may be static, in circumstances 
such that sliding has taken place once (as in a plug and 
socket), or \vhere normal closing and opening has taken 
place once (as in a relay left with its contacts closed for a 
long time). A study of these systems leads immediately, 
in the " light current " field, to considerations of the 
behaviour of tarnisb. films and adsorbed surface layers; 
and in the '' heavy current " field, to investigations of 
the processes involved in a variety of gaseous discharge 
phenomena, and the properties of metals at temperatures 
in the vicinity of their .melting and boiling points.

In the metal rectifier and crystal detector, the contact 
is between a rnetal and a semiconductor. The study of 
such a structure opens up a host of problems, in addition 
to the obvious ones of the mechanisms of rectification 
and of photoelectric effects.

The scope of the contact field is not, however, limited 
by the interests of the electrical engineer. The mechanical 
engineer would include most of the effects encountered 
in the hearing, together with extensive excursions into 
the properties and behaviour of lubricants. The chemist 
would, no doubt, wish to include certaii1 aspects of the 
corrosion problem. Others with, perhaps, less practical 
aims, would 'vish to incorporate discussions of certain 
thermoelectric phenomena and of frictional electricity. 
The wide range of the subject also makes it difficult for 
the prospective investigator to orient himself appro
priately and to decide at >vhat point the most useful 
contribution can be made. Because of this, the ap
pearance of a book giving an account of many of the 
significant phenomena is of importance.

To those interested in contact research, the work of 
Ragnar Holm and his associates in the Siemens- 
Schuckert laboratories has long been familiar, and it is 
with pleasure that we welcome an English translation of 
a revised edition of his " Die technische Physik der 
Elektrischen Kontakte " first published in Germany in 
1941. It is safe to say that the I£nglish version, like 
its German predecessor, is likely to become, and to 
remain for some years, the standard work on the subject. 
This does not mean that the book is free from faults, or 
that revision is not, or is not likely to be, desirable. The 
book does, however, give a good survey of much of that 
part of the contact field \vhich may now fairly be regarded 
as " classical," and shows, mainly, perhaps, by implica
tion, which portions of the field have received, perhaps, 
too much attention and which have received far too 
little. Workers in this field, like those in other subjects 
on the hazy borderline between " pure " physics -and 
engineering, have come to realise that significant im^ 
provements are likely to result only from major advances 
in our knowledge of the physics of the solid state. It 
is, perhaps, well to emphasise this, as the wealth of calcu 
lation contained in the book might suggest to the un- 
V.'aty that most of thf important contact problems have 
been solved, an impression which is, of course, very far 
from the truth.

Opportunities to digress a little from the 1nain theme, 
in order to dra\v attention to related items, of interest 
for their own sake, are not neglected and add to the 
interest of the book. For instance, the note on Koppel 
man's " Contact Converter" may help to stimulate 
interest in a device v,rhich is not so well-known as it 
deserves to be. But, in other places, the author gives the 
impression of being son1ewhat unduly preoccupied with 
the results of his own 'vork and with endeavouring to 
establish claims to priority. Partly as a consequence of 
this, some of the n1aterial included in the book is of a 
rather controversial character. Not everyone, for in
stance, would find the .treatment of bridge erosion 
acceptable. The translation has been prepared and 
produced in Sweden: this probably accounts for certain 
misprints and peculiarities of expression. These are not, 
however, sufficiently significant either to mislead the 
reader, or to make the text difficult to read. 1'he book 
can be read with profit and pleasure : it is attractively 
produced with a pleasant absence of " austerity " 
methods. A. F.
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The Construction of 
Zenithal-Equidistant Maps
U.D.C. 526.841

H. T. MITCHELL, m.i.e.e.
T. KILVINGTON, B.sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e.
W. E. THOMSON, m.a.

The Post Office has, during the last few years, constructed a large number of Zenithal-equidistant maps each giving great 
circle bearlng, distance aeq path, from its centre to any other point on the earth. The data for these maps have been 
obtained, m the earlier ^cases, from an oblique stereographic graticule for the centre in question • later, bearing and distance 

have been obtained by means of the Navicard. a grapbico-mechaoical d;vice.

Introduction. ,

FROM time to time radio engineers have to 
solv7 great circle problems. Very often one 
particular pomt is of mterest, and what is 
needed is the great circle path, distance and bearing 

from this centre of a large number of other points in 
vanous parts of the world. In such cases it may be 
worth while to make a special world map which will 
give the required information directly.

Two such maps are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For 
Fig. 1 the centre of the map is at Cairo, and the map 
will gi. ve the great ci. rcle path, d.istance and bearing 
from Cairo of any other point on the surface of the 
Ear!h. Once a‘!Y given point is located on the map the 
straight line ioming it to Cairo is the great circle path 
to Cairo and its length, as measured on the scale 
gives the distance ; if the straight line is produced 
from Cairo, through the given point, to cut the 
circular scale, the value indicated is the great circle 
bearing from Cairo, measured iu degrees East of North. 
The special properties of such a map hold good only 
for great circle paths through its centre.

The projection used for this map is known to 
cartographers as the zenithal-equidistant. Many radio 
engneers will probably know it as zenithal-azimuthal , 
since this title is used for a well-known map with 
London as centre? This in turn derives its title from 
an important article on the subject of this and similar 
types of map,8 which uses this name.*  The properties 
of this projection, outlmed in the previous paragraph, 
may be specified by saymg that bearing and distance 
from the chosen centre, distance being multiplied by 
a suitable scale factor, are used as polar co-ordinates 
to locate any point on the Earth's surface with respect 
to the centre ; for measurement of angle the carto
graphical rather than the mathematical convention is 
of course, used, i.e. bearings are measured clockwise 
from North. Although radial distances are correct 
the scale in other directions varies ; the circum
ference of the map represents a single point, the 
antipodes of the centre, and near the circumference 
distortion is severe.

One of the maps reproduced here (Fig. 2) shows 
bad distortion ; the antipodes of Tokio lying near 
South America, the ■ latter continent lies close to the 
border of the map and is very much distorted. On 
the other hand, in the case of Fig. I, the map centred 
on Cairo, the distortion is not so troublesome since 
no important land masses lie near the antipodes of 
Cairo.

i For references see Bibliography at end of article.
* A recent Admiralty Chart8 has added a third variation— 

" azimuthal-equidistant."

Several such maps for various centres have -been 
published?^ During recent years the Radio Branch 
of the Engineer-in-Chi!'f's Office has had to prepare 
a number of such maps for centres in different parts 
of the world. The authors had the task of finding the 
best wajl to prepare these. Since the projection is not 
geometncal and cannot be constructed directly it is 
a question of finding, by some means or othe; the 
bearings and distances of a sufficiently large n^ber 
of pomts to be able to draw in meridians and parallels1 

coastlines and so on.
The maps prepared by the Post Office have, as their 

frainework, meridians and parallels for every ten 
degrees ; the intersections of these give 614 points, 
for each of which bearing and distance have to be 
obtained, although there exists a simple relation 
which enables the data for half of these points to be 
obtained from the results for the other half. Near the 
circumference of the map a great many more points 
are reqm:ed to enable meridians and parallels to be 
dra:vn with suffici. ent accuracy, and it may also be 
desirable to have the \>caring and distance for towns 
and points on coastlines. The number of points 
required certainly nms into several hundreds and 
may approach a thousand.

Radio text-books which deal with such maps 
usually quote formula. which may be used to calculate 
the required bearings and distances.' The formulre 
are not simple, and the labour involved in calculation 
would be considerable. The authors felt that some 
simpler method, of a graphical nature, would probably 
suffice. The accuracy required from these maps is 
relatively small, say to the nearest degree both for 
bearing and distance in degrees of arc ; for distance 
in miles this is to the nearest 70 statute iniles.

The investigation of this problem, and also of the 
p:oblem of obtaining bearings alone, has led to the 
discovery of a number of useful methods, which are 
probably not known to radio engineers in general. The 
information lies scattered about in various works and 
articles, mostly on cartography, surveying, and 
navigafon. This article includes a bibliography 
which gives a useful selection of papers, books, 
diagrams, etc., dealing with great circle problems. 
Some of these have been found by deliberate search ; 
others have been come across almost by accident. 
Apart from ■ calculation, the methods may be grouped 
under three headings ':

(!) Nomograins. .
(2) Special projections.
(3) Mechanical and graphical methods.

Nomograins have not been found suitable for the 
particular problem of finding both bearing • and 
distance of one point from another, but it may be
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FIG. J.-ZENJTHAL-EQUIDISTANT

useful to refer to a general article,8 and to the Weir 
Nomogram^-12 although the latter is really a special 
projection. '

Two methods have actually been used for obtaining 
the .data for drawing the zenithal-equidistaot maps 
prepared in the Post Office. The first method uses 
the stereographic projection, only a brief account of 
which wil be given, as it has been superseded by the 
second, a graphico-mechaoical method.

The Stereo graphic Pro]ection.

The stereographic projection^ 10> M' H* 15 has long 
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MAP WITH CENTRE AT CAIRO.

been used for the solution of great circle problems. 
It was devised by Hipparchus, a Greek astronomer, 
in 150 B.C. aod was used for themedirevalnavigational 
instrument, the astrolabe.'6 The projection may be 
defined as the geometrical projection of the Earth 
(assumed to be a sphere), from the antipodes of a 
given point on a plane perpendicular to the diameter 
of the Earth which passes through the given point. 
This given poiot is the centre of the resultaot map 
and it may be shown that any other point on the map 
is located in such a way that the angle subtended at 
the centre by the North Pole aod this point is equal



to the great circle bearing of the point from the centre, and its distance from the centre is proportional to tan id, where d is the great circle distance in degrees of arc.Once a stereographic projection has been drawn for a given centre, bearings and distances from the centre may be read off with the aid of a protractor and a scale graduated in terms of tan td. The big advantage of the stereographic projection is that it may be drawn comparatively quickly and easily, since all meridians and parallels are circles.

The Principle of Rotation™If on a globe, assumed to be spherical, are drawn < two families of curves, one representing lines of constant bearing from a given centre, and the other lines of constant distance, in degrees of arc, from this centre, the network so produced ^wil be exactly the same as the network of meridians and parallels. This .fact may be made use of in the following way. Suppose the meridians and parallels for a globe are drawn on a transparent shell ; if the latitude and longitude of two points A and B are known they may 87



be located on the globe. If the bearing and distance 
of B from A are required, the shell is rotated so that

FULL LINES:- LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE DlffERENCE 
BROKEN LINES:- EIE"RING AND DISTANCE

BEARING OF B FROM A : 30’ (APPROX) 
DISTANCE OF 8 FROM A: 110°(APPROX)

Fig. 3.—Principle of Rotation.

convenient. Two devices at least are available both 
of which use the stereographic projection : they are 
the Reeves Diagram^ and the Navicard.19 The 
essential part of each is an equatorial stereographic 
graticule. For the Navicard, it is 40 cm. in diameter 
and graduated, for the most part, in half degrees, and 
for the Reeves Diagram 18 in. in diameter, graduated 
every degree. The Navicard is more convenient to use 
as the mechanical arrangements for dealing with the 
rotation are superior.

The Navicard.
Fig. 4 shows the Navicard, which is printed on 

thick cardboard. In the centre is fix'ed a small pin, 
on which rotates the pair of arms shown in the 
photograph. Several circular sheets of tracing paper 
are also supplied, reinforced at the middle by a small 
metal bush which fits on the pin so that the paper 
can rotate about the centre. As was mentioned above, 
the graticule itself is 40 cm. in diameter.

The notes on the front of the card, which refer 
to hour angle, altitude and azimuth are associated 
with the astronomical triangle. On the back of the 
card there are instructions for finding bearing 
and distance. When the Navicard is used primarily 

* Radio engineers may be familiar with a method” for 
finding the great circle path between two points on a Mercator 
projection, by sliding along the equator a family of curves, 
somewhat like sine-waves in shape, until one of the curves 
passes through the two points. This curve gives the great 
circle path, and distance may also be obtained. This is an 
application of a closely related principle.

the North Pole slides down A's 
meridian until it coincides with A; 
this rotation will be about a diameter 
of the globe passing through the two 
points on the equator 90°E. and 90°W. 
of A. The network can now represent 
tines of bearing and distance from A, 
and. in particular, the bearing and 
distance of B can be read off ; the 
beanng line through B will also repre
sent the great circle path from A tO 

B. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3 
which shows a hemisphere bounded 
by the complete meridian through A. 
The solid lines give the network of 
meridians and parallels and the 
broken lines show the same network 
after rotation. Different scales have 
to be assigned to the various curves 

for their two functions.
This principle, which allows one net

work to measure firstly latitude and 
longitude, and secondly, bearing and 
distance, may be applied in various 
ways to map projections ; for zenithal 
projections, as in Fig. 3, the rotation 
on the globe becomes a rotation of 
the projection about its centre, and 
for cylindrical projections it becomes 
a translation of the projection.*  For 
dealing with the world as a whole 
the zenithal projections are most Frc. 4.—The "XAvtcAHn ".
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to find bearings or distance on the Earth, much 
mental effort is saved by having additional scales and 
re-labelling existing scales.

To find the bearing and distance of one point from 
another, it is most convenient to use the arms. We 
shall call the two arms a and b ; a can rotate about 
the centre and has a mark at the end which is read 
against the peripheral scale ; b, as well as rotating, 
can also slide radially through the centre so that the 
small dot in the centre of the circle at its end can be 
placed anywhere in the body of the graticule except 
at and near the centre. If the bearing and distance 
of a point B from a point A is required, we must know 
the latitude of A, the latitude of B, the longitude 
difference between them, and also whether B is east 
or west of A.

The graticule is first considered to represent a 
hemisphere ; the hemisphere east of A, if B is east of 
A ; or the hemisphere' west of A, if B is west of A. 
The North Pole is at the top, Equator across the 
middle and South Pole at the bottom in the usual 
way. The meridians represent Iongi tudc with reference, 
not to Greenwich, but to A. Arm a is set so that the 
mark on it corresponds to the position of A, which 
lies on the extreme left-hand, or the extreme right
hand meridian according as B is cast or west 
respectively of A. The dot in the centre of the ring 
at the end of b is now placed to correspond to the 
position of B, according to its latitude and longitude 
difference. In Fig. 4, the position of the arms 
corresponds to : A, latitude ,53^8°N. ;. B, latitude 
32^5°N., longitude 1384°E. of A. This is also illu
strated in Fig. S (a). Once the arms have been 
correctly positioned, they are locked together by a 
knurled nut at the centre. They can still rotate as 
one and they are rotated to bring a to the North 
Pole, as in Fig. S (b). The new position of b gives the

(a) (b)
F1G. 5.-FlNDING BEARING AND D;sTANCE BY MEANS OF THE 

NAVICARD.

bearing and distance of B from A ; they are read off 
the appropriate scales, In the case illustrated in 
Fig. 5, the bearing is 34^0', and distance 864°.*

The tracing paper can be used instead of the arms. 
Two points are marked on the paper, corresponding 
to A and B according to the same rules as above. 
The tracing paper is then rotated to bring A's mark 
to the North Pole, and the bearing and distance read 

* The solution of a spherical triangle by this means is 
closely related to the Ageton. methodlO, 20, which may be 
regarded as the analytic counterpart. The t\vo auxiliary 
functions p and K ~l of this method are equal, respectively, 
to the distance of the B point from the circumference of the 
Navicard, and to the angle between the arms.

off as before. If the bearing and distance of one 
point from one other point is all that is required, the 
tracing paper is not so convenient as the arms. The 
tracing paper has two additional facilities however, 
which make it preferable in certain cases ; these are :

(1) In the seconrl position, the meridian joining 
the points marked on the paper may be 
sketched in ; if the paper is returned to its 
original position this line represents the great 
circle path between A and B.

(2) In the first position, any number of B's may 
be marked and after rotation the bearings 
and distances of all these points from A may 
be read off.

Construction of a Zenith.al-Equidistant Map.
The main framework of the map i::onsists of 

meridians and parallels for every 10°, and to draw 
these their intersections are first plotted. The 
necessary bearings and distances are obtained from 
the Navicard, using the tracing paper. There is one 
simplification which will best be made clear by an 
illustration. Taking the same centre as is used 
in Fig. I, latitude 30'N., longitude 31°E. approxi
mately, and a 30° instead of a 10° interval, the 
longitude differences concerned are shown in Table I :

TABLE I

Meridian \ 60E. OOE. i 1 20E. 1150E. 1 IM 150W.

Long.Diff.l 29E.
L 

59E. , 89E. j 119E. 149E. 179E.
Meridian ! 1 20W.Ì 90W. I 60W. 30W. 0
_ i . H i~~ . . . *L___
Long.Diff.| 151W 121WJ 91W. 61W. 1 31W.

aoE.
■w.

The points of intersection for the eastern hemi
sphere are now marked on the tracing paper of the 
Navicard, each with its appropriate latitude and one 
of the eastern longitude differences of the table above ; 
the point for the centre, 30°N., is also marked on the 
left as in Fig. 6 (a). If these points are now read off 
against the " Long. Diff. W." scale it will be seen 
that the values are those for the western lungitude 
differences of the table ; 29°E. corresponds to 
151°W. and so on. Thus one set of points will do for 
both hemispheres, if for the western hemisphere a 
point at 30'N. on the right is added. For the eastern 
hemisphere bearings and distances can be read off 
if the tracing paper is turned to the right ; for the 
\vestem hemisphere the paper must be turned to the 
left, as is shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c).

It has been found most convenient to have two 
people at this stage. ()ne manipulates the Navicard 
and reads off bearing and distance, in that order, for 
each point, while the other plots the points on the 
zenithal-equidistant map as the data are given. When 
all the points have' been plotted, those meridians and 
parallels which are sufficiently well defined by 10° 
intersections can be sketched in. The curves towards 
the perimeter of the chart will inevitably need more 
points located before they can be drawn in. For 
this purpose the required meridians and parallels, or
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(a)
Points plotted for the intersections of 
selected meridians and parallels and 
for the centre of the map (30"N, 31 ’E).

(bi
Eastern hemisphere : paper rotated 
to right. Bearings and distances can 

now be read off.

FIG. 6.-USE OF NAVICARP IN CONSTRUCTION OF ZENITHAL-EQUIDISTANT l\.!AP.

(c)
Western hcn1isphere : paper rotated 

to the left.

such parts as may be needed, are drawn in full on the 
tracing paper, and after rotation the bearing and 
distance of as many points as are necessary can be 
read off the Navicard and the points plotted on the 
map.

The coastlines no\\' require to be drawn in and 
selected towns located. Near the centre, where the 
distortion is small, the graticule just drawn can be 
used, as the map will have much the same appearance 
as the map from which it is copied. Towards the 
perimeter of the map, more trouble must be taken. 
The necessary coastlines and towns are drawn against 
the meridians and parallels which have already been 
put on the tracing paper for this area. In fact, a map 
is drawn on the stereographic projection. The 
distortion is never great, so that this can be done 
fairly easily. After rotation, as many bearings and 
distances as are necessary are read off so that the 
zenithal-equidistant map can be completed.

Accuracy of Zenithal-Equidistant Maps.

A detailed study of the sources and magnitudes of 
possible errors in these maps would be Jong and 
difficult. This section merely touches on the principles 
with a view to giving users of zenithal-equidistant 
maps a few warnings.

In the first place, there are Ilossible errors in 
bearing and distance which are due to uncertainties 
of the positions of specified points. Points on the Earth 
are usually specified in tenns of latitude and longitude 
to a certain degree of accuracy. The resulting 
tolerance in latitude and longitude locates the point 
within a certain area. Owing to the spherical nature 
of the Earth the effect of this on bearing and distance 
depends on the absolute and relative positions of the 
two points in question. Its effect on distance is never 
serious: the error is always less than the sum of the 
four tolerances, two for latitude, two for longitude. 
For bearing the error depends, among other things, 
on the distance between the points, and, as should be 
fairly obvious, becomes worse as the two points 
become closer together. It is also true, though not 
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perhaps quite so obvious.. that the error increases as 
the two points become nearly antipodal.

These diffictilties will arise in obtaining bearings 
and distances by any method. In the case of the 
Navicard, points close together or nearly antipodal 
involve reading off bearings from the portions of the 
network near the Poles, where the meridians (which 
are also the bearing scale) crowd close together and 
the discrimination is obviously poor. On a zenithal- 
equidistant map, for points close together, it wil be 
clear that discrimination in bearing is poor ; but 
near the circumference of the map the bearing 
discrimination, although good, is not accompanied by 
a corresponding accuracy. Another reason for being 
careful witb points near the edge of the map is that 
the assumption of a spherical earth made in the maps 
described here and, as far as the authors are aware1 
in other similar maps, is not accurate, and, generally 
speaking, the errors due to this cause increase as thE 
points become nearly antipodal.21 22

Bearings and distances obtained from the Navicard 
will be subject to error from three further causes :

(!) Errors inherent in the Navicard method.
(2) Errors in the construction of the Navicard.
(3) Lack of care and skill on the part of the user.

A large number of checks against calculated value! 
shows that, apart from errors due to points be^ 
near, or nearly antipodal, readings from the NavicarC 
are generally correct to the nearest to.

The construction and reproduction of the zenithal 
equidistant maps described here will lead to furthe1 
errors, but, generally speaking, these maps should b< 
correct to the nearest degree in bearing and distance
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" Dead " Room for Acoustic Testing
For electro-acoustic measurements a "dead" 

room, meaning a room in which no surfaces reflect 
sound, is an important part of the testing equipment. 
Demands for the use of the existing dead room at the 
laboratories of the Research Branch are such that a 
second one is now required, the construction of which 
is illustrated in the photograph. The dimensions of the

room (which was the largest existing one available for 
the purpose) were 19 ft. by 20 ft. by 13! ft. high 
before the acoustic treatment was added. To make the 
room as nearly dead as is practicable (at al frequencies 
from about 85 c/s upwards) the treatment must be 
capable of absorbing practically the whole of the sound 
energy incident on it. The m<¥fem form of treatment, 
as illustrated, is an assembly of wedge-shaped pieces 
of suitably porous material (in this case glass wool, 
covered with muslin) which provide the quantity and 
depth needed for absorbing at low frequencies while 
presenting no regular surface for reflecting higher 
frequencies back into the room.

The honeycomb structure is made of building board 
to hold the wedges, which are inserted with the aid of 
a sheet metal tool having two parts, one (holding the 
wedge) sliding within the other (which acts asa guide). 
Where necessary, adhesive is applied to hold the 
wedges in position. An air space of about 4 in. is 
left behind the wedges, as tests have indicated that 
appreciable improvement in absorption at very low 
frequencies is gained thereby. The same treatment is 
also applied on the floor, and a raised platform of 
wide-mesh expanded metal is erected to permit 
walking in the room over the floor wedges. Each 
wedge is about 3 ft. long and 8 in. square at the base 
and some 3,000 of them are needed for this room.
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Calling Line Identification N. H. ROBINSON
(Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd.)

U.D.C. 621.395.364

The author describes a system, developed by the Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd., which enables the calling 
line to be identified when a subscriber on an automatic exchange originates a trunk call. In this system the calllng 
subscriber's line is marked, via non-linear resistors, by a sequence Of V.F. signals which are passed forward to the trunk 
exchange, decoded and then displayed on a cathode-ray tube. Reference is made to a trial installation worked on an 

800-line P.A.X. and to the application of the system to automatic toll ticketing.

Introduction.

WHEN a subscriber ' on an automatic 
exchange wishes to originate a trunk or 
long-distance call, access to the manual 
board is obtained by dialling the appropriate digits or 

code. As the selectors and answering equipment are 
accessible to perhaps several thousand subscribers on 
the same or other exchanges, the operator receives no 
indication of the identity of the calling subscriber. In 
consequence it is necessary for the subseriber to 
announce bis own identity, as well as that of the 
required party, so that the call may be recorded and 
charged to the calling subscriber.

Few subscribers have a perfect telephone voice and 
a small number of subscribers i11advertently, or for 
other reasons, announce their identity incorrectly. 
There is therefore always a risk that some calls may 
be incorrectly recorded. If traffic is being handled on 
a delay basis the error is, of course, apparent when an 
attempt is made to complete the call, but if traffic is 
being dealt with on a demand basis the call may be 
charged to the wrong subscriber. For this reason most 
administrations verify the identity of calling sub
scribers on all or a proportion of the calls that are 
dealt with on a demand basis. The extra operations 
which verification involves off-set, to a certain extent, 
the advantages of demand working.

In automatic working the general tendency is to 
extend the subscribers" dialling range to such an 
extent that the ordinary subscriber"s meter no longer 
provides a wholly satisfactory means of registering 
all the calls dialled by subscribers.

To overcome these difficulties it is necessary to 
provide a method of signalling the identity of tbe 
calling subscriber's line either to the operator, when 
the call is being dealt with on the manual basis, or to 
suitable recording equipment when the call is 
subscriber-dialled and is not to be recorded on the 
subscriber's meter.

Several methods of signalling the subscriber's 
number have been developed or suggested,1 but as 
none of them is ideal, efforts were made to devise a 
scheme tbat would meet the following requirements:-

(a) low fault liability,
(b) -no increase in time to set up calls,
(c) suitable for use in existing automatic and trunk 

exchanges with a minimum of modifications and 
additional equipment.

1 British patents 189823 and 518348. A.I.E.E. Electrical 
Engineering, Vol. 63, p. 83.
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PRINCIPLES OF THE SYSTEM
The elements of the scheme as applied to an auto

manual call are shown in Fig. 1. The marking 
equipment, upon receipt of a signal from the selector' 
level relay set, applies a sequence of V.F. signals to 
the calling subscriber's line circuit. From tbat point

FIG. 1.--SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF C.L.I. EQUIPMENT.

the signals are passed forward, over the speech 
circuit, to the incoming relay set and thence to tbe 
decoding and display equipment. When a complete 
sequence of signals has been sent, the line circuit is 
disconnected from the marking equipment and the 
normal speech circuit is restored.2 Rather less than 
one second is required for each identification, which 
can be repeated as often as may be desired. This 
article wil not attempt to give detailed circuits, but 
rather to describe the general principles of the system 
and to show how many of the interdependent 
problems have been solved.

Signalling Code.
A signalling code consisting of pulses of 750 c/s, 

alternating with pulses of 600 c/s for synchronising 
purposes, was adopted in preference to a code com
prising a combination of various frequencies, as the 
former reduces the number of V.F. generators that are 
required and avoids the use of complex or numerous 
receivers. It also permits advantage to be taken of 
the experience gained with the 2 V.F. system of trunk 
signalling.

Each signal cycle consists of a " prepare receive " 
signal followed by four equal intervals allocated to the 
thousands, hundreds, tens and units digits respectively. 
Each of these four intervals is sub-divided into four 
equal parts, which may, for convenience, be designated 
the W, X, Y and Z periods.

2 I.E.E. Journal, Vol. 94, Part 3, No. 28,



The integers I to 0 are signalled by one or two 
mlses of 750 c/s applied as indicated below:—

Integers Pulses during period
1 .. .. w
2 .. .. x
3 .. .. y
4 .. .. z
5 .. .. WandX
6 .. .. WandY
7 .. .. WandZ
8 .. .. X and Y
9 .. .. Y andZ
0 .. .. X and Z

CA is operated as soon as the hundred marking has 
been transmitted, to prepare the circuits for the tens 
and units marking signals respectively. It will be seen 
that one set of marking terminals serves the thousands 
and tens, and a second set of terminals serves the 
hundreds and units.

With this arrangement the time intervals allocated 
to the sending of signals representing the hundreds
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275ft ■X
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Pulses of c/s are transmitted as a prepare 
ignal and to synchronise the receiving equipment 
•ith the sending equipment.

Cine Marking.
It is essential that the medium used for switching 

:he- markings to the line circuit should give the 
'ollowing facilities :— .

(a) high signalling speed,
(b) permit' signals from a common marking equip

ment to be applied to as many lines as may 
require them simultaneously, without providing 
any- other linkage between the lines,

(c) allow markings to pass only upon receipt of the 
appropriate signal.

Previous experience indicated and investigations 
:onfirmed that non-linear resistors of the carborundum 
:er^ic type would provide a solution to the problem. 
As the electrical characteristics of these non-linear 
:esistors have been dealt with in detail elsewhere3, it 
,^ suffice to mention that they are suitable for this 
jarticular application because when subject to a small 
P.D. they offer a resistance of the order of megohms to 
Joth direct and alternating currents, but when subject 
to an increased P.D. they offer a Tower resistance to 
D.C . and a still lower resistance to V.F. currents. 
rhese non-linear resistors can therefore be used as 
:ontact units which open and close when the appro
priate P.D. conditions are applied to them.

The circuit arrangement adopted is shown in the 
opper half of Fig. 2. Two non-linear marking resistors, 
XM and XD, are associated with each subscriber's 
.ine. This arrangement takes advantage of the fact 
that in the range of numbers between 0000 and 9999, 
jach combination of any pair of digits occurs in a 
oundred numbers. That is to say, the combinations 
I x 3 x, I x 4 x, etc., or x 1 x 3, x I x 4, etc., are 
jach common to one hundred subscribers' numbers.

An MA relay-change-over contart unit is provided 
for each combination of thousands/tens digits and a 
;imilar CA relay contact unit for each combination of 
iundreds/units digits. Each of the non-linear resistors 
.s commoned to 99 others.

The MA and CA relays enable one resistor to 
:onuect the thousands and tens markings and the 
;econd • resistor to carry the hundreds and units ' 
narkings. Relay MA is operated as soon as the 
:housand marking has been transmitted, and relay
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FIG. 2.-LINE MARKING EQUIPMENT,

and tens digits are available for operating relay MA 
and CA respectively, which may therefore be of 
standard 3000-type instead of the high-speed type. 
As a 10,000-line exchange requires 100 MA and 100 CA 
contact units, this is a matter of considerable 
importance.

3 G.E.C. Review, Vol. 37, pp. 175 and 218, and Strowger 
rournal, Vol. 5, p. 17.

Marking Transformers.
The 750 c/s marking pulses are distributed via two 

sets of transformers, one set for the thousands/tens 
signals and the other for the hundreds/units signals.

The circuit arrangement is shown in the lower half 
of Fig. 2. Relays MW, MX, MY and M;1: are operated 
in the periods allocated to theW,X, Y andZ pulses 
respectively of the thousands and tens digits to 
distribute the associated signal pulses. Relays CW, 
CX, CY and CZ (in the hundred/units marking equip
ment) are operated during the appropriate periods to 
distribute the signal pulses for the hundreds and units 
digits. The transformers are each provided with a 
primary and four secondary windings. They are 
effective only during those periods in which the short 
circuit is removed from the primary winding. The 
design is such that there is a minimum of coupling 
impedance between the four secondary windings under
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short-circuit conditions ; this permits signals applied 
to a particular marking lead to pass through the 
secondaries of any short-circuited transformer which 
may be connected to the same marking lead, without 
inducing signals in the other sec ondary windings of the 
short-circuited transformers. Any danger of the trans
formers becoming saturated by direct current is 
overcome by connecting the secondary windings in 
opposite directions.

Speed of Signalling.
As the identification signals are transmitted over 

the speech circuit it is essential that they should 
occupy the circuit for a minimum time so that any 
appreciable delay in the setting up of the call wil be 
avoided. A signalling speed of 30 i.p.s., which allows 
a four-digit number to be transmitted in approxi
mately one second, has been adopted as most suitable 
for general requirements. On a trial installation. 
however, it has been found that the equipment wil 
function satisfactorily, but with a reduced margin of 
safety, when the signalling speed is increased to 
50 i.p.s.

Generation of Pulses and Signals.

The generation of the 750 c/s and the 60 c/s 
currents presents no difficulty. The energy required 
for each identificatio.n signal to be transmitted is of 
the order of 4 to 5 milliwatts, and the demand on the 
oscillator, even on a 10,000-line exchange, when signals 
are not being transmitted is so small that it can be 
ignored. Oscillators with an output of 250 milliwatts 
are therefore suitable sources of supply for these 
currents unless an exceptional number of identity 
signals are to be transmitted simultaneously.

A number of difficulties were encountered in the 
development of the equipment that is required to 
control the high-speed impulse signals. Various types 
of impulse machines were fonnd to be unsatisfactory 
because of contact bounce, and these were abandoned 
and replaced by an a.1 -relay pulse generation circuit 
which gives very reliable service. This consists of a 
15 i.p.s. vibrator relay which operates at both its back 
and front contacts an impulse doubler relay of the 
polarised telegraph type, and therefore provides 
30 i.p.s. This doubler relay is the only item that is 
required to impulse at 30 i.p.s., and special provision 
is made so that it can be adjusted to give equal "on " 
and "off " pulses. This relay is provided with a single 
change-over contact unit which is used to connect the 
signal equipments to the 750 c/s and 60 c/s 
supplies in the make and break periods respectively.

Another contact unit on the vibrator relay is used 
to drive a series of pulse-halving circuits which 
provide the various pulses required for marking and 
control purposes.

Switching of Marking Signals to Line Circuits.

The manner in which the marking signals are 
switched to the subscribers' lines is shown in Fig. 3.

One half of the line circuits have their non-linear 
marking resistors connected to the negative line and 
the :remainder have their resistors connected to the 
positive line. Point A is therefore at approximately 

25 volts negative potential and the non-linear resiston 
XA, XB, XC and XD are, under the normal conditio: 
when the snbscriber is not on the line, each subject t 
a P.D. of the order of 25 volts; at this P.D. th 
resistors are approximately 1 megohm.

FIG. 3.-SWITCHING OF MARKING SIGNALS TO LINE CIRCUITI

Under speaking conditions the voltage across th 
resistors is reduced and their resistance increases t 
several megohms.

When an identification signal is required the S 
contact units in the selector level circuit are closec 
This adds a biasing battery of 75 volts te> th 
circuit of the resistors which are to pass the identif 
cation signals. Under this condition the resistm 
offer approximately 15,000 ohms to the passage c 
D.C. and a much lower resistance, approximate! 
3,50 ohms, to the V.F. signals. The signals are there 
fore switched to the line circuit and from there the 
travel over the speech circuit to the selector lev1 
circuit where they are accepted by the transform< 
TRS and sent forward to the receiving equipment.

Transmission of a Typical Identification Signal.
Assume that an operator answers a call on 

demand circuit. By the momentary operation of a 
identification key fitted on the position, commo 
receiving equipment is connected to the position an 
reversed battery conditions returned from tho I/ 
relay set operate relay D in the selector level circu 
(Fig. 4).

Contacts of D then prepare a circuit so that S 
operates on the next ST pulse that is received. Wh< 
SS operates it prepares a circuit so that the subseque1 
operation of SZ wil cause SS to be held for tl 
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duration of the signal cycle. The operation of SZ also 
causes ZA to be operated and held for the duration of 
the signal cycle and afterwards under the control of 
contacts of relay D. ZA opens the operating circuit 
of SS which therefore restores at the end of the signal

line cct. for
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cycle when the contacts of SZ open. The SS"x" 
contact unit is provided to eliminate the excessive 
click which would otherwise occur when contact units 
SS4 and SSo close to short-circuit the incoming lines. 
It is necessary to short-circuit the incoming lines as 
the signals may be received on either the negative or 
positive line, according to how the resistors are 
connected on the particular line circuit from which the 
signal is to be received.

As relay SS can be brought to the operated position 
only during the ST pulse, 1t follows that the DR 
contact units will remain normal for an appreciable 
'tl,m., ..\\et \'ne SS contact units close and that the

I^^ORCUT

>

, Q o

biasing battery, in series with the secondary winding 
of the 60 c/s transformer and the primary of TRS, 
wil be connected across the non-linear resistor XS. 
The P.D. from the biasing battery causes XS to 
become a conductor to the 600 c/s current and a 

c/s signal is sent forward, over the 
speech circuit,as a prepare signal to the 
V.F. receiver and common equipment. 
It will be seen that DR is normal in the 
first half and operated in the second 
half of each W, X, Y and Z period. A 
600 c/s pulse, for control purposes, is 
therefore transmitted in the first half of 
each W, X, Y and Z period. When the 
DR contacts are in the operated position 
a potential is applied to XM and XD 
which therefore allow the marking sig
nals, corresponding to the calling 
subscriber's number, to pass to the line 
circuit and thence, via TRS and the 
normal speech circuit, to the receiving 
equipment.

When signals to represent all four 
digits have been transmitted, the SZ 
pulse ceases and so causes relay SZ to 
restore. SZ releases SS which discon
nects the identification signals and 
restores the normal speech circuit. ZA 
remains operated under the control of 
contacts of relay D.

The circuit arrangement is such that 
the identification signals may be 
repeated at any stage of the call.

V52

mCZ

Reception of Identification Signals.
The 2 V.F. receiver accepts both 

600 c/s and 750 c/s signals aud converts 
them into D.C. signals at CS and MS 
contacts respectively-see Fig. 5.

The prepare signal, together with the 
60 c/s signal in the first half of the 
thousands Wperiod which is continuous 
with it, causes CS to make a circuit 
to operate B and BA. At this stage 
MS operates completing a circuit via 
the W, X, Y and Z distributor and the 
digit distributor, to the thousands W 
storage relay. In the event of a 750c/s 
marking signal being received in the 
second half of the W period it wil 
operate the storage relay which will 
remain locked to store the signal.

The 600 c/s signal now becomes a series of impulses 
to which CS responds. Relay B, which is slow to 
release, and BA remain operated for the duration of the 
signal cycle. When CS restores, in the second half of 
the thousands W period, an earth is extended to the 
W, X, Y and Z distributor control where it prepares 
a 9ircuit for switching the contact of MS from the 
W to the X lead when the CS contacts are re-operated 
by the next 60 c/s impulse which indicates the 
commencement of the thousands X period. Any 
marking signal received in the X period wil therefore 
be relayed by the MS contact, over the X lead 
through the digit distributor, to the appropriate 
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storage relay. Similar switching operations take 
place at the end of the X and Y periods, the MS 
contact being connected to the Y and Z leads in turn. 
At the end of the Z period the MS contact is re
connected to the W lead, and a condition is extended 
to the digit distributor to cause it to switch the W,

Fig. 5.—Reception of IDENTIFICATION Signal.

X, Y and Z leads to the hundreds group of storage 
relays. Similar switching operations occur in the 
remainder of the signal cycle so that subsequent 
marking signals are extended to the appropriate 
storage relays. At the end of the signal cycle the 
600 c/s impulses cease and the position is disconnected 
from the common equipment. The appropriate 
storage relays are now in the operated condition to 
cause a display to be given. The duration of the 
display may be under the control of the operator or 
it may be maintained for a predetermined period.

The W, X, Y and Z distributor and the digit 
distributor consist, like the pulse generation equip
ment, of combinations of pulse-halving circuits.
Display Equipment.

The display is given on a cathode-ray tube and is 
obtained by applying suitable potential variations to 
the X and Y deflector plates? A multi-plate motor- 
driven variable capacitor in conjunction with a 50 
kc/s oscillator and rectifiers, provides the various X 
and Y potentials that are required to cause the 
" spot " to trace any of the numerals 1 to 0. An X 
and a Y capacitor, each with specially shaped vanes 
are provided for each of the numerals 2 to 9, a further 
capacitor providing both the X and Y potentials for
'I.E.E. journal, Vol. 94, Part 3, No. 32. 

0 and^ the Y potential that controls 1. A furthe 
potential applied to a second X plate directs th 
thousands, hundreds, tens and units digits to thei- 
proper position on the screen of the tube. Fig. I 
illustrates the general principles. When a display i: 
required, a start condition is applied to the uni 
selector. Wipers DD 2 and 3 therefore pick up, it 
turn, the marking for the thousands, hundreds, tern 
and units digits that are to be displayed ; the potentia 
obtained by wiper 1 positions the various digits. } 
steady display is obtained by using the natural" after 
glow " of the tube and making the stepping speed o 
the uniselector such that the '' trace ‘‘ wwil be repeated 
before there is any appreciable fading of the display 
The spot is suppressed as it moves from digit to digit

Trial Installation
During the course of its development the systen 

was the subject of a number of circuit laborator 
tests but it was appreciated that a trial under actua 
working conditions might reveal difficulties that wen 
not apparent under laboratory conditions.

Marking equipment was therefore added to th’ 
800-line P.A.X. serving the Strowger Works of th
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Fig. 6.—Translation and Distribution of Identificatio: 
Signals to the Cathode^ray Display.

Automatic Telephone and Electric Co. Ltd. Thi 
P.A.X. was also provided with access to a standari 
sleeve control position via selector level circuits 
standard Post Office line finder circuits are used o: 
this P.A.X. The equipment has now been in servic 
for several months and during that time it has give: 
very reliable service.

Fig. 7 shows the equipment installed to apply th 
appropriate markings to the 800 lines. Each coTI 
nection strip at the top of the figure accommodate 
the marking connections for 200 lines. Immediate! 
below these connection strips are 1,600 non-linea 
resistors, each mounting accommodating 200 resisto1 
-40 on each of the five spindles. The plate below th 
resistors carries the MA and CA relays. The othe 
items which are shown include marking transforrnen 
pulse generator and control equipment which provid 
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for 4-digit signals and are capable of serving a 10,000- 
line exchange.

A number display on the trial equipment is shown 
in Fig. 8. The main advantages of this novel form

Fig. 7.—TYPICCAL Set of Marking Equipment.

of display are that it occupies a minimum of panel 
space and that it provides a display which is very 
easy to read. The digits are well defined and can be 
read without difficulty in bright sunlight.
Application to New and Existing Telephone 

Networks
The only traffic-carrying circuits affected by the 

introduction of C.L.I. are the relay sets that pro
vide access to the operator. This makes the system 
suitable for use at existing as well as at new exchanges.

Fig. 8.—THl!: Number Display.

For new exchanges the necessary facilities. would be 
incorporated in the initial design of these relay sets 
but at existing exchanges the extra facilities can be 

provided by making the following modifications :—
(a) Selector level circuits (automatic exchanges).

Add line transformer, non-linear resistor, two 
capacitors and two relays per circuit.

(b) Incoming relay sets (manual board). Add one, 
or at the most, two relays.

The requirements, in respect of the actual C.L.I. 
equipment, are the same for both new and existing 
exchanges. At automatic exchanges two non-linear 
resistors per subscriber's line and a set of common 
equipment, are required. By mounting the connec
tion strips at the rear instead of at the front as 
shown in Fig. 7, the whole of the equipment that 
is required for a 10,000 line exchange could be 
accommodated on a single apparatus rack.

At the manual board end the C.L.I. equipment 
consists of V.F. receivers and decoding equipment at 
the rate of provision of I per 15 to 20 manual positions. 
Digit display storage relays are also required at the 
rate of one set per position. For all but the largest of 
exchanges one or two apparatus racks would be 
sufficient to mount this equipment. On each of the 
manual positions a digit display panel and identifi
cation key complete the equipment.
Application of Scheme to Multi-Office Areas.

Although this description has dealt only with the 
transmission and reception of signals to represent a 
4-digit number it will be appreciated that the arrange
ments can be adapted to transmit any number of 
digits. In non-director multi-office areas it would 
probably be convenient to inject extra markings, 
corresponding to the exchange code, at the selector 
level circuit.

Automatic Toll Ticketing
This system of calling line identification signals can 

also be applied to automatic toll ticketing. For this 
purpose the arrangements at minor exchanges are as 
indicated in Fig. 4, except that the selector level 
circuit becomes an auto repeater giving access to 
multi-fee junctions. At main exchanges 2 V.F. 
receivers and common equipment, similar to that 
indicated in Fig. 5 but controlling recording equip
ment instead of display equipment, are associated with 
the auto-to-auto relay sets that give access to the 
multi-fee junctions. This concentration of the record
ing equipment at the main exchanges is desirable 
on many grounds, e.g. economics, maintenance 
and centralised records. The machines may be 
arranged to record any or all of the folloWing 
particulars:—

(a) calling subscriber's number and exchange,
(b) called subscriber's number and exchange,
(c) date, time and duration of call,
(d) fee payable,
(e) circuits used.

Conclusion.
The author wishes to thank his colleagues of 

Automatic Telephone & Electric Company Limited 
for assistance; in particular Mr. G. T. Baker, who 
designed and developed the system, for advice and 
information used in the preparation of this article,
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International Telex
U.D.C. 621.394.34

H. E. WILCOCKSON, A.M.t.E.E. and
A. H. T. WALDRAM, B.Sc. (Eng.), a.c.g.i., d.i.c., a.m.i.e

Part l.-The Switchboard Equipment
The previous part of this article described the si^^ing system employed for the reopening of the International Telex 
service, and the reasons for its adoption. The subscriber's station, and line terminating equipments, were also described. 

This part deals with the switchbeards and associated rack-mounted equipment.

Switchboard Positions.

IT will be seen from Fig. 6 that unit type floor 
pattern switchboards have been provided as the 
initial installation in the C.T.O., London. The 
answering and calling jacks are wired in multiple, 

Fig. 6.—Internat!onal Telex Switchboard. C.T.0. London.

purposes as described later. The two red opal lam 
mounted centrally beneath each jack panel provi 
a visual alarm should the operator overplug ; 
engaged line. The remaining opal under the left-ha1 
panel glows when the " position routine test " k( 

provided above the bulletin boa 
(Fig. 6), is operated to enable routi 
testing of the Clocks No. 44 to 
effected.

The second key (with associat 
opal), mounted above the bulle1 
board, is the "Night Alarm" key ' 
which the night alarm bell is broug 
into operation. The opal is provid 
to give a position visual alarm, wh 
the central alarm lamp mounted abo 
the positions serves as a suite vist 
alarm, thus ensuring prompt attenti 
to calling or supervisory signals at 
times.

Keyshe'lf. — The keyshelf (Fig. 
accommodates eight cord circuits ea 
with double-ended cords, associat 
supervisory lamps and cord circuit k{ 
and a Clock No. 44 for timing purpos 
with associated " time check " lar 
which glows when nine minutes' elaps 
time has been registered. Tae positi 
keys Ans/Call/Bothway-Monitor, a 
Dial/Answer-Back are mounted on t 
left-hand side of the keyshelf, and t 

and the operators' teleprinters are mounted on 
separate tables at the side of each switchboard, being 
arranged normally at an angle to it for operating 
convenience. For small installations requiring not 
more than six positions, this type of switchboard has 
advantages over the more elaborate pattern having 
a shelf-mounted operator's teleprinter below a sloping 
key-shelf.

The maj9rity of the cord.and position circuit relays 
and associated components are mounted in the rear 
of the switchboard, the exceptions being the relays 
controlling the chargeable time meters (Clocks No. 44), 
and the position control relays (CR), which are 
mounted on the common equipment rack.

Multiple and Face Equipment.—Fig. 7 shows 
clearly the separate answering and outgoing multiples 
which are provided, the former having a capacity of 
120 lines with a 4-panel repetition, using strips of 
10-line jacks ; the latter of 120 lines with a 2-panel 
repetition, using strips of 20-line jacks. Tiie lamps 
and designation strips are arranged above the jack 
strips in each case. The jack strips at the top of each 
panel are provided for routine test and miscellaneous Fig. 7.—Face Equipment and KEYSllBLF,
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position Clear key at the right-hand side. The dial, 
having a special 1 -5/1 break-make ratio to conform to 
the requirements of the Siemens and Halske automatic 
equipment in operation on the Continent, is also 
mounted at the right-hand side.

Position Teleprinter.—This is a standard B.r.O. 
Teleprinter No. 7B with page printing. The separate 
table incorporates only an instrument jack (into 
which the teleprinter is plugged to give connection to 
the position circuit) and a power socket and 
switch for the 160V battery supply to the teleprinter 
motor. One such teleprinter position is shown in the 
foreground of Fig. 6.

Common Equipment Rack.—This rack, which has 
standard dimensions of 6 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 81 in., and is 
equipped to serve two switchboard positions, is illus
trated at the left of Fig. 8. It accommodates the main

F.g. 8.— Rack Mounted Equipment.

and rack power distribution fuse panels, with appro- 
priate.alarms, protective bulb resistors and the relay 
equipment previously detailed.

Line Equipment Rack.—Fig. 8 also shows the type 
of rack construction employed for the manual and 
auto-manual line equipments described in Part 1 of 

this article. The rack at the right of the illustration is 
fully equipped for serving 40 subscribers' stations, or 
bothway manual inter-switchboard lines. A rack of 
similar dimensions and construction will accommodate 
12 auto-manual line equipments of the type employed 
to give connection with the Swiss automatic network.

Cord and Position Circuits.—These circuits are 
shown in Fig. 9, and it will be noted that certain 
features are similar to the corresponding circuits of 
the Switchboard, Teleprinter No. 17A.1 Thus relay SK 
ensures that only one cord circuit key is effective at 
any one time, and relays SA, SC, P, PR and PZ serve 
to prevent interfenence with established connections 
due to overplugging or duplicate answering on 
multiple switchboards, and at the same time indicate 
to the operator concerned that the plug should be 
withdrawn, by lighting the "engaged " alarm lamps 
and causing the teleprinter to " race". The rectifier 
shunts across the low resistance windings of SA 
and SC have been provided to suppress inductive 
effects at the sleeves of the plugs when being with
drawn from the multiple, thus preventing the pos
sibility of shock to the operator.

The clearing supervisory circuits, comprising relays 
CA and CB for the answering cord, and relays CC and 
CD for the calling cord, have similar characteristics, 
and function to the same limits, for the period of an 
established call, as the clearing relays R and A of the 
subscribers' station equipment already described. 
It will, however, be noted that when a cord circuit is 
not in use, relays CA and CC have marking battery 
connected to them via contacts SA3 and SC3, respec
tively, thus holding relays CB and CD normally 
operated. The supervisory lamps are, therefore, 
controlled by hreak contacts (BI and (D 1, respec
tively, and are caused to glow only when a spacing 
battery is connected to their respective polarised 
supervisory relays, CA and CC, for more than 300 mS.

The functions of the remaining relays in the 
position circuit can, it is thought, be best covered by 
describing their operation in relation to the setting 
up of typical calls. The operating procedure outlined 
in this description is that at present employed at the 
London telex positions, and conforms to the draft 
operating procedure agreed by the Telex Com
mission of the C.C.I.T. For clarity in the description 
concerning calls set up via distant manual switch
boards, it will be assumed that these latter are iden
tical to the London switchboards, whereas, in fact, 
they are not. but nevertheless provide similar line 
signalling conditions.

Establishment of Calls over Inter-Switchboard Telex 
Circuits.
The cord circuit key is operated to " print " (KP) 

and the first position key to " answer " (KA) before 
the answer plug is inserted in the jack of the calling 
line. Relay SK diverts the connection to the position 
circuit and the earth from SK2 operates relays PA 
and PB so that the S wire of the calling line is con
nected to the tongue of the operator's teleprinter and 
the R wire is terminated on the position contrpl relay 
CR. A second winding of this relay receives a leak

1 P.0.£.E.j., Vol. 40, p. 102.
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FIG. 9.-CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC OF CORD AND PoSITlON CrRCUITS.

from the teleprinter tongue and a third a biasing 
current. The three currents are so adjusted that the 
relay tongue is able to repeat signals received 
from the operator's or the calling teleprinter. The re
peated signals control the operator's teleprinter 
electro-magnet at contact CR!. The operator 
announces the name of the s'vitchboard and receives 
the telex number of the required subscriber. The 
calling subscriber is requested to wait whilst the 
connection is set up.

Leaving the keys as before, the operator inserts 
the call plug into the outgoing multiple jack of the 
inter-switchboard line concerned. The spacing 
condition on the R wire causes relay CD to release 
after 300 mS, so lighting the call supervisory lamp. 
When the distant switchboard answers, relay CD 
re-operates and extinguishes the lamp. The first posi
tion key is now restored to normal, i.e. tO the "call " 
position, so as to connect together the two operators' 
teleprinters. The calling subscriber, meanwhile, is 
isolated and held on a marking battery as relays PC 
and PD operate and PA and PB release.

The particulars of the call arc now transmitted to 
the distant switchboard, where the operator, after 
plugging into the required subscriber's line, with keys 
KP and KA operated, signals back "DF," and then 
changes over the cord circuit key to " Monitor " 
(KM) and the first position key to " Both-way 
Monitor" (KMM). Relays PA and PB release whilst 
relay MM operates, thus completing the cord circuit 
but providing the control relay (CR) with leak cur
rents from either transmission path and also a biasing 
current. In this condition the distant switchboard 
operator receives a record of signals passing in either 
direction.

The code "DF " is received only by the opera( 
of the originating switchboard and indicates that t 
answer-back signals may now be taken from the t1 
telex stations. The second position key (KAB) 
moved to the "answer-back" position, which cau!: 
relay PD to release. This has the effect of connecti: 
the operator's transmitter to the called station, t 
transmitter of which is connected to the calli: 
station. In addition, the position control relay 
connected in leak so that when the switchboa 
operator transmits the "WRU " signal the answ1 
back signal of the called station is printed at t 
calling station, at both switchboards and, via t 
local record circuit, at the called station.

The first position key (KA) is now moved 
"answer", releasing relay PC and operating relay P 
This reverses the connections so that by transmitti 
the "WRU" signal again the answer-back signal 
the calling station is printed at the called static 
at both switchboards, and, via the local record circu 
at the calling station. All parties now have a print 
record of the two subscribers concerned in the ci 

The second position key (KAB) is now restored 
normal, the code " G" is signalled to the calli 
station as an indication that teleprinting may co 
mence, and the cord circuit key restored to compl' 
the connection by releasing SK. It is desirable tl 
the circuit be monitored for a short period to confi: 
that transmission is satisfactory, after which i 
Clock )<o. 44 is started in order to record 1 
chargeable time.

At the termination of the call a clear is origina1 
by one or both subscribers, with the result that be 
wires of the circuit take up spacing polarity. 1 
tongues of relays CA and CC move to spacing, tl 
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disconnecting relays CB and CD which release after 
300 mS. The supervisory lamps light, the audible 
alarm functions and the operator withdraws the 
plugs from the multiples.

It will be noted that the call is controlled through
out by the originating switchboard, where a docket 
is prepared for each call. Timing is effected only at 
this position and entered on the docket before the 
clock is reset.

Calls Dialled Direct.-For a call to a subscriber 
connected to an automatic switching network, and 
where the calls are directly dialled b)' the London 
operator, the calling plug of a cord circuit is inserted 
in the outgoing multiple, with the cord circuit key 
KP and position key KA still operated (the calling 
subscriber will be " held " to the answering plug, as 
previously described). The calling cord supervisory 
lamp will remain darkened until the "proceed-to- 
dial " signal is returned, when the spacing battery 
returned from the line equipment over the tip of the 
jack causes relay CC to "space " and relay CD to 
release, thus lighting the supervisory lamp at contact 
CD! normal. ’

The first position key is now returned to " call " 
(restoring key contacts KA to normal) and.the second 
key to "dial " (KD), thus operating relays DL and 
DLA, the latter being slow to operate so as to main
tain the marking polarity on the S wire. DLA2 
provides a holding battery for the operator's tele
printer while dialling is in progress. The dial impulses 
are repeated to line by relay DL at contact DLI in 
the form of marking and spacing reversals, a " break " 
being translated into a space and a " make " into a 
mark. The usual guard feature is provided to prevent 
premature restoration of the dial key from clipping 
the impulse train. When the call is switched, at the 
distant automatic equipment to the required sub
scriber's line, marking battery is returned, thus dark
ening the calling supervisory lamp as an indication 
that the answer-back signals may be taken. The 
ensuing operations, including clearing, are as pre
viously described for calls over inter-switchboard 
lines.

When, exceptional!y, incoming calls are received 
.:iirect from an automatic network, e.g. from Switzer
land, a calling lamp lights in the normal 
answering multiple but the appearances 
concerned are distinctively labelled, as 
such calls have to be controlled, timed and 
docketed, as for outgoing calls.

Cord Circuit Timing Facilities.-For the 
purpose of recording the elapsed time on 
telex calls, the Clock No. 44,2 which is used 
for similar purposes on telephone switch
boards, has been adopted, and is provided 
on the basis of one per cord circuit. The 
equipment employed for the control of 
these items is shown simplified in Fig. 10, 
from which it will be noted that the 
common equipment is provided in 
duplicate, for use as a reserVe against 
breakdown, and to enable maintenance 
attention to be given to either equipment

' P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 27, p. 273.

without the possibility of interference with the working 
equipment. The importance of maintaining reliable 
and accurate timing facilities on international calls 
cannot be too strongly stressed.

After a connection has been established, and the 
answer-back signals verified, the controlling operator 
commences the timing of the call by operating the 
clock start key (KST) of the cord circuit concerned. 
This extends an earth to the common start relay ST, 
which at 5Tl causes relay PA to pulse-operate to the 
6-second pulse supply, and the clock mechanism to 
count in synchronism via the associated PA contact, 
and contacts CB3 and CD3 of the relative cord circuit 
supervisory relays. (The reserve common equipment 
is brought into service by key KR and relays RA and 
RC, which connect relays STR and PAR to function 
in place of relays ST and PA.)

The elapsed time of the call is thus recorded on the 
clock veeder mechanism in steps of l/!Oth minute 
until nine minutes is registered1 at which stage the clock 
cams extend an earth to operate relay SPA, which 
disconnects the 6-second pulse from the clock and 
causes the " time check " alarm lamp to glow until 
the operator resets the clock, when relay SPA releases 
and the timing of the call recommences.

When a clearing condition is detected by either 
cord circuit supervisory relay at the end of a call, the 
timing pulse is immediately disconnected fr<;>m the 
clock at contact CB3 or CD3. Key KST is then 
restored to normal by the operator before breaking 
down the connection, the recorded time is docketed, 
and the veeder mechanism reset in readiness for the 
next call.

Miscellaneous Testing Facilities.-The importance 
of maintaining a high performance standard from the 
switchboard equipment, by reason of the type of 
traffic handled, has not been overlooked, and a 
number of novel features have been provided to 
enable performance checks to be carried out expedi
tiously, as follows :-

(a) Functional Test of Supervisory Circuits. A test 
jack is provided in the miscellaneous jack strip 
into which the operator may insert a plug to 
check the performance of a suspect supervisory 
circuit. A spacing battery, connected to the tip

ROUT i NE KRT2 
TEST pS 
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FIG. 10.-SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC DrAGRAM OF TIMING EQUIPMENT.
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of the jack, simulates a clearing signal and 
should light the associated supervisory lamp.

(b) Functional Test of "Engaged Test" Facility. 
A second test jack is also provided, which in 
conjunction with the supervisory test jack en
ables the performance of the SA or SC relays of 
a cord circuit, and the position relays P, PR 
and PZ, to be checked. The plug of a cord 
circuit under test is inserted in the second jack, 
whilst the plug of any other cord circuit is in 
the supervisory test jack. The sleeves of these 
two jacks are strapped together, so that the 
effect of overplugging is simulated, and the 
appropriate alarm conditions should ensue, 
i.e. the teleprinter should "race", and the 
engaged lamps light.

(c) Routine Test of Clocks No. 44. If the start key 
of an idle cord circuit be rotated the clock will 
step at 6-second intervals and so its performance 
may be checked. To speed up the process, 
however, either plug may be inserted in the 
routine test jack (Fig. 10) and the " position 
routine test " key (KRT) operated. Relay 
FLA commences to pulse at flicker earth fre
quency and its contacts repeat the pulses to 
the clock so that the indication of nine minutes 
is reached in under 37 seconds. Any number of 
clocks may be tested simultaneously as indi
vidual test jacks per cord circuit are provided 
in the miscellaneous jack strip.

(d) Hold jacks. In the event of a telex station 
requiring to be placed out of service for a 
period, e.g. to permit maintenance work to be 
carried out, the switchboard is called and the 
operator advised accordingly. The calling plug 
of the cord circuit on which the call was 
answered is then inserted into a hold jack, of 
which three are provided in the miscellaneous 
jack strip. The station is held by a markinl': 
battery, and only the answering supervisory 
lamp lights when the station equipment is 
restored to normal.

Present ami Future Developments.
The subscribers' station signalling equipment 

was designed with the knowledge that it would 
require to be mounted in an existing form of 
table unit of far from modern style if service were 
to be given by an early date. The development 
of a modern and :esthetically pleasing form of 
table unit was, therefore, carried out concur
rently, for production in quantity, and has now 
reached a forward stage. The associated signalling 
equipment has been rearranged to provide for push
button control of the calling and clearing signals, 
which simplifies the operation of setting up a call 
and eliminates the need for providing the " forced 
release " key, as the clearing button is effective on 
either originated or received calls.

A relatively large proportion of subscribers to the 
Continental telex service require the provision of 
automatic transmitters and/or reperforators in asso
ciation with the standard teleprinter, to obtain 
maximum utilisation of line time. For the initial 
stages, adaptations of existing key switching equip- 

men! have been provided, but again the concurrent 
development of a modernised push-button controlled 
equipment has reached a forward stage. The unit 
will give full flexibility for the reperforation of sent 
or received messages, automatic transmission, and 
for the preparation of perforated tape, and will house 
the signalling and power sockets feeding the automatic 
equipment. The equipment will be automatically 
restored to normal and the teleprinter connected to 
line when a connection is cleared, either normally 
or by fortuitous circumstances.

The problefns arising from " follow-on " calls on 
through-signalling switchboards, well known in 
telephony, are equally, if not more, serious in the 
telegraph case. The arrangements on the switch
boards described in this article to prevent such 
occurrences are regarded as adequate, but the incor

poration of automatic safeguards at a later stage in the 
growth of the service has always been regarded as 
essential. A cord circuit providing complete safe
guards against the extension of follow-on calls to a 
distant network, and also providing for the call to 
appear at its normal appearance in the calling 
multiple, has been designed, and wil shortly be 
available for laboratory tests.

It is interesting to note that, irrespective of the 
introduction of C.C.I.T. signalling circuits in this 
country, the problem of interworking between such 
circuits and those employing D.T.N. signalling has 
already been encountered, viz. a private wire 
terminated on the Continent requiring access to a 
self-contained private manual network in this 
country. The design of a signal conversion unit, 
associated with the circuit termination at the D.TN. 
switchboard has been developed and tested, and 
should shortly be in service on a field trial basis.

The demand for the Continental telex service has 
so far been almost exclusively confined to London 
and its environs, but the possibility of extending the 
service outside the London area is under activt: 
consideration, as also is the utilisation of an exclusive!} 
telegraph network for the national telex service.

Conclusion.
The reintroduction of telex service to the Continent 

on a basis conforming to the recommendations of thE 
C.C.I.T. has proved eminently successful, and leads tc 
the conclusion that both the growth and the usefulnes! 
of the service will increase steadily. In this connectior 
it should be recorded that in addition to the openine 
of the service to Holland, France, Belgium anc 
Switzerland as described in Part 1, its extension tc 
the Czecho-Slovakian telex network on a direct dial 
ling basis was effected on 8th March, 1948, via twc 
circuits to Prague. The further extension of th 
service to Denmark-and via the Copenhagen telei 
switchboard, to Norway and Sweden-should alsc 
have taken place before this article appears in print
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A Note on an Experimental Packet-Counting Device
U.D.C. 656.8

■^This note gives a brief account of an e^wrimental device for automatically counting postal packets of a ttype unsuitable 
for machine cancellation.

Introduction.

AN accurate picture of the amount of traffic 
flowing through Postal Sorting Offices is very 
desirable from both the administrative and 
engineering points of view. Such information is 

relatively scarce because it is difficult to obtain in an 
economical and accurate manner without delay to 
mail. Ordinary letters are counted automatically 
when the stamps are cancelled by machine, but the 
odd-shaped packets, unsuitable for machine stamping 
and which form about 15 to 20 per cent. of the total 
mail, are not at present counted, except by 'hand at 
special " counts " taken usually at yearly intervals. 
Attempts to count such packets automatically, when 
they are handled individually at the hand-stamping 
tables, were started before 1939, but, as the work had 
to be abandoned until recently, the first complete 
experimental installation has only just been completed.

This installation at the Newcastle Station Sorting 
Office was designed and assembled by the E-in-C's 
Power and Research Branches, the mechanical parts 
being made in the Newcastle Workshop. The 
experiment is mentioned on account of the interesting 
circuit arrangements involved, which may find 
application elsewhere. Fig. 1 shows the general view 
of the work in progress and the type of packet being 
handled. The packets are' segregated from the mail 
by hand and are placed on a conveyor which discharges 
on to the hand-stamping table, as shown in Fig. l, 
where they move along the bed of the table on a 
slowly-moving band. The men take each item and, 
having located and cancelled the stamp, dispose of it 
on to a collecting conveyor running under the table. 
The items fall on to the conveyor after sliding down

Fig. J.—Hand-Stamping Table with Chutes.

an inclined chute at each stamper's position ; Fig. 2 
shows the chute (table top removed). In the base of

Fig. 2.—Chute wrrH Balanced Flap at Lower Eno.

the chute is a balanced flap which is moved by the item
as it passes. Chains are hung in the chute 
to eliminate the risk of an item bouncing 
over the flap. Thin letters containing some 
hard object slide down under the chains 
which, when mounted under the table, 
clear the chute by ! in. The packets vary 
in weight from approximately!oz. to4lb., 
although heavier items are handled 
occasionally. An electrical impulse is 
sent by the operation of the flap to a 
remote relay-operated counter associated 
with the individual chute. This counter 
is a subscriber's meter (lOIA) which 
shows four figures. The circuit for the 
individual station is shown in Fig. 3. 
There are seven such stations in the 
experimental installation, with space for 
further expansion.

Counting Circuit.
/ The flap is mechanically interlocked 
with relay A (see Fig. 3) in a manner 
such that it cannot be returned to normal 
(by balance weight) until this relay has 
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been electrically operated, and, once returned, the flap 
mechanically holds relay A in its operated position 
even after the coil is de-energised.

roV
RELAY OF 

TOTALJSATOR

^.:.
^

Note I. Circuit shown Unener1:ised with Flap d1pressed, 
FIG. 3.-COU!'l"TING CIRCUIT.

When the flap is depressed by a packet the armature 
of relay A is released. The closing of contact Al 
energises relay C which in turn energises the meter. 
The control relay B, although designated "slow-to- 
operate " is also 1' slow-to-release," and it i$ this 
release lag which controls the interval between the 
operation of the flap and the resetting of the interlock 
by energisation of the A relay. If the flap is held 
down for a prolonged period the A and B relays hunt. 
To prevent this from operating the counter, relay C 
has a large release lag and remains operated during any 
hunting. The counter, which records only when its 
coil is de-energised, thus indicates the passage of a 
single packet whatever the time period is for which 
the flap is depressed. This time is, of course, dependent 
upon the size of the packet and the rate at which it is 
travelling.

Totalisator Circuit.
In addition to the individual counting devices a 

totalisator circuit has been provided. This gives 
indication of the amount of traffic passing through all 
the stations [up to 50 stations can be accommodated 
in a full-scale installation). Signals are received at 
random from the individual stations according to the 
chance instant of packet disposal. The grand total is 
shown on a four-figure meter, but the last figure repre
sents ten packets. Thus a total capacity of nearly 
100,000 packets is provided. This is about a week's 
packet traffic at a large provincial sorting office. Seven- 
:figure counters would be provided in a permanent 
installation. Various schemes for providing this total 
were considered but as it is desired to obtain full data 
on .the performance of rotary switches when located in 
sorting offices (although mounted in normal dust-proof 
cabinets), it has been decided that the totalising is 
to be carried out as follows. (Fig. 4 gives the circuit.)

"'hen any meter on an individual station operates, 
an earth is extended into the totalisator via the meter 
auxiliary contact, relay UA operates quickly and relay 
U operates slowly. Thus contact UAl makes before 
U2 breaks, and this ensures that the stepping magnets 
on the rotary switch are operated only for a short in
terval (40 mS). This repeats until nine steps have been 
taken (nine packets dealt with) and the SAl/2 wiper is 

on the ninth outlet. The tenth packet registers o 
the meter and the main totalising meter must now b 
stepped one unit. The stepping mechanism of th 
station uniselector SAi /2 is operated, but the switc 
does not move until the magnet is released. At th 
same time an earth from the individual station i 
extended through UI, the ninth outlet andRl,andrela 
T is energised. T locks over its own contact Tl. T 
starts the rotary switch C50, in the totalisator contrc 
circuit, hunting whilst T2 puts an earth on a pa1 
ticular contact (or series of commoned contacts) on th 
Cl/2 bank. This is, in effect, the station "calling 
the totalisator and several or indeed all the statior 
can call simultaneously. The stations are dealt wit 
in rotation, well within the time for any one of them t 
have recorded a further ten packets. No calls ea 
therefore be lost. As soon as the Cl/2 wipers of tt 
totalisator control uniselector (C) have stepped on 1 
the marked (T2 earth) contact, relay H operates. Th 
cuts the C uniselector drive circuit and operates tl 
" grand total " meter which registers one un 
(indicating ten packets). The meter contact energis1 
relays COA and COB. Contact COAi makes, an

^NQT[S:- I W^CiS '"Nec sur^ABLT CQMt.40NCl;I 
TO REDUC( HUHTl..G. 

a ARC5 S#. :1/4.SPAR(.
I' VntMT 5lll'PL.T 50V

FIG. 4.-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TOTALISATOR CIRCUIT,

extencls earth via C3/4 to operate relay R (calli1 
station' circuit) and so releases the T relay. The relea 
of T2 releases relay H; contact COB! prevents t: 
restoration of the HI earth to the common hunti1 
circuit of the C uniselector until the rest of t 
totalisator control circuit is at normal. The relea 
of relay COA releases the R relay of the station circu 
When relay COB is released the totalisator conti 
circuit is free to move off to record a call from a1 
other station. Should other calls be waiting t 
respective T3 contacts will have prepared the dri 
circuit and the C uniselector will hunt for and seize t 
first calling station it reaches and the cycle of recordi 
another ten packets will proceed as before.

S.T.W.
J.P.
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British Standard Codes of Practice
U.D.C. 621 (083.74)

Readers of this Journal will have noticed that many British Standard Codes of Practice bear an imprint to the eft'ect that 
they are issued by the British Standards Institution on be^half of“ The Codes of Practice Committee for Civil Engineering, 
Public Works and Buil^g formed under the aegis of the Ministry of Works," and these notes are written to tell something 

of the story relating to the formation and objects of that Committee and of the character and production of the codes.

Introduction.

T
HE study of post-war building problems has its 
origin in a desire expressed by professional and 
other institutions connected with the building 
and civil engineering industries to assist and support 

the Ministry of Works in regard to post-war plans, and 
during the latter part of 1941 Lord Reith, then 
Minister of Works, taking advantage of these offers of 
assistance, encouraged the establishment of a series of 
committees to investigate and report on the major 
problems which were likely to affect post-war building. 
These committees were appointed by a Government 
Department or convened by a professional institution, 
a research association, or a trade federation, as seemed 
most appropriate in each case, and were so constituted 
as to ensure that their reports, known as Post-War 
Building Studies, contained the considered views of 
experts and others closely connected with the subject.

Twenty-two "Post-War Building Studies" were 
published by the Stationery Office and those of 
greatest interest to P.O. engineers are :-

No. 9-Mechanical Installations.
No. 11-Electrical Installations.
No. 12-The Lighting of Buildings.
No. 19-Heating and Ventilation.

Post-War Building Studies No. 11 was compiled by 
a Committee convened in 1941 by the Council of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, and its chapters 
deal with electrical installations in houses and flats, 
multi-occupier and similar buildings, schools, hospitals 
and farm buildings. Telecommunications are treated 
separately for each type of building and the publication 
was reviewed in an earlier issuel.

The reports are not official publications in the sense 
that the Government is responsible for or necessarily 
accepts the views expressed, but their contents are 
authoritative and must have been of great value to 
those concerned with building since the war. The 
suggestions and recommendations contained have been 
developed in reports and manuals and have inspired 
various authors in the compilation of Codes of 
Practice.

Codes of Practice Committee. '

The idea of Codes of Practice is not new or revolu
tionary ; such codes describe the methods by which 
materials can be used to the best advantage to 
perform certain required functions, and such codes 
under other titles have been in use in industry for 
many years, both in this country and overseas. In 
Great Britain there have long been such guides as the 
"Minimum Specifications of the Institution of 
Plumbers," the "Institution of Heating and Ventilat
ing Engineers' Guide to Current Practice," the

'P.0.E.E.]., Vol. 37, p. 123.

"Wiring Rules of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers,'' and the "Code of Practice for Roof 
Tiling," but there was no co-ordination of the 
various codes.

There was evident, even before the war, a growing 
interest among the institutions concerned in the 
production of codes, and it was realised that if the 
quality of the work on or in a building was to be raised 
to a high level and maintained there, and not to be 
governed by commercial standards having low first 
costs as their principal consideration, then something 
in the nature of a series of authoritative codes of good 
practice would be needed. The British Standards 
Institution made efforts to secure co-operative action 
by the various institutions interested and at least one 
Code (No. B.S. 1043, "The Provision of Engineering 
and Utility Services in Buildings ") was published ; it 
bears the names of 75 organisations co-operating in its 
production. But these efforts were brought to an end 
by the outbreak of the war.

There the matter rested until 1942 when the Codes 
of Practice Committee was created by the Minister of 
Works and Planning to link together the work of the 
various institutions which had in the past contributed 
to the making of codes. All these agreed to pool their 
activities and to pursue them under the control of a 
single policy to be agreed between them. The British 
Standards Institution, The Building Industries 
National Council, the Building Research Station and 
the Ministry of Health and other Government 
Departments are represented on the Committee as well 
as the principal technical institutions; it is thus in 
effect a main committee of independent interests set 
up to decide policy, and its responsibility is to direct 
the preparation of Codes of Practice for building and 
constructional work, civil engineering and public 
works.

Code Framework.

In considering the formulation of a comprehensive 
scheme of Codes of Practice for building and civil 
engineering, it soon became evident that civil 
engineering and public works guides would require to 
be treated differently from the building codes.

In building practice large numbers of buildings are 
involved which, although varying in size and type, all 
require the execution of many operations that are 
similar and for which there is scope for uniformity of 
advice as to good practice; but in civil engineering the 
works tend to be fewer and larger, and owing to the 
greater diversity of function and to variations imposed 
by local conditions there are fewer operations of 
common application for a given volume of work or 
expenditure. Also, on examination of Codes ofPractice 
for Building, it was evident that there are certain over
riding requirements, common to all buildings, which 
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are independent of the method of construction or the 
type of equipment installed.

It was, therefore. considered desirable to split the 
code framework into two main sections (1) The Civil 
Engineering and Public Works Codes, and (2) The 
Building and Constructional Codes, with a further 
subdivision of the latter into two groups, one entitled 
" Code of Functional Requirements of Buildings " to 
cover the standard of performance required of the 
building as determined by its situation and the use to 
which it is to be put, and the other the " General 
Series Codes", comprising the codes for elements of 
the structure and the installation of equipment.

The Functional Code deals with the over-riding 
functional requirements of a building which are 
independent of the method of construction, the 
materials used or the type of equipment installed, and 
is divided into 11 chapters dealing respectively with 
(I} Lighting & Ventilation, (II) Space & Circulation, 
(III) Sound Insulation, (IV) Precautions against Fire, 
(V) Loading, (VI) Weather Protection, (VII) Services, 
including water supply, cooking, refrigeration, 
laundry, telecommunications and sanitation, (VIII) 
Heating & Heat Insulation, IIX) Durability, (X) Dirt 
& Vermin, (XI) Acoustics.

The General Series Codes deal with individual 
methods of construction, the use of specific materials 
and the installation of particular equipment, and are 
divided into four series :-The Carcase series, ranging 
from No. 100 to 199; the Building Finishes series, 
200 to 299 ; the Installation of Services series, 
300 to 399 ; the Miscellaneous Independent Instal
lations and Equipment series, 400 to 499.

Any code may comprise a number of sub-codes and 
these are numbered in a three-figure decimal system. 
Al the Codes of Practice are drafted to conform as far 
as practicable with a standard pattern and, for ease of 
reference and generally to ensure that all aspects of 
each subject are covered, each code or sub-code is 
divided into eight sections, namely {l) General, (2) 
Materials, appliances and components, (3) Design 
considerations, {4) Work off site, (5) Work on site, (6) 
Inspection and testing, (7) Maintenance and (8) 
Appendices.

The Installation of Services series is subdivided 
between :-Building drainage, sanitary services and 
refuse disposal (300-309), Cold water supply (310
319), Electricity (320-329), Gas (330-339), Central 
heating and hot water (340-349), and Ventilation, air 
heating and air conditioning (350-359).

The Electricity group of codes includes Electrical' 
installation (321), Supply arrangements (public 
supply) (322), Private electric generating plant (323), 
Installation of domestic electrical equipment and 
apparatus (324), Farm and horticultural installations 
(325), Electrical installations to meet special condi
tions (326) and Telecommunications (327).

The Telecommunications Code comprises the 
following sub-codes :-

327401 Telephones and Telegraphs—Public 
services.

327 402 Telephones and Telegraphs—Private 
services.

327^201 Broadcast reception—Sound and vision 
by radio.

327^300 Sound distribution systems for larg^ 
' buildings.

322,401 Bell and coU systems.
327 402 Staff location systems.
327403 Impulse clock and timing systems.
327404 The installation of electrical fire alam^

The present position in regard to these Telecom 
muuications Codes is that 327401, " Bell and Cal 
Systems," has been issued for comment and that thi 
remainder (with the exception of 327 402 which t 
still being drafted} will all shortly be on sale to th 
public as drafts for comment, whilst the preparation o 
a sub-code on the '' Broadcast Reception of Sound an< 
Vision by Wire " has been indefinitely postponed.
Preparation of Codes.

With the exception of the Code of Functiona 
Requirements which was drafted under the directim 
of the Codes of Practice Committee itself, the duty o 
preparing codes was placed in the hands of the pro 
fessional institutions, who have appointed some 80 o 
so committees, sub-committees or drafting panels 
comprising over 400 experts, and these have give1 
freely of their time and knowledge.

The general procedure followed in the preparatim 
and issue of a code is for the drafting to be done by ' 
sub-committee or drafting panel, and for its final draf 
to be considered and approved by the Code Committe, 
of the relative professional institution. It is thei 
forwarded to the independent Codes of Practio 
Committee and again reviewed by one of its sub 
committees—for Electrical Installation Codes this i 
the Engineering Services Committee—before bein1 
published by the B.S.I. for comment. Throughou 
this process there may be discussions with technica 
officers of the central organisation and with its editoria 
group who are concerned with the clarity an 
uniformity of presentation.

The comment stage is a most important step in th 
production of a code. Some 3,000 copies are printer 
and well over 1,000 are distributed to interested 
associations and individuals at home and overseas 
Copies are placed on sale for the general public and ea 
be purchased by anyone interested who may forwar1 
his comments within the stated period and they wi 
be considered. This general publication an 
acceptance of comment is an interesting and unusua 
procedure ; by no other means could the Committe 
be fully assured that the subject matter of a code i 
regarded as acceptable by all who will be affected by i 
in one way or another. When the Committee is satil: 
fied that the comments have been fully considern 
and dealt with, the code as amended is reproduce, 
and published by the B.S.I. after approval by th 
main Codes of Practice Committee.

Arrangements have been made for the preparatioi 
of Engineering Codes outside the scope of th 
independent Codes of Practice Committee thro)lgh th 
collaboration of the major engineering institutiff 
most closely concerned in the particular subject wit: 
the British Standards Institution, under the terms o 
an agreement arrived at between the Councils of Th 
Institution of Civil Engineers, The Institution c 
Mechanical Engineers, The Institution of Electrica 
Engineers and the British Standards InstitutioD 
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Such codes are allocated numbers in the series com
mencing JOO!, according to their date of issue, and the 
following have already been issued:-

1001 Abatement of Radio Interference caused by 
Motor Vehicles and Internal Combustion 
Engines.

1002 Abatement of Radio Interference from 
Electromedical and Industrial Radio
Frequency Equipment.

A further Code, entitled " Installation and Main
tenance ofFlameproof and Intrinsically Safe Electrical 
Equipment for Industries other than Coal Mining," 
will be published shortly and others, dealing with 
Overhead Electric Transmission Lines, Earthing, 
Street Lighting and the Abatement of Radio Inter
ference from Electric Discharge Lamps, are in the 
course of preparation.

Status of Codes.
The status of a code is a matter of considerable 

interest ; a code may be mandatory, that is it may be 
drafted initially as a legal requirement such as the 
London County Council by-laws or it may become 
mandatory by adoption either wholly or in part, or it 
may be adopted by consent as a permissible way of 
car g out a building regulation or be cited in a 
contract or specification; lastly it may be adopted 
by consent as a desirable method of carrying out an 
operation. The codes prepared and issued by the 
Codes of Practice Committee all emerge at this last 
level but they are capable of graduating with possible 
modifications to aHy of the other classes, but when 
issued by the Committee they are purely recommen
datory in nature and each code includes the following 
clause:

" This Code of Practice represents a standard of good 
practice and therefore takes the form of recommenda
tions. Compliance with it does not confer immunity 
from relevant legal requirements including by-laws.''

The relation between the Codes of Practice and the 
Wiring Regulations of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers is important. The Wiring Regulations set 
out the fundamental requirements to be observed for 
safety whilst the Codes of Practice in their encourage
ment of good practice may recommend the adoption 
of methods which go beyond the mini1nu1n require
ments of the regulations. It is important to realise 
that the opposite situation cannot arise and that codes 
will never recommend a practice inadmissible under 
the regulations.

In regard to British Standard Specifications, the 
arrangement is that those shall deal with the stan
dardisation of materials, appliances and components 
whilst the Codes of Practice are concerned with 
methods of using them. Whenever practicable the 
technical requirements of materials, appliances and 
components mentioned in the codes are based on 
British Standard Specifications, when these are 
available.

Conclusions.
The motive forces behind the preparation of the 

codes existing before the establishment of the 
Committee were varied and diverse. There were codes 

that aimed principally at public safety, codes prepared 
by trade interests so that a high standard of perfor
mance would be obtained, and others which had a 
commercial implication outside the constructional 
industries. Tnese codes were not directed in the first 
place to the benefit of the occupier or user of the 
building but rather to that of the owner and of those 
engaged in the building industry, whereas the codes 
now being issued are prepared with the interests in 
mind, as far as possible, of everyone associated with the 
building, from the manufacturer of an elementary 
component to the ultimate occupier. They are in
tended to be descriptive of good practice and not 
statements of permissible minima, and should bring 
together the results of practical experience and 
scientific knowledge with the. object of obtaining 

increased efficiency in constructional and ancillary 
works and economy in labour and materials; they 
should become the vehicle by which the designer can 
convey to those engaged in the actual construction his 
own intentions in clear and explicit form. Present-day 
conditions, including the shortage of material and 

components, may prevent the recommendations being 
followed explicitly, but the code still remains descrip
tive of a desirable method of construction or 
performance.

It would be unreasonable to delay the drafting of a 
code until complete and final knowledge were available 
on the subject covered, because such a state can never 
be reached, consequently it must never be assumed 
that a code represents anything more advanced than 
the state of the art at the time it was drafted. Tilis is 
an essential reservation as the practical value of a code 
depends upon the possibility of its being followed. The 
inclusion of factors which were in advance of the 
materials and methods actually available would 
vitiate the code, hence all codes are subject to 
revision as the state of the art advances and the test 
of time and experience warrants.

A comprehensive series of codes covering such a 
wide field will provide a background against which 
research and development can be carried out. The use 
of the codes in the field will provide a test as to the 
direction in which research and development should 
proceed to be of maximum value to industry, and 
conversely the results of research and development 
can, through the medium of the codes and their 
associated standard specifications, be publicised and 
carried effectively into practice when otherwise they 
might lie dormant until by some accident brought to 
light.

The preparation of the codes has provided for the 
first time a forum wherein the professional men of al 
branches of building and allied industries meet 
together and pool their technical experience for the 
benefit of the public and industry.
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Sixth Plenary Meeting of the C.C.l.T., Brussels, May 1948

U.D.C. 654.1

THE fifth plenary meeting of the C.C.I.T.1 was 
held at Warsaw in October, 1936, and at the 
close of that meeting it was agreed that the 

next plenary assembly would be held concurrently 
with a plenary assembly of the C.C.I.F. at Lisbon in 
1940. However, events arranged otherwise, and 
although advantage was taken of a C.C.I.F. meeting 
at Paris, in 1946, to hold a short special meeting of 
the C.C.I.T. to elect principal reporters for the com
mittees which were previously directed by the German 
administration, and although preparations were then 
in hand for the next plenary meeting to be held in 
1947, various matters arose which required further 
postponement of the plenary meeting until 1948.

Although the plenary meeting was postponed much 
work had been done in the meantime to ensure col
laboration between the various administrations, 
particularly with the drafting of regulations which 
would apply to the working of the International 
Telex system, a system still in its infancy but already 
of such stature that it allows of a private subscriber in 
London, for instance, communicating by means of 
his teleprinter to other similarly equipped subscribers 
in France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and 
Czecho-Slovakia.2 A meeting of the committee charged 
with this task was held at The Hague in 1946, and a 
meeting of a committee charged with the task of 
remodelling the committees to suit the questions 
facing the C.C.I.T. was held in 1946 at Paris.

The plenary meeting at Brussels had to deal with 
all the questions left over for study by the meeting at 
Warsaw and with all new questions which had arisen 
in the period following that meeting and with the 
telex regulations. The new questions included, 
amongst others, the American proposal for the general 
recognition of the International Alphabet No. 2, with 
certain suggested minor modifications to that 
Alphabet, and the British proposal for the utilisation 
of signal No. 32 of the No. 2 Alphabet, a signal which 
at present is barred for international use.

The actual meetings were held at the Egmont 
Palace, a large mansion in its own grounds, which at 
one time was a private residence, but is now the 
property of the town of Brussels. The arrangements 
made for the meetings were most convenient, all the 
rooms being situated on the first floor of the building. 
Two of the largest rooms were equipped for simul
taneous translation, and served for the main meetings 
of the various committees ; the smaller rooms were 
used for the meetings of the sub-committees and 
here the successive method of translation was used.

The work of the plenary meeting was divided into 
six committees : Technical, Operations, Organisation, 
Subscribers Service (Telex), European Network and 
Drafting. Because of the number of committees the 
meetings were arranged so that there was a minimum 
of overlapping. The arrangement was perhaps too

lP.O.E.E.J., Vol. 29, p. 293.
'P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 41, p. 39. 
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rigid in its conception and led in the final stages of th< 
meeting to very late and prolonged meetings of som< 
of the committees and in particular, the Technica: 
Committee. There will not be, however, anothe1 
assembly of the C.C.I.T. organised in this manne1 
since the arrangements provided for under the Atlantic 
City Convention require that the separate committees 
reach their conclusions in advance of any plenar) 
assembly and any lesson to be learnt from the experi
ence at Brussels cannot be applied to future meeting 
of the C.C.I.T.

The Technical Committee had to deal with ques
tions arising out of six of the committees of tht 
C.C.I.T., these dealing with (!) quality of telegrapl 
transmission, (2) standardisation of telegraph appar
atus, (3) relays, (4) co-existence in cables of telegrapl 
and telephone circuits, (5) phototelegraphy, (6 
protection, and al matters which could not be treatec 
in the main committee were dealt with by sub 
committees under the chairmanship of the principa 
reporters of these C.C.I.T. committees.

It can be stated that the Technical Committee 
worked most harmoniously and the British delegatior 
has the satisfaction of knowing that in the main th1 
resulting opinions and new questions were in direc 
line with their experience and opinions expressed it 
the preliminary documents. Agreement was reache< 
on definitions of telegraph distortion and margi1 
which will replace the definitions in the presen 
opinions of the C.C.I.T. Agreement was reached 01 
the detail of circuit advices to be exchanged betwee1 
Administrations whenever new international telegrapl 
circuits were set up and on the precise functions o 
certain testing offices on the route of such circuit.!: 
this being based mainly on the practice which has bee1 
evolved in this country. Agreement was reached als1 
on the method to be adopted for bringing into opera 
tion a reserve circuit when, for any cause, an inte1 
national telegraph circuit is found to be unworkable 
again the procedure adopted was based on th 
experience gained and practice adopted in this count11

Much discussion centred in the proposition of th 
United States that the Telegraph Regulations shoul' 
contain a paragraph advocating the adoption, wit 
reservations, of the 5-unit code Alphabet No. 2, a 
the code for general use in international telegraph) 
and after some modifications to the wording. of th 
U.S. proposal, which were accepted by the U.E 
representative, the proposal was accepted. Thi 
proposal had its origin in the deliberations of th 
Bermuda Conference.

Another question which gave rise to much di! 
cussion was the British proposal that the 32nd sigm 
of the Alphabet No. 2, the al space signal, which is a 
present not used internationally, should be reserve 
for the possible use of a third case shift on teleprinte1 
and thus make available another series of signa 
which would possibly be required in the future whe 
teleprinter working is much more developed by con 
mercial users. This question was originally raised b 



the Creed Co. and supported by the British adminis
tration who raised the matter in the form of a new 
question to the C.C.I.T.

The question received general support and agree
ment was reached that the original question should 
be studied as a new question in a new general form 
with the British proposition as a particular case.

The main purpose of the question was to bring to 
the attention of Administrations the idea that there 
were real possibilities in the usage of this signal for 
the purpose of a third case, and that it would not be 
wise to use this signal for special national purposes 
which might stultify its wider use in the future.

Numerous other questions were dealt with, some 
matters of detail, some of much wider significance, 
but all were resolved or remitted for further study. 
Such questions included the design and utilisation 
of regenerative repeaters, involving the desirability 
or otherwise of a stop signal longer than I unit, e.g. 
l ^5 units ; the blocking of the keyboard of a tele
printer after the number of letters allocated to a line 
has been operated ; the utilisation of the full band 
available on coaxial cable telephone circuits for 
phototelegraphy and the repercussion on the design 
of the phototelegraphy apparatus ; the use of sub
carrier frequency modulation as the transmission 

method for phototelegraphy over lines ; standardis
ation of paper sizes and liile spacing on page tele
printers. In all some forty new technical questions 
were passed for future study by the C.C.I.T., in many 
cases in combination with C.C.I.R. or C.C.I.F., and a 
recommendation made that a permanent sub-com
mittee should be set up to deal with all questions of 
maintenance on the lines of a similar committee in 
the C.C.I.F.

The draft regulations for the operation of the 
International Telex service were discussed in detail 
and were finally agreed.

The matter of a European switched network for 
the more expeditious handling of public telegrams 
which could not be dealt with by direct circuits, which 
originally had been raised by the Czechoslovak 
Administration, was discussed, and it was agreed that 
there was need for such a network and that further 
study should be made of the problem on the basis of 
an agreed memorandum which will be incorporated 
in the recommendations of the Conference.

At the Plenary Conference Great Britain was 
charged with the chairmanship of two technical 
committees, one dealing with phototelegraphy and 
the other with the technical questions of automatic 
switching. F. E. N.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Result of Ballot on the Proposed Alterations to Rules.

The Scrutineers have reported to Council the result 
of the ballot, on the proposals put to the membership 
in April last.

It is as follows:-
I'or the Against the 

Amendment Amendment
(1) Mempership; Rule 6.

Associates .. .. 767 1,171

(2) Subscription: Rule 13 1,216 718
(Total membership eligible to vote was 5,017.)

In accordance with the provision of Rule 31, the 
proposal under (1) will not be brought into effect.

The proposed rates of subscription will be operative 
this session, and members will have seen the notices 
which appeared in the Post Office Circulars of the 
28th April and 2nd June, 1948, in regard thereto.

ESSAY COMPETITION, 1948-9
The Council offers Five Prizes of Three Guineas 

each for the five most meritorious Essays submitted 
by members of the Engineering Department of the 
Post Office below the ranks of Inspector and Draughts
men Class II, and, in addition, to award a limited 
number of Certificates of Merit.

A prize-winner in any previous competition is not 
eligible to enter, but this restriction does not apply 
to a competitor who has been awarded a certificate 
only. An essay submitted for consideration of an 
award in the Essay Competition and also submitted 
in connection with the Junior Section I.P.O.E.E. 

prizes, will not be eligible to receive both awards.
In judging the merits of an essay, consideration 

will be given to clearness of expression, correct use of 
words, neatness and arrangement, and although tech
nical accuracy is essential, a high technical standard 
is not absolutely necessary to qualify for an award. 
The Council hopes this assurance will encourage a 
larger number to enter. Marks will be awarded for 
originality of essays submitted. Competitors may 
choose any subject relevant to current telegraph or 
telephone practice.

The Essay must be written on foolscap or quarto 
paper, and must not exceed 5,000 words. A !-in. 
margin to be left on each page. A ,certificate is 
required to be furnished by each competitor, at the 
end of the essay, in the following terms:

" In forwarding the foregoing essay of
...........................words, I certify that the work is 

my own unaided effort both as regards 

composition and drawing."

Signature........... . ............. ... . ........ ____  ______

Address.............................................................
Date -------------------------------  ----------------
Rank...................................................................................

The Essays must reach The Secretary, The Institution 
of Post Office Electrical Engineers, G.P.0. (Alder 
House), London, E.C.!, by the 3lst December, 1948.

J. Reading, Secretary.
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Notes and Comments
Roll of Honour

The Board of Editors deeply regrets to have to record the deaths of the following members of the Engineeri 
Department :-

London Telecomms. Region. . Purves, T. .. Labourer .. .. .. .. Sergeant, Argyle and
Sutherland Highlands

Norwich Telephone Area .. Wagg, F. Q. ■ ■ Skilled Workman, Class ll .. Signalman, Royal 
Sign; 

Recent Awards
The Board of Editors has learnt with great pleasure of the honours recently conferred upon the followi 

members of the Engineering Department :—
Birmingham Telephone Area Wood, D. F. .. Technician C.Q.M.S., Royal

Signals
Bournemouth Telephone Area Hardy, A. A. .. Teohnician Sergeant, Royal

Sisals
Cardiff Telephone Area .. Batchelor, J. H. Skilled Workman, Lance Corporal, 

Class II Royal Signals

Engineering Department .. Long, F. S. .. Assistant Engineer Flying Officer, 
R.A.F.V.R.

British Emp.
Medal

British Emp
Medal

Belgian Croix
Guerre, 1940 
with Palm

Mentioned in
Despatch

0. G. Tucker, D.Sc.(Eng.), Ph.D., A.M.l.E.E.
We would all wish to congratulate Dr. D. G. Tucker, 

Executive Engineer, Research Branch, on his award 
of the degree of Doctor of Science (Engineering) by 
London University . This notable academic success 
has been achieved by only one other member of the 
Engineering Department-the late Dr. R. V. 
Hansford, one time Assistant Staff Engineer, Radio 
Branch.

Dr. Tucker entered the Post Office in 1932 as a 
Probationary Inspector and after a short period in 
the N .E. District was appointed to the Research 
Branch in 1933. He was engaged on the develop
ment of carrier telephone equipment and, after passing 
the Limited Competition for Assistant Engineer in 
1938, he worked on problems connected with the 
synchronisation of carrier systems. In 1943 he 
submitted to the University a thesis on closely-related 
work and was awarded a Ph.D. His subsequent work 
was connected with various aspects of frequency 
selection and he published a number of valuable 

articles in this field ; this published work " 
submitted to the University and has resulted in I 
Tucker's latest academic award. R. ]. H.

Supplement to the Journal
In the City and Guilds of London Institt 

Examinations in Telecommunication Engineering : 
1948, additional papers were set in Telecommu 
cations (Principles) IV and V, Radio IV, and Li 
Transmission I and II. Allowing for certain otl 
changes in the examinations, this makes a total of 
papers to which it is proposed to publish moi 
answers in the Supplen1ent, cominencing with 1 
current issue.

To allow of publication of answers to four ad1 
tional papers within the present paper ration, it I 
been necessary to modify the Supplement format 
a reduction in margins ; it is hoped that the advantf 
of obtaining a comprehensive Supplement v 
compensate students should they find reading 
slightly less easy with the revised layout.

Book Review
.. Wiring a Continent." The History of the Telegraph 

Industry in the United States, 1832-1866. Robert 
Luther Thompson. Princeton University Press. 
(London, Geoffrey Cumberledge, Oxford University 
Press), 544 pp. 63 ill. 42s. .

This book, fully documented and well illustrated with 
topical plates, is a record of the development of tele
graphy in the United States from the time of the early 
work of Morse up to 1866, which date ti’arks the 
emergence of the Western Union Telegraphy Company 
as the amalgam of the early pioneering cornpanies 
destined to carry the torch of development into the 
years which followed.

The record is divided into four books of which the 
first is of more direct appeal to the engineer since it 
deals with the life and pioneer telegraph work of Morse 
and his efforts first to get an appropriation from Congress 
for the historic Baltimore-Washington telegraph line 
and then his failure, or rather the failure of the then 
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Postrr aster-General, to secure governmental control 
the new power then being made available.

The other three books deal in detail with the effo 
of the companies which sprung up in various areas of 1 
United States to make this new power of telegra1= 
available ; of their diffitulties and rivalries and of tb 
eventual amalgamations into more coherent units, a 
then, after the Civil War, the final amalgamation ii 
the Western Union. Two other systems, those of B; 
and House, were involved with that of Morse in th 
pioneer efforts and their application is put into pro1 
perspective.

The range of the story is vast, but the factual reco- 
have been presented in such a masterly way as to g 
an air of sustained romance to the pages, and the be 
should prove of absorbing interest not only to th 
who have any attachment to telecommunications but 
al readers who love a good story well told for itself 

F.E.N



Headquarters Notes
Radio Development 

LONDON-BIRMINGHAM TELEVISION R,<Dro-RELAY 

SYSTEM.

The successful expansion of the television 
;ervice in this country is dependent on the 
ixchange of programme material between London 
ind the provincial centres, as in the case of 
;ound broadcasting. Unfortunately the provision of 
:he communication network suitable for relaying 
:elevision signals is a much more difficult problem 
:han is the case for sound, calling as it does for the 
transmission of a relatively wide frequency band with 
*ood transmission characteristics. The attenuation/ 
frequency characteristic must be flat within close 
limits, the phase/frequency characteristic must be 
linear and the performance in terms of build-up time, 
overshoot and decay of response to a suddenly applied 
:;ignal, gain stability, signal-to-noise ratio, non
linearity and echo signals, must meet close specifica
tions. The bandwidth required for the effective trans
mission of the present standard 405-line signals is 
some 3,000 kc/s and to achieve the transmission 
characteristic required, the fall in response above this 
frequency must be gradual.

There are two possible methods of relaying such 
signals, the one using the coaxial cable system and 
the other by radio link operating at very high fre
quencies. Each has its particular merits and the most 
effective will be found from the results of field trials 
on fully operating systems. It may be eventually that 
the trunk network \\ill comprise an integration of 
both cable and radio links capable of carrying both 
television and multi-channel telephony signals.

When completed, the radio link will provide for 
the simultaneous transmission in both directions 
of 405-line signals from a radio terminal on the 
roof of the Museum telephone exchange, London, 
to the other terminal on the roof of Telephone 
House, Birminghan1. The connections between 
Telephone House (Birmingham) and the B.B.C. 
local transmitter and between the B.B.C. London 
Studio, Broadcasting House, and Museum exchange 
will be by coaxial tubes. The radio link will 
comprise five sections with two terminal and four 
relaying stations (see Fig. 1.) The overall link length is 
some 115 miles, and the shortest and longest sections 
are some 6 and 39 miles, respectively. The actual sites 
are, of course, determined by the need to provide 
optical paths between corresponding transmitting and 
receiving aerials at the frequencies employed-some 
900 Mc/s. Four different transmitter frequencies will 
be employed, and one of the several possible alloca
tions of these frequencies between the several stations 
is shown in Fig. 1. The relatively high frequency of 
900 Mc/s enables an aerial of high directivity to be 
employed, that is, one in which the power in the 
radiator elements in the case of the transmitter is 
concentrated in a very narrow beam which is directed 
towards a similar aerial at the corresponding receiver. 
This high directivity has two important advantages ; 
it provides the required field strength at the receiving 
aerial with a minimum of radiated power, and it 
minimises the effect of interfering signals and of 
reflections or echoes from aircraft and buildings 
unless they arrive within the relatively narrow angle 
at which the aerial has a maximum response. To 
assist in achieving the required optical line-of-sight 
between corresponding aerials, these aerials will be 
mounted on steel towers some 100 ft. high. The four

TERMINAL STATION RELAY STATIONS TERMINAL STATIONf2
--z

RT fl RT f2
--cr:--z.

RT fl R
TELEVlstON
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FIG. 1.

As part of the programme to provide facilities for 
relaying television signals between main centres of 
population, and at the same time to give information 
on the performance of both cable and radio system, 
work is now in hand on the provision of a new six-tube 
cable between London and Birmingham. The radio 
system which is planned to cater for the transmission 
in both directions of 405-line signals to and from 
London is being developed and provided by the 
General Electric Company Ltd., to the Department's 
performance specification. The contract for the 
system was placed about mid-1947 and, since it is too 
early to describe the link, the purpose of this note is 
merely to indicate the general form the link wil take. 

aerials at a relaying station, each some 12 ft. in 
diameter, will be mounted on the top of the tower and 
the associated radio equipment will be housed in a 
small cabin erected at the top of the tower. A small 
building near the tower base wil house the power 
supply equipment, standby power equipment and all 
equipment which can with advantage be remote from 
the aerials. The photograph of Fig. 2 was taken 
during field trials at Zouches Farm.

Reserve radio equipment will be switched into 
service automatically in the event of a fault on the 
working equipment and a supervisory system will 
provide an indication of the fault at the control* 
terminal. All stations with the exception of the con
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trol terminals ^ll be unmanned, and, except for a fault 
condition, wwil be visited only for routine inspection.

As already indicated, the system is planned finally 
to provide for the simultaneous transmission, to and 
from London, of 405-line signals. Initially, however, 
only a single channel, together with its reserve equip-

Fig. 2.

ment, will be installed, the channel being reversible.
Regarding the progress already achieved on the 

link, the comprehensive field trials which must be 
carried out before the link can be even planned have 
been completed, the sites have been selected and 
access obtained, the installation of temporary masts 
for the initial phase of the work is completed at most 
of the intermediate sites and the design and provision 
by the contractor of the radio equipment is understood 
to be proceeding satisfactorily.

Main Lines
Provision of Long-Distance Public Trunk 

Circuits.
During the year April 1947 to March 1948 the number 

of long-distance public trunk circuits (i.e. circuits over 
25 miles in length) was increased by 1,195 from 13,333 
to 14,528. The total authorised requirement for 
circuits was increased by 1,914 from 14,880 to 16,794 
so that the deficit increased by 719 circuits. Present 
trends, however—allowing for fuel crises in 1947— 
indicate that the trunk traffic has only increased 
3-5 per cent. so that the rate of provision of circuits 
is exceeding the rate of increase of traffic.

In the provision of these circuits the number of 
12-circuit carrier groups in use was increased by 33, of 
which 24 were routed on new coaxial supergroups. 
Seven new coaxial supergroups were introduced on the 
London-Birmingham-Manchester coaxial cable, five of 
these working between London and Manchester and 
two between Birmingham and Manchester.

During the year the number of long-distance 
private circuits in use by the Fighting Services has 
been reduced by 482 from 2,313 .to 1,831.

Telegraphs
Teleprinter Network for Metropolitan Pouc

As a result of discussions with representatives of tl 
Metropolitan Police, a teleprinter network w 
planned to provide interconununication and broadca 
facilities to an ultimate of 120 stations connected to 
teleprinter switchboard suite at a central headquartei 
Initially some 97 stations will be connected.

Four separate broadcasts (A, B, C and D), each 
any selection of lines, may be set up simultaneous! 
Operation of any broadcast key cuts the associati 
line away from the intercommunication switchboarc 
The A and B broadcast groups take precedence ov 
the C and D groups, from which lines are cut aw; 
when A and B broadcast keys are operated. Flashii 
signals indicate seizure of an engaged line.

Installation work is nearing completion, and wh 
service is eventually opened the existing 30-line tef 
printer broadcast system, which was installed in 19c 
will be superseded.

International Meteorological Conference, 
Brussels, March 1948.

A meeting of the International Meteorologic 
Organisation was held at Brussels in March of tl 
year, one of the main items on the agenda being co 
sideration of the provision of a teleprinter network 1 
the collection and dissemination of meteorologic 
information in Western Europe. Representatives frc 
the several interested P.T.T. Administrate 
including one from the Telegraph Branch of t 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, attended. A teleprint 
broadcast network was finally agreed, and work 
connection with its provision has already been starts

Telephones
Future Development of the B.P.0. Telepho: 

System.
Early in 1947 a Working Party of Headquart 

engineering officers was set up with the followi 
terms of reference :—

1. To study and report on the extent to which t 
existing P.O. automatic telephone switchi 
equipment is capable of catering for the ext< 
sion of subscriber-dialling beyond the pres« 
limit of four-unit fees.

2. To report on the extent to which existing pi< 
would have to be modified or replaced in order 
provide for a future programme of mechanisat: 
comprehending very extensive subscriber-di 
ling with national numbering and time-zc 
metering.

3. To study in a general way recent developme 
abroad, such as the cross-bar system, which h; 
been directed towards better contacting, simr 
and more reliable switching and greater flE 
bility in the facilities offered, and to make < 
recommendations which may seem desira 
regarding the equipment to be installed by 
Post Office to meet immediate and long-t< 
requirements.
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In furtherance of their studies certain of these 
officers have paid visits during the past year to 
Sweden and America to investigate developments in 
automatic switching practice, and comprehensive 
technical reports have since been prepared in respect 
of each visit. In both countries the parties were given 
the fullest facilities to make technical investigations 
and to inspect exchanges in operation. Following is 
a brief description of the principal features of the 
systems in use.

In Sweden, where the telephone system is State con
trolled, there have been extensive developments in 
cross-bar switching systems, especially for small 
unattended exchanges. T11ese exchanges make use of 
the cross-bar switch in the manner of a step-by-step 
selector, the switches being directly controlled by 
impulses from the subscriber's dial. T:1e maintenance 
records indicate that the cross-bar switch used in this 
manner is very reliable.

The visit to the United States was made primarily to 
study the telephone system controlled by the Ame;rican 
Telephone and Telegraph Company (Bell System) but 
visits were also made to exchanges controlled by 
independent companies.

In the large metropolitan areas of the United 
States, such as New York, the switching system is a 
mixture of the panel system and the No. 1 cross-bar 
system. All new exchanges will, however, be cross-bar. 
Unlike the Swedish cross-bar developments the Bell 
System cross-bar exchanges operate on a common 
control basis, using large markers to set up the 
switching paths. The size of the markers is such that 
with the very high speed of switching which can be 
achieved, only ten markers are required to control a 
20,00 -line exchange, and an individual marker may 
carry a load of several million calls a year. The 
facilities afforded by this system are similar to those 
provided by the British director system.

Outside the metropolitan areas the standard method 
of switching is non -director step- by- step using 
a switch which resembles closely the British pre- 
200 type selector. A certain amount of automatic 
ticketing of subscriber-dialled calls has been introduced 
in a large non-director network in southern California. 
This development is of interest since the decision to 
adopt automatic ticketing was made only after it had 
been fonnd to be cheaper than multi-metering on 
subscribers' meters. The fees concerned are from one 
to five units and although tickets are available the 
accounts to the subscribers are bulked.

National numbering schemes have been adopted in 
both countries. In Sweden the numbering scheme is 
designed for subscriber-to-subscriber dialling over any 
distance and some progress has already been made in 
this direction. Charges are determined by multi
metering.

In the United States the numbering scheme is not 
intended for extended subscriber-dialling but merely 
as an aid to the introduction of a rapid trunk operating 
service. The subscribers are not in fact aware of the 
existence of a national number.

The Swedish national number consists of a prefix 
and eight figures whilst the American national number 
consists of ten digits, some of which may be letters.

INTERNATIONAL LONG-DISTANCE DIALLING.
CoMITE CoNSULTATIF INTERNATIONAL 

TELEPHONIQUE.
Considerable progress has been made by the 8th 

C.R. towards the formulation of the requirements of 
the signalling and switching system for semi-automatic 
operation of international circuits.

It has not been found possible to make definite 
recommendations regarding the signal code to be used 
in the signalling system without more detailed informa
tion. To obtain the required information it has been 
decided to design and construct equipment based on 
(a) a code using two signalling frequencies and (b) 
a code using one signalling frequency only. The equip
ment will be subjected to practical trials on a few 
circuits between London, Paris, Zurich, Amsterdam 
and Brusseh.

Further consideration has also been given to the 
performance requirements of a suitable voice-fre
quency receiver and a spec1ficat1on wh1ch covers all 
essential requirements has been drafted.

HIGH-SPEED FILMS.
Information of considerable value to both the 

Department and contractors qas resulted from a 
further series of high-speed films produced by the 
E-in-C. Circuit Laboratory in collaboration with the 
Research Branch. These films show the performance 
characteristics of the proposed new standard uni
selectors, the Siemens high-speed motor-driven 
uniselector, the Carpenter polarised relay, Siemens 
twin contact lo.igh-speed relay, and Dials, Auto., Nos. 
12 and 13.

ARTIFICIAL 'fKAFFIC MACHINE.
T0 assist in the study of gradings with slipped 

conunon choices and of the smoothing of traffic with 
various gradings, the development of an artificial 
traffic machine has been commenced. The machine is 
being constructed on electronic principles and will be 
capable of testing gradings having availabilities of 10, 
20 or 40. From the facilities thus afforded for simu
lating various conditions it is hoped to show that 
economies in plant can be effected without degradation 
of service.

Construction
INDUCED VOLTAGES IN POST OFFICE CIRCUITS.
On 28th March, 1948, tests were carried out to 

measure the voltage induced in overhead telephone 
circuits due to earth fault currents in power lines 
between Tume l Bridge power station and Clunie 
(near Pitlochry) and between Rannoch and Abernethy 
power station. The North of Scotland Hydro
Electric Board are developing the hydro-electric 
resources of the North of Scotland and plan to provide 
in that area a 132-kV grid which will be connected 
directly to, and will be similar to, the grid provided in 
England and Southern Scotland from 1928 onwards by 
the Central Electricity Board. Because of the moun
tainous nature of Northern Scotland some of the 
power lines proposed will necessarily fellow a route 
near to existing telephone routes for considerable dis
tances. In such cases the voltages induced in Post
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Office lines under earth fault conditions of the power 
line may be considerable. On the basis of a given earth 
fault current, and assuming a uniform earth resistivity 
of value appropriate to the geological condition of the 
territory, it is possible to calculate precisely the induced 
voltage in a line paralleling the power line. The 
complex nature of the surface layers of the earth, and 
the presence of lochs which in some cases lie between 
the power line and the telephone line, complicate 
matters however, so that before money is spent on 
special measures for the protection of the telephone 
lines it is desirahle that tests should be made to 
measure the voltages actually induced in each case. 

ohm-ems to 194,000 ohm-ems, and since the measured 
impedance corresponds to a uniform earth resistivity 
of between 30,000 and 100,000 ohm-ems, the agree
ment is regarded as satisfactory. The effect of the 
loch between the two lines thus appears to be small.

During the period of application to the power line of 
the maximum test current (value 178 amp.) fuses 
and heat coils on the junction circuits operated. At 
Tummel Bridge U.A.X.12 the exchange units seemed 
to be animated, to the considerable embarrassment of 
the local lineman responsible for their maintenance. 
At Bridge of Gaur a barretter on the exchange side 
of the junction relay set fused-the current passed
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MILES
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EXCH.
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FJG. 1.
The most interesting tests carried out in March were 

on the sections of route shown in Fig. 1. An existing 
132-kV power line erected by the Grampian Electricity 
Supply Co. exists from Rannoch to Tummel and then 
continues in a southerly direction to Abernethy. Up 
to the present, neutral earthing resistors at Rannoch 
and Abernethy have limited the earth fault current to 
260 amp., which was the value specified bv the Post 
Office when the line was erected in 1930. The Board 
propose to connect this line to the new lines proposed, 
and to connect the neutral points direct to earth, so 
that the earth fault current will be considerably 
increased. A new 132-kV line is proposed from 
Errochty (very near Tummel Bridge) to Clunie ; 
fortunately a 33-kV wood pole line exists over sub
stantially the same route as the proposed 132-kV line 
and was nsed for the tests.

Current was supplied by an 11-kV generator at 
Rannoch using the three-phase wires of the power line 
in parallel between Rannoch and Tummel. At Tummcl 
the circuit was specially connected to the 33-kV route 
to Clunie where it was earthed. Earth return currents 
of various values from 44 amp. to 1783 amp. were 
employed in the tests. On the telephone route high 
impedance voltmeters were used at Tummel exchange 
to measure the voltage to earth of four wires earthed at 
Bridge of Gaur (U.A.X.12), Kinloch Rannoch (U.A.X. 
13), Strathtumrnel (Magneto) and Pitlochry (C.B.S.2). 
Thus the voltage induced in each section of the route 
was determined. Between Bridge of Gaur and Tummel 
the measured mutual impedance was 347 ohms (viz. 
volts induced per 1 amp. earth fault current). This 
compared with a figure of 236 ohms obtained in 1935 ; 
the difference may be due to a change in condition of 
the earth wire and this is being investigated. Between 
Tummel and Pitlochry the measured mutual impe
dance was 132 ohms as compared with l 48 ohms 
predicted on the basis of measurements of earth 
resistivity at seven points along the route. Since these 
measured values of earth resistivity varied from 20,000 

presumably via the 2 ^F condenser in the transmission 
bridge.

Further tests are proposed on telephone lines 
paralleling proposed 132-kV lines between Aberdeen 
and Keith, Glasgow and Inveruglas (near Ardlui), 
and Beauly and Fannich.

Training
TRAINING IN ORGANISATION A.ND SUPERVISION 

FOR ENGINEERS.
The first of the three-week courses in Organisation 

and Supervision for Assistant Engineers commenced 
at the Central Training School, Stone, on Monday, 
18th May, 1948. These courses are a completely new 
departure for the Engineering Department and have 
resulted from the recognition of the need not only for 
training in the technical side of an engineer's work but 
for objective training in the human side of his work 
also. The courses are to some extent an experiment, 
but s ufficient experience of this type of course in 
industry and business as a whole has already been 
obtained to indicate that this type of training is 
extremely valuable and yields definite results in 
terms of markedly improved efficiency and smoothness 
of staff relationships.

The courses will include some lectures on the general 
principles of supervision which are beginning to 
emerge from a scientific study of the subject. The 
course is, however, centred round case work taken 
directly from actual problems which have arisen in the 
practical experience of P.O. engineers. This ensures 
that the material presented in the course is "real." 
and of direct practical application to P.O. engineering 
work in the field. These courses only mark the 
beginning of courses in training for supervision which 
it is hoped to extend as soon as possible to engineers 
of al grades.

For the 12 months commencing lst April, 1948, 
there will be ten courses, each of three weeks' duration, 
for Assistant Engineers.
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Regional Notes
Home Counties Region 

LONDON-DERBY CARRIER ROUTE
The London-Derby carrier cable route is being con

verted from 12-charnel working to 24-channel woTking 
and this has involved building new repeater stations to 
halve the old repeater spacing. "

One such new repeater station site was selected at 
Hockliffe on the \Vatling Street in the Bedford Area, but 
owing to Yarious difficulties it was not possible for the 
Ministry of Works to provide the permanent building in 
time for the cable programme. It was therefore decided 
to build temporary accommodation at the rear of the 
site, leaving space clear for the erection of the permanent 
building later. The temporary accommodation consists 
of five wooden buildings, 20 ft. long by 12 ft. wide, giving 
sufficient head room f»r 10 ft. 6 in. racks together with 
nne standard hatterv hut which will be used for fuel 
storage. Of the five buildings, two are to house carrier 
equipment, one is for batteries, one for rectifiers, etc .. 
and one for the stand-by generator set.

Fig. I.

The original proposal was for the Ministry of Works to 
erect the buildings under normal building contract, but, 
clue to the time factor, it was necessary to provide the 
buildings quickly and the erection was carried out by the 
Area staff. Two buildings which were available at another 
point in the Area were dismantled ancl transported to the 
site, and the other three buildings were brought from a 
location in the L.T.R. All were over ten years old and 
were consequently in need of some repairs, which were 
carried out on site by Departmental labour. Items such 
as re-roofing with roofing-felt, glazing, new window 
frames, part of a new end section and new barge boards were 
dealt with by the staff'. A concrete engine-heel and two 
concrete platforms for batteries were provided. Each 
building was erected on a concrete raft as a safeguard 
against surface water, a temporary hard-core road was 
built and a concrete path connecting all the buildings was 
provided. Among other items some 40 tons of hard-core, 
8 tons of cement, 25 tons of sand and 56 tons of ballast 
were used and the total manhours spent were approxi
mately 3,:wo.

The buildings, which are shown in Fig. 1, were provided 
in time for the various contractors to commence installa
tion of equipment and the whole job provided a very 
interesting change from normal construction work for 
the staff. E. H. P.

BUILDING WORK BY DIRECT LABOUR
A departure from the normal class of work usually 

undertaken by the Engineering Department arose 

recently in the Canterbury Area when. due to a firm of 
building contractors going into liquidation, the Area staff 
were asked if thev could complete three buildings 
required in connection with the London-St. Margaret's 
Bay co-axial cable. One of the buildings was completed 
up to window-sill level ; one at six courses above damp
course and the third at damp-course level only. Before 
work could proceed there was the question of materials 
and the requisite permits for the supply of " Priority " 
materials. Certain materials, already obtained by the 
contractor against permits were lying on the various 
sites. and as regards the remainder of those 
required, arrangements were made through the good 
offices of the Ministry of Works for the original pnionity 
svrnbols to be transferred to the Telephone Manager.

Then arose the question of staff and tools. The former 
presented little difficulty ; four skilled bricklayers and 
four experienced bncklayers' labourers were readily 
forthcoming from among the $taff of the External Works 
Group (and double that number could easily have been 
secured). These men were placed under the control of 
the original Clerk of Works—who previous to employ
ment in the Post Office was a general foreman m the 
building trade with considerable experience ancl ability 
—as general foreman. Tools not normally used such as 
barruws, buckets, trowels, levels, bolsters, lump hammers, 
etc.. being in very short supply presented a little 
difficulty. but bv sending a man scouting around the 
larger towns in the Area, they were quickly obtained 
under local purchase. The problem of scatloldmg was 
solved by the use of tubular steel and fittings—previously 
used by the military as tank obstacles—-and that of 
scaffold boards bv having some othenvise scrap stout 
poles sawn intu lf-in. planking at a local sawmill.

As regards the actual building wurk, apart from 
having to contend with frost and much ram, little 
difficuitv arose when once certain defects had been 
corrected. Due to the skill and good will of the staff

Fig, ],
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. employed, the work proceeded smoothly and efficiently 
in every aspect. Bricklaying, concreting, laying of drains, 
laying of paths, carpentering, glazing, painting and the 
erection of fences all proceeded by direct labour to a 
satisfactory finish. A completed building is shown 
in Fig. t.

One variation of the specification was found necessary 
and that was in connection with the oak curb to the cable 
trench. The oak supplied, being home-grown and green, 
developed a really remarkable will of its own-it decided 
in the matter of a week or so that it really wasn't cut out 
for a curb and developed a most weird and grotesque 
shape. The idea of using recovered oak arms for the 
purpose was explored, but eventually the job was 
satisfactorily carried out in l!-in. angle iron.

The staff was drawn from all grades from technician to 
labourer, purely and simply on their skill and ability for 
the respective building tasks. Several members of the 
crew expressed a keen desire to remain working together 
if this was at all possible and their wishes have been met 
to our mutual advantage by setting up a small unit 
co1nplete with the necessary transport and aids as a 
specialist manhole and box building gang. W. A. C.

London Telecommunications Region
BETCHWORTH U.A.X. 14

The conversion of Betchworth (Surrey) exchange area 
to automatic working was completed at 1.30 p.m. oil 
Wednesday, 5th May, 1948, when a new U.A.X.14 was 
opened to replace the C.B.S.2 manual exchange. An 
initial multiple capacity for 600 subscribers was provided 
and the exchange opened with 458 subscribers' lines and 
70 junctions. Standard parallel battery automatic type 
charging plant was installed with two 120-Ah batteries 
charged by three 5-amp. rectifiers. The parent traffic is 
routed to Redhill C.B. l. exchange, where it was necessary 
for the Department to install three additional positions.

This is the first U.A.X. to be provided with a direct 
route from Toll 'A' Auto, and consequent upon the 
introduction of 4th-fee metering, many subscribers in 
the director area will before long be able to dial this 
exchange without the assistance of an operator. The 
equipment contractors for the U.A.X. were Ericssons, 
^. ].RR

North-Western Region
BLACKPOOL CENTRAL EXCHANGE

The Blackpool Central non-director exchange was 
brought into service at 1.0 p.m. on Wednesday, 2Sth 
January, 1948, in the presence of the Mayor of Blackpool 
and members of the Town Council. The Regional Director 
and the Chief Regional Engineer were also present, along 
with the Telephone Manager of the Preston Area and the 
Head Postmaster of Blackpool.

The new equipment replaced the C.B. No. 10 exchange 
which had been in service since 1912. A peculiar feature 
about the transfer was that the auto-manual board had 
been working for some considerable time serving the 
satellite exchanges at North and South Shore, as well as 
Fleetwood, which is the only public exchange in this 
country working on the relay system. A number of unit 
automatic exchanges are also parented on Blackpool.

An extension of the manual board to the-extent of 37 
positions was carried out in two stages by Siemens Bros. 
in preparation for the transfer, The first stage of 18 
positions was installed for the summer season of 1942, 
the remaining 19 positions being stored on site. Prior to 
the transfer the latter were completed and brought into 
service. The main and intermediate distribution frames 
were installed at the same time as the initial positions of 
the manual board. The automatic equipment for 6,100 

multiple was provided and installed by the G.E.C. and is 
of the 2,000 type. A suite of seven test desks exists in an 
enclosed wing at one end of the apparatus room, which is 
on the floor below the manual switch room. The power 
plant comprises two 1,600-Ah batteries worked on the 
divided battery float system. An idea of the size of the 
exchange will be obtained from the following details 
of equipment installed :-

Uniselectors . . 5,600
Group Selectors . . 1,540
Final Selectors .. 540
Relay Sets .. . . 1,664

The Department’s work in preparation for the transfer 
involved the usual changes to subscribers' apparatus, and 
the provision of an external development scheme with 
consequent overhead rearrangements. The development 
scheme was divided into three sections known locally as 
Schemes A. B and C. Scheme A followed the tapering 
cable arrangement of pre-cabinet and pillar days. 
Schemes B and C were designed to use cabinets and 
pillars, but Scheme B proceeded to completion before the 
items were available. Asa result mechanical joints have 
been provided in lieu so that the cabinets and pillars can 
be inserted at a later date. On Scheme C cabinets and 
pillars were installed, this being the first large area in the 
Region to utilise the new items.

The following figures give some indication of the extent 
of the Department's work which was efficiently carried 
out and resulted in a smooth transfer :-

Exchange Lines . . .. ,. 4,184
Stations .. . , .. .. 7,798
Call Offices....................................................... 268
Cabinets .. .. . . . . 22
Pillars ....................................................... !16
Underground Cable (miles) . . 35
Underground Wires jointed . . 77,500
Poles recovered .. . . .. 60
Break jacks for transfer . . . . 5,000

All the circuits concerned in the transfer were routed 
via the new main frame and thence via break jacks and 
tie cables to the old exchange which was within the same 
curtilage as the new exchange. At the time of transfer 
wedges were inserted into the break jacks to cut out the 
old equipment and the wedges were withdrawn from the 
protectors to cut in the automatic equipment. A two-way 
bell signalling system was used between the control 
switchboard, situated in the test room, and the maim. 
frame. One ring was used to indicate " cut out " and two 
rings for " cut in." .

The oficers scheduled for the transfer were assembled 
for a rehearsal on the day before so that all concerned 
would know their stations and duties. Some minor 
potential errors were corrected at the practice with 
beneficial results at the time of the actual event. The 
equipment has now been in service three months and is 
giving every satisfaction. W. 0.

South-Western Region

LAYING THREE CABLES SIMULTANEOUSLY BY 
MOLEDRAINER

A demand for additional circuits made it necessary to 
replace, by 921 yd. of cable, an overhead route which 
ran over open moorland and the fairway of a golf course-
an unappreciated hazard. 40 pairs of 40-lb. conductor 
were required and it was decided to lay three 14/40 
protected ex-army cables which were available. Pilot 
holes indicated 16 to 18 in. of soil and it was decided to 
try to moledrain the three cables at the same time.

The moledrainer was modified by fixing three tubes 
vertically one behind the other between extended side
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FrG. 1.

plates, welded on to preserve smoothness (Fig. 1). Each 
tube was shaped at the bottom and fixed relative one to 
the other, so that the cables would come out one above 
the other without much space between them. Previous 
modifications to the standard moledrainer were 
(a) an extension of approximately 5 ft. to the carriage and 
(b) an additional, slightly hook-shaped, coLtlter. The mole
drainer was towed by a tractor (International Harvester 
TDO) using a stay-wire link approximately I 2 ft. long.

The three cables were laid out, two on one side and one 
on the other side of the line to be taken bv the machines 
(Fig. 2). Six men fed the cables into the machine which

Fig. 2.

was pulled along at approximately 3-4 m.p.h. which, 
whilst being a good pace, was well within the capabilities 
of the men.

Lubrication of the cables, both by grease and white
wash, using a biscuit tin fastened round the pipes, was 

tried but proved difficult to carry out etlectively. 
Lubrication was then omitted over a short distance and 
the cables exposed and examined. As there was no sign 
of friction, lubrication was considered unnecessary and 
dispensed with entirely.

1 t is possible, however, that in hot weather tackiness of 
the protective covering could be prevented by liberal 
application of whitewash prior to laying.

The experiment proved that moledraining of more than 
one cable was no more difficult than with one and that 
direct pulling by a tractor, as distinct from a pull by an 
anchored winch, was practicable and more speedy where 
the ground was not too wet. A winch on the tractor 
would however be an asset when unsuitable conditions 
arc encountered.

Reinstatement over the moOrland section was carried 
out by running one " caterpillar " of the tractor over the 
ground. The golf course fairway required more careful 
treatment. The earth was in the shape of an inverted V 
approximately 1 ft. high. Each side was pressed down 
as far as possible by foot pressure and subsequently con
solidated by running over by lorry wheels. The final 
appearance was very creditable and unlikely to give rise 
to complaint.

Two gangs were employed and the whole work over the 
length of 921 yd., involving 2, 763 yd. of cable. was 
covered in three sections and completed well inside two 
days. W. J. l'.

REGIONAL ENGIXEERING TRAINIXG SCHOOL
During I !l44 a detailed survey was made of the 

anticipated training requirements of the engineering 
staff of the South-Western H.egion for the first two post
war years to meet the needs of the development of the 
service and the rehabilitation of staff returning from the 
Forces. The survey revealed that the school would be 
called upon to cater for over i,OOO student-weeks annually 
aud as the existing buildings would provide for only 4,500 
student-weeks each year it was essential to provide 
additional accommodation.

The school premises'. were purchased in 1942 together 
with 2! acres of adjoining pasture land. Fortunately, the 
question of a new location did not arise as additional 
buildings could be erected on the site. An informal 
discussion was held with the local Ministry of Works 
representatives who suggested that our requirements 
should be based on " standard hutting " 24 ft. or 
18 ft. 6 in. wide. The cxi5ting building accommodation 
was reallocated and provided, in addition to the wooden 
huts which were adpqiiate for the Youth A and H course 
requirements, only sufficient for Welfare, Stores, Office, 
and a small part of lecture room requirements.

The school staff presented many suggestions for 
incorporation into the new building scheme and, with the 
broad training requirements known, the first detailed 
layout was made in January 1045. After various modifi
cations work commenced on the new buildings in April 
1946.

The new layout provided for the construction of a 
concrete road, behind the existing premises, to serve ten 
new buildings located on either side (Fig. 1). Eight of 
these buildings were of standard Ministry of Works hut
ting and were allocated for a canteen, three lecture rooms 
and four practical huts. Of the other two, one of brick 
construction caters for boiler house and lavatorv 
requirements and the other, of Kissen hut design, provides 
facilities for overhead instruction in inclement weather.

The lecture rooms are 30 ft. long by 24 ft. wide, fully 
glazed along the two 30-ft. sides, and facilities are

'P.O.E.E. ./ .. Vol. 29, p. 101.
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Fig. 1.

provided to darken the rooms for film projection require
ments. Huts for practical work are 72 ft. long by 18i ft. 
wide and except for one panel are fully glazed along the 
length, giving maximum natural lighting. Two of these 
huts have been allocated for underground courses and 
two for inte^al. •

In each of the " Underground " huts (Fig. 2) brick

Fig. 2.

stalls 5 ft. square by 3 ft. high have been installed 
on . the suggestion of the school stafi. The stalls have 
been arranged in two ranks of ten and represent to the 
students a series of manholes in which they -^wil co-operate 
with other students to install a cable scheme. The scheme 
has the advantage that each student works individually 
in a space resembling that of a joint box and in a position

Fig. 3.

where his work can be easily followed and inspected t 
the instructors.

A separate room with combined distribution fraa 
and standard U.A.X.14 cable trench is provded to whic 
the work of all students is connected. The provision c 
equipment to simulate subscribers' and exchange circui 
give the students field conditions under final tests. F 
the advanced courses the installation of cabinets as 
pillass ^is been ^^ged. ' ■

In the " Interarnal" huts, suitably boarded 9-in. bri< 
walls, 6 ft. high and 5£t. wide, have been erected at rigl 

, angles to the length of the building to provide facil'tii 
for students to work individually (Fig. 3).

Sixteen of these walls have been erected in one hut whic 
is regularly used for the normal subscribers' installatic 
courses. A P.B.X. has been installed for demonstratic 
and testing. The second internal hut which is being u!f 
for courses of Exchange Construction, Subscribers'andLii 
Maintenance, etc., been provided with eight of the 
walls, the remainder of the accommodation beinglaidoi 
to meet the special requirements of the courses covere 
e.g. special frameworks have been provided so that ea< 
student on an Exchange Construction course has 01 
operator's circuit, one cord circuit, one a^^er jask, 01 
outgoing multiple jask and one fr^e vertical on whic 
he work to give the working conditions of a ft 
exchange. For the Subscriber and Line Maintenani 
co^ee arrangements have been made for the subscribei 
and exchange equipment to be linked through the unde 
ground and overhead network around the school groum 
for testing pu^rposes.

The Nissen hut is 170 ft. long and 20 ft. wide and w; 
provided to allow training on overhead construction wo 
to continue even in the worst weather conditions. It h 
been found possible to erect twoo rows of 16-ft. pol 
sufficient to meet the needs of a full overhead coun

Occupation of the new accommodation began durij 
the late summer of 1947 and it is gra^^thg to the echo 
staff to see so many of their ideas for improved trainii 
incorporated into the new buildings. Experienee in tl 
new surroundings and with the improved methods 
already showing better results and it is confident 
anticipated that the standard of training will ' 
substantially above that previously achieved. H. L. A.

Midland Reilon
MODIFICATION OF MORRIS MINOR VAN

In a fairly extensive Area such as Nottingham, exteen 
planning officers are often called upon to make detail 
surveys of plant at considerable distances from Hea 
quarters. When the survey is recorded in the form 
rough notes which are written up on return to Hea 
quarters, there is a danger that some of the notes m 
not be dear, or that some small but essential item of t 
survey has been overlooked.

With this in_ mind, the writer pro^^ed at a rece 
Joint Production Committee meeting that MorriB 
van used by the Line Plenning Group should
mt^^ed by the addition of a folding table and seat 
the rear portion of the vehicle.

The Motor Transport staff ha.ve m^odified a. van expe 
mentally and it is now undergoing field ^^le. A table 1 
been fitted on the oft side of the body and a seat attach 
to the partition dividing the rear portion of the van th 
the driving cab. Both fold flat when not in use and occu 
a negligible amount of space. A lamp, operated from 1 

battery, illuminates the table when required.
It is now possible to use the van as a "travelli 

ofce." PPlans, maps, diagrams, etc., which previow 
were folded, and opened out in the confined spacE 
the driving cab—often becoming tom in the p^—c 
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now be opened flat, out of the wind, and in comparative 
comfort. (Too much comfort was not aimed at, as it may 
defeat the object of the suggestion !) Summaries, survey 
forms, diagrams, etc., may be prepared on site. Although 
the modification has only recently been completed, its 
benefit has already become apparent, and apart from the

Fig. 1.

better working conditions provided, it is anticipated that 
the number of journeys necessary for surveys on local 
line planning schemes will actually be reduced. It maybe 
found in the light of experience that vans modified on 
these lines will prove useful in other directions, e.g. for 
Advice Note survey officers, etc.

Fig. 1 shows the modified van in use.
A. D. H.

BRIDGE DIVERSION
The L.M. & S. Railway Company's bridge in Hill 

Street, Birmingham, is to be demolished, and will be 
replaced by a more modern structure, designed to with
stand the exceptional loads imposed by the road traffic 

and Post Office cables (eight trunk and nine junction 
type) which have been diverted from the old bridge.

To effect the diversion, four intercepting chambers, two 
on the west footpath and two on the east footpath, were 
built near the ends of the bridge. The majority of the 
cables were picked up on the side of Hill Street remote 
from the temporary bridge, and to accommodate the 
diversion cables four 6-in. Stanton pipes were laid across 
the road near each end of the original bridge.

Access to the temporary bridge, from a surface box in 
the footway at the south end, was gained by constructing 
a channel from the box to the far side of the parapet, 
a granite block forming part of the stringer course being 
removed for this purpose, and by erecting a steel lattice 
framework over the railway lines to the main longi
tudinal H girder, which constituted the parapet of the 
temporary bridge. The arrangement is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The main H girder, placed with flanges horizontal, 
was used to carry the diversion cables, a measure of 
protection for the cables during work on the new bridge 
being afforded by planks which rest on the upper tie 
bolts ; a level bearing surface for the cables is given by 
a lower set of planks. All the timber has been treated 
with fire-resisting paint as a precaution against ignition 
by sparks thrown up from engines passing below.

At the north end, a steel lattice ramp was constructed 
to carry the cables from the top flange of the girder to the 
underside of the bridge. Special cable bearers were 
suspended from the R.S. transverse joists under the 
bridge, and the cables were led through the old parapet 
and a concrete channel to a footway joint box.

The cable interceptions were distributed between nine 
different jointing chambers and in addition to the con
struction work mentioned above, it was necessary to 
enlarge two existing manholes, to lay 15 yards of two 
6-way ducts and a section of six 3!-in. steel pipes.

It is estimated that 18 months will be required for the 
bridge demolition and reconstruction. During the final 
stages three 31-in. steel pipes will be laid in the west 
footpath and twenty four 3!-in. steel pipes in the east 
footpath for the restoration of the Post Office cables and 
for future development.

Several of the main cable lengths which- have been

in this part of the city. A temporary bridge has been 
erected adjacent to the existing bridge, which will carry 
the vehicular and pedestrian traffic during the recon
struction period, and will also serve to support the electric 

recovered are being retained and will be re-inserted at 
the final stage, so that the ultimate cable balances should 
closely approximate the conditions obtaining prior to 
the diversion. E. B. T.
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Junior Section Notes
Stoke-on-Trent Centre

Fbr the Session 1947-48 a full programme of lectures and 
visits was arranged. The programme of lectures was 
carried out in full, but due to the incidence of the five-day 
week it was not possible to make any visits as the 
various industrial firms were unable to accommodate us 
on Saturdays, the only days available to the Centre for 
visits. However, opportunity was taken for a party to 
visit the Atom Train and an associated film. Various 
members have also attended, as guests, lectures given 
locally by the Institution of Electrical Engineers and the 
Power Engineers' Association. These invitations have 
been much appreciated.

Notice board publicity has been particularly well 
executed and an energetic committee has done excellent 
work in this, the first full session since the Centre was 
restarted.

Chiltern Centre
The 1947-48 session was started on 17th September, 

1947, with a visit to Creeds' works at Croydon, which 
proved to be most interesting; Creeds' staff are to be 
congratulated on the way our visit was conducted.

The second meeting was held at Aylesbury on 14th 
January, 1948, and a paper on "Multi-Channel V.F." 
was read by Mr. Mayo, Area Engineer.

Our third meeting took the form of a Telephone Quiz 
which took place on 25th February between members at 
Aylesbury and High VVycombe and Chesham. This 
meeting '\vas a great success and another Quiz is being 
arranged in the near future. L. B. S.

London Centre
Since our last notes, we have :finished the second half 

of our 1947/48 session and are busily arranging the 
programme for 1948/49. We commenced the session 
of 1948 with a lecture on " Short Distance Line Tele
vision Transmission," given by T. Kilvington, B.Sc. 
(Eng.) of Dallis Hill Research Branch. His lecture was 
of immense interest, being illustrated by practical 
demonstrations of a new scheme of equalising cable 
pairs by means of pulse transmission and a cathode ray 
oscilloscope.

The following month of February brought a joint 
lecture by G. H. Rouse and M. B. Moore, on" The New 
Standard Uniselector and the 2,000 Type Selector- 
Some Mechanical Developments.'' This lecture set a 
new high standard for talks by Junior Section members, 
being most popular, interesting and extremely well 
illustrated by slides and slow-motion films.

"Impulsing," by R. F. Howard, another Junior 
Section member at that time, was complementary in 
many ways to the previous months' lecture. Problems 
connected with impulsing and solutions for difficulties 
experienced, were ably conveyed and once again well 
illustrated by slides, working models and the large 
demonstration C.R.0.

In April, we had a lecture entitled " Frequency 
Modulation," by D. O'R. Macnamara, a Junior Section 
member. This lecture, in common with the others, 
was well attended, well illustrated and a high level of 
discussion followed.

The lectures given by Junior Section members have 
been forwarded to the Senior Section for consideration 
for the annual award of prizes and certificates.

The annual general meeting in May brought to a close 
one of the longest sessions in our Centre's history, and 
as our published report shows, it has been a very full 
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session. Some 19 lectures and talks were held on a local 
Area basis and more than 63 visits were paid by 859 
members to industrial establishments, public works, 
the B.B.C. and many others to whom we are indebted.

It is hoped that with the introduction of subscriptions 
from pay on a weekly basis of Id. membership will 
show a further increase beyond our present figure of 
1,160. We note, with thanks, that the contribution by 
the Department towards the cost of fares of members 
attending meetings has been increased to two shillings 
per meeting.

We would mention that Diaries for 1949 will be on 
sale later in the year.

A report on A.G.M., Election of Officers and Pro
gramme for 1948/49 session will be given later. J. G.

Brighton Centre
The annual general meeting of the above centre was 

held on Wednesday, April 2lst, at the conclusion of a 
very successful session.

The following officers and committee were elected :-
Chairman: K. W. Chandler; Vice-Chairman:

F. G. Anderson; Secretary: R. F. J. Bed.dis; 
Treasurer: G. J. Pearce; Committee: H. Barag- 
wanath, A. G. Beckett, J. P. Bradley, W. R. Excell, 
F. Hulse, W. A. T. Moore, C. B. Pitt, A. A. Pope, 
]. G. Rochell, R. Trist.
We hope that the success of the past session will lead 

to even greater support for this Centre in the forth
coming session. R. F. J. B.

Carlisle Centre
The annual general meeting of the Carlisle Centre took 

place in the Kings Head Hotel, on Tuesday, April 13th, 
when Mr. W. D. Tweddle presided in the unavoidable 
absence of the President, Mr. A. S, Carr.

The Secretary, in his annual report, gave a review of 
the achievements of the centre during the previous 
twelve months, and paid tribute to the high standard of 
papers which had been presented. The programme for 
the next session was a comprehensive one and its success 
was dependent largely on the interest and enthusiasm 
of the members. The financial statement showed a 
credit balance which was satisfactory. Several visits 
to places of interest are to be arranged and it is hoped 
that the enthusiasn1 of the members will make their 
success a foregone conclusion.

The new committee is as follows :-
Chairman: Mr. W. D. Tweddle; Vice-ChaiYman: 

Mr. G. H. Wood; Secretary and Treasurer: Mr. J. 
Molloy; Deputy Secretary : Mr. J. M. Gi!Js<in; 
Librarian: Mr. H. Whiteside.

Committee: Messrs. E. Ashley, W. Barker, E. 
Irving, J. J. McGuffie and J. Robinson.

lion. Auditors : Messrs. F. J. Griffiths and W. S. 
Smith.

The proposed programme for Session 1948-49 is as 
follows:-

Sept.-" Maintenance .of a Non-Director Exchange." 
E. Ashley.

Oct.-" Motor Transport Maintenance." W. Gardller 
and E. Watson.

Nov.-" Some Thoughts on the Atom." C. S. Jex. 
Dec.-Film Show.
Jan.-" Cable Maintenance." J. Molloy and J.

McGuffie.
Feb.-" Carrier Telephony." J. M. Gibson.
March.—Overhead Construction {to be arranged).

J.M.



Staff Changes Promotions
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Exec. Engr. to Tel. Man. Tech. Asst. to ARM.T.O.
Howard, J. L................... Scot. to H. C. Reg. .. 1.3.48 Wiles, E. J...................... W. & B. C. Reg. to
Engineer to Exec. Engr. N. W. Reg................ 18.4.48

Dolan, W. H.................... E.-in-C.O...................... 3.3.48 ]enkinson, W. .. .. Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 1.4.48Cooper, A. B. . . ..
Walton, W.R.................
Ellen, L. W.....................
Hayward, R. K. . .

L. T. Reg......................
L. T. Reg...................... 
E -in-C O

3.3.48
3.3.48
3 3 48

Bailey, C. S. .. ..
Mech. l/C. to Teck. Asst.

E.-in-C.O...................... 19.3.48

E.-in-C.O...................... 3.3.48 Clephane, H. .. .. Scot. to London .. 1.4.48
Morris, D. W................... E.-in-C.O....................... . 3.3.48 Copeman. S. W. .. H. C. Reg..................... 11.2.48
Copping, G. P. .. E.-in-C.O...................... 3.3.48 Trimmer, G. J. P. .. N. E. Reg. to London 11.4.48
Caver, F. J. M. .. E.-in-C.O...................... 3.3.48 Smith, W. .. .. Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. 6.4.48
Hickox, W. F.................. L. T. Reg...................... 23.4.48 D'man. Cl.I to Sen.D'man.
Lunn, G.R. .. .. W. & B. C. Reg. to 

Scot. .. ,. .. 11.4.48 Thorpe, W.R. .. L. T. Reg...................... 1.4.48
Engineer to S.Sc.O.
Lynch, A. C. .. ..
Roberts, F. F. .. .,

D man. Cl. II to D man Cl. I

E.-in-C.O......................
E.-in-C.O.......................

13.4.48
13.4.48

Davenport, A.R. ..
Gibbins, F. J. .. ..

Mid. Reg.......................
H. C. Reg.....................

29.2.48
9.11.47

Holmes, M. F.................. E.-in-C.O...................... 13.4.48 Taylor, L. .. .. Scot. .. .. 23.11.47
Thomson, W. E. E.-in-C.O...................... 13.4.48 Deeks, E. P. .. .. H. C. Reg..................... 29.2.48

Holding, H. J. .. H. C. Reg. .. . . To be aroo latw
Prob. Engr. to Sc.O. Simpson, G. E. .. N. E. Reg..................... 1.4.48
Reynolds, F. H. .. E.-in-C.O...................... 13.4.48 Challis, A. L.................... H. C. Reg..................... 29.2.48

Hodges, R.R.................. S. W. Reg..................... 20.2.48
Assi. Engr. to Engr. Johnson, C. W. .. H. C. Reg. .. .. 5.3.48
Gray, W........................... E.-in-C.O. .. .. 19.4.48 Carberry, T. .. ,. N. I. Reg...................... 7.3.48
P01'ley, A. B. .. . . E.-in-C.O...................... 19.4.48 Ross,] . G. .. . Scot. .. .. 29.2.48
Dean, G. A. .. . , W. & B. C. Reg. .. 19.4.48 Ebbage, J. G................... N. I. Reg. . - • • To befixarooter

Nisbett, R. .. ,, Scot. . . 4 4 26.2.48Technician to Asst. Engr. Chalmers, H. C. D. . . Scot. .. .. 4.1.48
Bail, H............................. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 5.8.47 Laws, H. G...................... Scot. .. .. 26.2.48
Anderson, G. J. .. E.-in-C.O...................... 1.3.47 Rawlings, L.J. ]. .. S. W. Reg..................... 20.2.48

Transfers
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Exec. Engr. Inspects
Lyddall, A. G. .. .. N.E. Reg. toL.T. Reg. 15.3.48 Stears, A. D. S... .. Scot. to E.-in-C.O. ,. 11.4.48
Thomas, G. E.T. .. L. T. Reg. to N. E. Reg. 15.3.48 A.R.M.T.O.
Markby, E.J. .. .. Scot. to L. T, Reg. , , 11.4.48 Green, G. A. ., .. N. W. Reg. to London 25.4.48Haliburton, F. C. ..

Engineer

E.-in-C.O. to H. C. Reg. 18.5.48 Border, W. A. .. ..
Tech. Asst.

Mid. Reg.toE.-in-C.O. 18.5.48

L. T.Reg. to H. C.Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. to Mid. Reg.

14.3.48
1.4.48

Brown, G. .. .. London to Mid. Red. 1.4.48Atkinson, J. ,. ..
Crowther, R. A. .. Coppin, W. L. .. ..

Heath, J. C......................
London to E.-in-C.O, 
E.-in-C.O. to W. & B. C.

6.4.48
Charles, E. E. .. E.-in-C.O. toL.P. Reg. 2.5.48 Reg............................ 13.4.48

Asst. EngY.
D'man. Class I
Hall, G. H...................... H. C. Reg. to Mid. Reg. 5.3.48

Taar, K. W. D. .. E.-in-C.O. to Ministry Holt, J. V. O. .. Scot. to N. E. Reg. .. 29.2.48
of Supply .. .. 1.4.48 Challenger, D. .. .. N. I.Reg.to W. & B. C.

Perkins, D. G. .. .. L. P.Reg. toL.T. Reg. 5.4.48 Reg............................ 7.3.48
Green, J. ., ., E.-in-C.O. to N .I. Reg. 10.4.48 Clement, N. C. ,. S. W. Reg. to W. & B. C.
Wood, J. G...................... N.W. Reg.toE.-in-C.O. 25.4.48 Reg... .. .. 1.10.47
Sale, K. W...................... E.-in-C.O.toNW.Reg. 16.5.48 Smedley, J. L. .. N. E.Reg. toS. W. Reg. 1.4.48

Retirements '
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Asst. Staff Engr. Asst. Engr.---continued
Doust, J. F. .. .. E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) 29.2.48 Walters, T. L.................. E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) 25.4.48
Reg. EngY. Hilliar, T. E.................... L. T. Reg...................... 31.5.48
Morice, A. B. .. .. H. C. Reg..................... 31.3.48 Lane, V. E. .. ..

Merrifeld, F. .. ..
Mid. Reg. .. .,
E.-in-C.O......................

31.5.48
31.5.48

Engineer 
Burrells, W......................
Wall, A. A.......................
Mcintosh, H. B. ..

L. T. Reg......................
L. T. Reg......................
Scot. .. ,.

31.3.48
31.3.48
31.3.48

InspectOY
Lumber, A. J. .. ..
Squire, F. H....................

L. T. Reg......................
L. T. Reg......................

1.3.48
25.3.48

Dank, W.G..................... E.-in-C.O...................... 12.5.48 Richards, S. A. ,.
Minshall, G. W. ..

L. T. Reg......................
N. W. Reg....................

31.3.48
31.3.48

Asst. Engr. Anderson, W. ] . .. E.-in-C.O...................... 31.3.48
Blackman, R. W. ., E.-in-C.O...................... 20.3.48 Rich, W. .. .. L. T. Reg...................... 31.3.48
Quickenden, W. L. ., L. T. Reg. .. .. 31.3.48 Thatcher, E. J. ., W. & B. C. Reg. ,. 1.4.48
Brede, H. F..................... E.-in-C.O....................... 10.4.48 Fry, G. F. .. .. L. T. Reg...................... 18.5.48
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Deaths

Name Region Date Name Region Date

Asst. Engr.
Smith, J. R......................
Wt:tten, ] . C. ..

E.-in-C.O. ..
N. W. Reg. ..

.. 18.4.48

.. 20.4.48

Inspector
Jenkins, J. D. .. ..
Frankland, W. ..
Lambert, J. G. .. ..

N. I. Reg.
N. W. Reg.
Scot. ..

.. .. 2.3.<

.. .. 8.3.4

.. .. 15.3.4

CLERICAL GRADES
Promotions

Name Region Date Name Region Date

C.O. to A.P.C.II. C.O. to E.O. —continued
Glover, A. E. .. ..

C.G. to E.G.

H. C. Reg. ., .. 6.1.48 Streeter, C. D. , , . ,
Cowan, P. R. ., ..
Just, W. .. .,
Brunwin, A. E. J, ..
Buckmaster, V. R. ..
Hart, J. A. .. ..
Dufton, Miss A. M. . , 
Wright, Miss A. E. .. 
Pearson, E. J..................

E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.

.. 1.4.4
.. .. 22.4.4
.. .. 22.4.4
.. .. 22.4.4

Thurogood, Miss G. J.
Anderson, C. .. ..
Florence, W. D. ,.
Pinkney, L.W. .,
Watkins, E.W. H. ..

E.-in-C.O. .,
E.-in-C.O. ..
E.-in.C.O. ..
E.-in-C.O. ..
E.-in-C.O. ..

.. 22.3.48.

.. 1.4.48

.. 1.4.48

.. 1.4.48

. . 1.4.48

E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.
E.-in-C.O.

.. .. 6.5.4

. . .. 6.5.4

.. ,. 18.5.4

.. 9.4j
.. 1.5.4

Transfers

Name Region Date Name Region Date

H.E.G. E.0.—continued
Inskip, C. R. .. .. To Min. of Ag. & Fish. 15.3.48 Fat:tk, W. .. .. To Min. of Nat. Ins, .. 5.4.’
E.G. Carter, L. A. .. . . E.-in-C.O. to Board of

Trade .. 1.5.4
Stark, A. B. .. .. To Dept. of Health for Hurdle, D.F. .. .. E.-int:C.O. to Min. of

Scotland ., .. 15.3.48 Nat. Ins. .. .. 18.5.’
Penycate, J. A. E. .. E.-in-C.O. to Min. of Brunwin, A. E. J. ■ .. E.-in-C.O. to War

Nat. Ins. ,. ,. 15.3.48 Damage Comm. .. 31.5?.
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MODEL ANSWERS 
TO 

CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (PRINCIPLES). I and TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS I
A limited number of these books is still available and orders should be placed at an 
early date to avoid disappointment.

TELEGRAPHY I and RADIO I
Printing difficulties have delayed production of these two new books but publication 
is now imminent, and orders will receive prompt attention.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (PRINCIPLES) 11 and TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS 11
All preparatory work has been completed and books covering these subjects will be 
available in time to assist students preparing for the 1949 examinations. Watch for 
further announcements and meanwhile place an order to ensure delivery as early as possible.

Orders may be placed with the JOURNAL LOCAL AGENTS or with THE MANAGING 
EDITOR, POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL, ALDER HOUSE, 
ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.I. Books are price 2/6 each (2/9 post free).

THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

PRINTED PAPERS
The following papers contributed to the proceedings of the Institution have been 
printed by the authority of the Council and may be obtained, if still in print, from

"THE LIBRARIAN, THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, G.P.O. (ALDER HOUSE), LONDON, E.C.I.''
The prices do not include postage. Members, A.ssociate Members, and Associates 

have the privilege of purchasing copies at two-thirds the stated price.

jNo. 167. "TWELVE-CIRCUIT CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS."-G. J. S. Ltttle, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 1938 6d.
tNo. 168. "THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS.'’-C. E. Morgan, A.M.I.E.E. 1938 6d.
tNo. 160. "CROSSTALK "-H. C. S, Hayes, A.M.I.E.E., R. A. Ssymour and P. R. Bray, M.Sc.(Eng.), Grad.I.E.E.

1938 Is, 3d.
No. 172. "CORROSION AND COMMUNICATIO:NS."--C. E. RICHARDS, F.LC. 1939 6d.
No. 173. "AUDIO-FREQUENCY RIPPLE FROM D.C. POWER SUPPLIES IN COMMUNICATION ENGIN- 

EERING."-H. R. HARBOTTLE, B.Sc., D.F.H., M.I.E.E., J. A. SHEPPARD, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., and D. L. 
Richards, B.Sc. 1939 Is.

1\o. 174. "METALLURGY AND COMMUNIC.A..TIOXS."-E. V. WALKER, B.Sc., A.R.S.M. 1940 6d.
No. 180. "SUBSCRIBERS' CABLE DISTRIBUTION-SOME FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS."-F. SUMMERS, 

A.M.I.E.E. l 944 Is.
tNo. 181. "POST-WAR EXCHANGE DESIGN"-H. E. Francs, A.M.I.E.E. 1943 Is.
tNo. 182. "LONDON INLAND TRUNK SERVICES."-W. H. Scarborough, A.M.I.E.E. 1943 Is. 6d.
fN"o. 183. "FREQUENCY l\IODULATION."-J. H. '.H. MERRIMAN, M.Sc., A.Inst.P., A.M.LE.E., and R. W. WHITE,

B.Sc., F.Inst.P., .'-\.M.I.E.E. 1945 Is. 6d.
\No. 184. "THE FUNDAMENTALS OF DIRECT CURRENT IMPULSING IN MULTI-EXCHANGE AREAS."- 

S. Welch, M.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. 1944 Is. 6d.
jNo. 186. "TELEPHONE SERVICE OBSERVATIONS."-). J. Perkins, A.M.I.E.E. 1945 Is.
\No. 187. "CABLING PROBLEMS IN SUBWAYS AND TUNnelS."-T. G. Turley, A.M.I.E.E. 1945 Is.
No. 188. "POWER SUPPLIES FOR TELEGRAPHS."-G, N. Davison, B.Sc.(Eng.), D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 1945 Is. 6d.

\No. 189. "DEVELOPMENT OF TELEGRAPH SWITCHING IN GREAT BRITAIN."-J. A. S. MART.N, A.M.l.E.E., 
and J. W. Freebody, Whit. Schol., B.Sc.(Eng.), D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 1944 ' Is. 6d.

\No. 190. "WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION OVER COAXIAL CABLES"-R. A. Brockbank, Ph.D., B.Sc., 
A.M.I.E.E., and C. F. FLOYD, M.A., A.M.I.E.E. 1946 ls. 6d.

t The Council have awarded Institution Medals for these papers.
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SOUND INSTRUCTION 
by Postal Method

The I.C.S., largest school in the world devoted to spare
time training by the postal method, offers you highly 
specialised Courses of Instruction for the following 
Examinations :

P.M.G. Certificates in Wireless Telegraphy 
Associate Membership of l.E.E.
C. & G. Electrical Engineering Practice, Instal

lation and Telecommunications.
Graduateship of the B.l.R.E.

Other Courses meet the requirements of all who desire 
to qualify for responsible positions in Electric Power, 
Illumination, Heating and Traction Systems. Equally 
successful is our instruction for Telegraph Engineers, 
Radio Engineers and Radio Servicemen.

Instruction is by correspondence from textbooks specially 
prepared by many experts,

WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL BOOKLET and state 
the particular subject or Examination in which you are 
interested. I.C.S. Examillation students are coached till successful. 
....................... YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON........................  

International Correspondence Schools Ltd.
Dept. 108, International Buildings, King;way, London, W.C.2

Please send me, free of chorge, your special 
booklet on_ 
Nome...
Address

Age

STUDY 
AT 

HOME

You Can Have a College ^mining 
For a Pew Shillings Monthly

«r 
!

IN YOUR 
SPARE 
TIME

It is noteworthy where Tudor accumulators are 
to be found fueling the most important duties: 
over 500 British Power Stations installed Tudor. 
Many Tudor installations ^k among the largest 
in the land and have an envhible reputation for 
long-lived reliability. No matter whether they 
were installed only yesterday, or over thirty

years ago—as many of them were—they are 
to-day functioning with consistent efficiency.

S^^u^ is the Tudor Emergency Ught- 
ing System, which is automatic and 
instantaneous in operation. It is installed 
in thousands of schools, hospitals, factopes 
and other large buildings.

TUDOR ACCUMULATORS TUDOR ACCUMULATOR CO. LTD 
SO GROSVENOR GARDENS, LONDON, S.W.I

WT38/44



V

STANDARD MAGNETIC MATERIALS have the unique advanta1 
pany which itself is a large scale user of these materials, as a resul 
experience in the use of magnetic alloys has become available. 

particularly suitable in cases which demand high permeability and lo 
loss ; they should, however, be selected according to individual 
of the Cobalt/Iron alloys, should be employed where high perme; 
flux densities is called for, and it finds special application in diap 
receivers.

PERMALLOY C. Gives the highest 
initial permeability of any magnetic 
material yet known. Applications : wide 
frequency.band transformers : accurate 
current transformers, chokes, sensitive 
relays and magnetic shielding.
PERMALLOY B. Lower initial perme
ability than "C," but higher flux 
densities possible.
PERMALLOY D. High resistivity with
out undue lowering of flux density or of 
the Curie Point. Very suitable for certain 
high frequency applications since fre- 
quency/permeability variation is small.
v.PERMENDUR. A Cobalt/Iron alloy

• • a ".. v riensity. It can
• •• !...

Specific gravity ...
Electrical resistivity, 
microhms per cm. 
cube ... ...

Temperature for 
heat treatment °C...

Initial permeability ..o

Maximum permea
bility ..max.

Magnetising force for 
..max. oersteds ...

Perma 
" B

8

5

9(
1,8'
2,4

10,( 
20,f
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CITY OF SOOT REBORN

15

COTe to tae window and enjoy the view. How close 
the hilts look—there behind St. Paul's. Queer to think 
that, in living memory, this was a desolate vista of 
soot and bricks •. •'

Not very far ahead of us now, lies the Electric Age. The era of universal, unlimited supplies of 
elec:trlc:lty. When plans of today mature, when a Ehaln of great generating stations lsfeeding heat 
and light and power to the four corners of Briuin — no city will any longer find an excuse to foul 
Its own air with smoke and soot. Better days for all of us, then. -And here in Alton; wherewe make 
the batteries for power stations all over the world, busier days than- ever. Hydro-electric, 
Atomic, or what you will, the new power stations will all need batteries. Good batteries. The 

kind we have always made at Alton.

BAllERIES OF MERIT
THE ALTON BATTERY COMPANY LTD • ALTON • HANTS 

Sole Suppfiers of Fuller Stationary Batteries
Telephone: ALTON 2267 & ll68 • Telearms: 'BATTERY,ALTON'

1LTON
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RELA1

e COl..,_c^^^ofRdoy 
i^mni "-'^ ^cnepliartl 
•einrinli • rid conr^u.

e Graph i^^nni COnl^l 
'ri11urci 4rn^i' ., J^ c/i 
aiainu mVA «4 .,,H 
rwnu i"pwr fttr w jll 
CarPfntii RdaP.

The Ccupenter Relay in its standard adjustment reproduce 
with a 5 AT input, square pulses from less than 2 ^mil 
seconds upwards with a distortion of O.lmS, i.e., 5^ for 211:1 
pulses or l^ at lOmS.

This unequalled performance is due to inherent features of tb 
design of the relay, enuring short transit time, high sensitivil 
and low hysteresis. There is complete absence of contai 
rebound at any input power and contact pressures are excel 
tionally high (lie graph). Adjustment can be made with grtH 
ease. Moreover, since the arnature is suspended at ita centre • 

gravity, the relay haa high immunity from effects of mechanicc 
vibration and there is no positional error. Effective smeeniD 
is provided against external fields. Becauae of these chara 
teristics, the Ccupenter Relay has many applications in tb 
fields of measurement, speed regulation, teleconb:ol and tb 
like, in addition to the obvious use in telegraph circuit. 
details of models suitable for such purposes will be supplie 
willingly on request.

D^llSIOHS » COVER: 21 x 1 i\ x 41. 
^^IGHT with standa.d aocket: 21 ou.

Ask for booklet 1017 P.O.

M »JL»A • 
rrvt ai. imi£.

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS • DULWICH • LONDON • S.E.2

Telephone: GIPsy Hill 2211 (10 lines)

^-^^^^rl
H. T. A. D E S I G N

Included in the range of H.T.A. Pr11ducts are Telephone Coin Collectors, Stamp 

Selling Machines, Autodials, Commodity Vending Machines, Coin Operated 

Mechanisms, Kitchen Control Units, Gas Lenk Indicators and Ticket Printing 

and Issuing Machines of which the model illustrated is a typical example.

* This H. T.A. all-electric Ticket Issuing Machine 
prints and dates each ticket when coin is inserted 
Designed for selling of railway Lravel and platform tickets this 
model cun be adapted for a variety of other purposes.
Tickets are printed and doted on the insertion of the appropriate 

coin or coins from a^ roll of blank paper, the size of the ticket 
issued being approximately 3" x I^ x ^015" thick. The machine 
is electrically operated and full details and specification wil be 

supplied on requesL

H. T. A. L I M I T E D FORMERLYHALLTELEPHONEAKESSORIESclsMJlTD 

^Tect'dion ^^nytineerd <^ckdtrunient
D U D DEN HILL LANE •WILLESDEN •LON D 0 N • N. W. I 0

/'HONE WI L l E S D E N 5 14 I



e Printing point is in ideal position 
on left side.

e Receiving cam orientation device 
facilitates optimum adjustment.

e Conforms to C.C.l.T. recom
mendations.

e Tape and ink ribbon are re
plenished without removing cover.

e Accessible printing unit using 
typewriter ink ribbon.

e Answer-back unit (20 characters).

e a cover attachment for accom
modating message forms, etc., can 
be provided for handling heavy 
traffic.

e Simplified maintenance with unit 
construction.

e Quiet in operation.

Creed qnd Compa»9 Limited
TELEGRAPH HOUSE • CROYDON • ENGLANDTELEGRAMS : "CREDO, TELEX CROYDON." e CABLES: "CREDO. CROYDON."TELEPHONE: CROYDON 2121 (7 lines). e TELEX: CROYDON, TELEX 1082



Made by the manufacturers of 
"ECLIPSE"

PERMANENT MAGNET CHUCKS

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

MACH INI TOOL 
ISO Í \ GI N 1ER ! S (i 
DUUmM LÛKI10N

TUNGSTEN CHROME 
COBALT • ALNI • ALNICO 

& ALCOMAX
Our Technical Development 
will be pleased co advise 
problem connected with 
magnetism

Section 
oil any 
applied

JAMES NEILL & CO. (Sheffeld) LTD., SHEFFIELD. ENGLAND

A PRACTICAL PLAN
for EARLy PROMOTION

Valuable Free Handbook Tells You 
How to Pass Your C. & G. 

or Promotion Exam. at first Attempt!
AII 1'od ‘illHv Jtii^HitoTDiY pcCaontiid 1’110 .tt^ 

,nixmih iii olitirn i/,ii1v pnHiiHiirni -Ji.,ii!,J .11 iiiiH‘ --end 

‘"r a nT-v of \1111 bmdbunh. ••ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES:’ "‘ btcli, .unom: ^itlit:r i^it--u—i-1\ 
Hittie'.'-lillg in.iUrr. <fo, 11h—. niii ihuon" riwth"d-. o! 

!'"‘!'.".'""" m( TECHNICAL APPOINTMENTS IN 
THE POST OFFICE iAssistanl Engineer New Style 
and A^istant Traffic Superintendent), A.M.I.E.E., 
CITY AND GUILDS EXAMINATIONS in Principles o! 
Telecommunications il-5' Radio (1-4‘, Telephone 
Exchange Systems (1-:1). Tflemphy 'l and :!;. Line 
Transmission :1 and 2:i. Lines Plant Practice (1 and 2). 
Mathematics !or Telecommunication (1-51. Electrical 
EnKineiring Practice rPrclim. Intrr. and Final), ;wd 
oiitliine, .1 wid(‘ r.iiige ol 110!1 cx.iiiiinjiinti • tiiii-60, ill .11! 

hr,i:whd- " Electrical. Mechanical. Civil, Automobile, 
Aeronant:cal and Radio Engiuee^ ing.

We definitely guarantee 
"NO PASS-NO FEE"

It VCI lllldld lo 111:1k- 1hr Ill"'-! "i l"^) ,\\- •< ''PporUilliUepo 

™ c.!u^i ,ttfunl \( 1111.... nn. 1.1^ ” ENGINEERING OPPOR
TUNITIES.'' It k\1-. \"d|J C\t'l"VlllU1^ V'"! \',\Ill t>I ^ll\J\V 10 st'^ Ill" 

jdmnu Tiiwiit. and di,d dm.,. nunc Dpp"!T’-i;i:t;e-.. yoii lU.iy iio\v Lie 
mi"3iim tli:'»til!lt ku I, 11! ililnrni.tihJll. ;-.-i1.; tril \;niU •"■li\’ 10-d.iv

— F^^E .in.! without olilic;,itiq:i.

British Institute of Engineering Technology
369SHAKESPEARE HOUSE. 17-19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON,W.I
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been gh Capacitor.
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iead-ihrough

UNITED INSULATOR C 0. LT0. OAKGROFT R0. TOLWORTH SURBITON SURREY
Telephone fJmbodge 52,J (6 lmes) Telegrams : Colonel. Surbiton
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5enTirCel selenium rectifiers
M ■ ■ Ilin

POWER supplies for telephone supervisory and signalling systems are usually provided by batteries, the 
voltage of which must be kept within closely controlled limits if the equipment is to operate 
satisfactorily. Battery maintenance, therefore, is of the greatest importance.

The SenTerCel Automatic Charger maintains battery voltages within ± 2t% of their nominal value and 
needs no maintenance whatever, control being obtained from the battery voltage itself by means of vacuum 
tube thermal relays.
Bulletin SRT.37 gives details of the standard range and special designs can be produced to individual requirements.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Selenium rectifiers of all types including Uniplate, 
tubular and spindle mounted stacks. Equipments for 
stationary or vehicle battery charging, electrostatic 
precipitation, aircraft and vehicle engine starting, 
electro-plating and similar electrolytic processes. Power 
supplies for circuit breaking and other operations.

RECTIFIER DIVISION OAKLEIGH ROAD NEW SOUTHGATE • LONDON • N.11
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STANDARD WIT» THE BRITISH
POST OFFICE

Megger
Be?4 Trade Nark.

THE BRIDGE-MEG TESTING SET used by the British Post Office is a 
portable, self-contained instrument combining the functions of an Insulation 
Tester and a Wheatstone Bridge; it can be used for fault location by the 
Varley Loop method. Facilities can also be provided whereby, with the use of 
an external galvanometer and resistance box, the instrument may be used for 
making Murray Loop tests. Insulation range 100 megohms at 500 volts. Bridge 
range 041 to 999,900^ohms. Size 7 x8f x12 ins. Weight 12! lbs. Mains operated 
instruments are also supplied to the British Post Office. Ask for list 1212.

EVERSHED & VIGNOLES LTD., CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4
TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 1370 * TELEGRAMS: "MEGGER" CHISK, LONDON

WR 5 -I,



DON'T TRY ANY TRICKS 
WITH A PUFF ADDER • • •
and if you don't believe us 
just ask any Indian fakir 
you see walking down the 
street and he'll 

you

parmfko

M A Kt

tell

In a 
vein

similar 
or thought

don't try any 
tricks with 
Transformers 
under 
abnormal conditions, 
just make a firm re
solve to think of 
the Parmeko Mercury 
series (hermetically 
sealed) when you 
desperately want 
-40c or +1 OOc 
or when you're 
crazed for 50,000 
ft. up or down to 
you know where.
Under such con
ditions just you 
try using Trans
formers which 
are not quite 
reliable and 
youtll start a 
chain reaction 
or get yourself 
puff addered -
get what 
we mean ?

>ARMEKO OF LEICESTER,
Makers of Transformers for 
the Electronic, Signal, 
Lumin0us Tube, Oil Ignition
Industries, etc. ©

THE PROBLEM 
OF THE TELEPHONE 
BATTERY . . . . . . . . . . . .  
solve it simply and 
easily by installing a

-weSTat-

FULLY AUTOMATIC 
RECTIFIER EQUIPMENT

250-watt* equip
ment with cover 
removed to show 
i nternal con
struction. No gas 
dischar&e tubes, 
barreters, D.C. 
saturated chokes 
or relays.

• Battery automatically maintained in a charged 
and healthy condition despite erratic loads.

• Battery cannot be overcharged even if left 
unattended for very long periods. Maximum 
cell voltage is accurately controlled.

• Battery cannot gas ano, therefore, will not 
give off corrosive spray. "Topping-up" is 
seldom required.•• Battery cannot be overdischarged — the 
"Westat" automatically provides a heavy 
charge when battery voltage is low.

• Battery life prolonged without any added 
attention.

• Fully compensated for mains voltage 
variation.

* Made in a range of sizes with outputs from 40 to 1800 watts
Write (or descriptive pamphlet No. M.R.12 to Dept. P.O.E.2.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD.
82, YORK WAY, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.I



Great cities

The Dick KinK Statue, Durban 
I Photo: Cour/e>y South African Railways)

Splendidly situated on the Natal coast, 
both a busy seaport and a popular holii 

The lagoon harbour is screened from the 
two-hundred-feet-high Bluf, and by s: 

Its importance was greatly increased whei 
diamonds were found in the rich inte 

whilst among the seafaring activities loc 
is that of whaling. Along the ocean frot 

beautifully laid-out Embankment; the 
miles of bathing beaches and a fine 1 

whilst Berea is a pleasant residenti 
During the three centuries which have p: 

Charles II obtained it for 
a regular payment of ti 

Durban has become one of t 
greatest and most attrac

STROWCER 
AUTOMATIC ROUTINES

* TTThoy cony out outo^^^ 
at h°'e of the routint U" ^te 
ihf' automatic equipmetel.

* Thev aubjtrl ^h leltar 
uriu of U>orou1h fu^^^al .

* Thf function w.ith r 
^h af'ltctor in turn. T^^ 
ddtfeclit^ 1tltttt1or ii ^^n 
indications of 00.h IM 
nature of the ^f^L

* They function within fini



AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD
Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2© Cables: Autelco, London.

ENGLAND

THE DLRBAN NETWORK

lili ii
ll. Kloof 
J2. HiUcreib 
13. ^<sir^

Temple Bar 9262.
STROWGER WORKS,

Cini ral Main Exchange, 
Durban

I- Durban North
2. Stamford HiU
3. Oeerporl
■1. Central
c TMgain
5. Congella
7. Rossburgh
Ü. Fynnlands
Ç. Malvtrn

UVERPOOL. 7.

The Durban automatic telephone network provides service for subscribers 
throughout a wide area which extends some distance beyond the boundaries of 
Durban itself. The Durhan Corporation is responsible for exchange within the 

city limits, whilst the Government of South Africa 
operates those outside the town boundaries. In

mmllB consequence, Strowger engineers were faced with a 
ll number of unusual operating and lruaking problem-. For

» ql example, in the Corporation area many call office lines '■mm 
I with a high calling rate are required, hut in the j >

Government area the number of such lines is F-fe
comparatively small. Again, certain special services such 
as local enquiry, test clerk, and complaints, need to be 
duplicated so that one appropriate set is available to 
subscribers in each area. The latest development in the 
area is the provision of an automatic trunk exchange 

fee which is in process of design and manufacture and whose
i function is to link the Durban automatic area with the 

remainder of the Union.
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WORK
rack of twenty 7-digit Directors.is a

The " BC" switch in each Director is a

apparatus including that for impulse generation

consists entirely of reliys. The translation field

is at the rear of the "BC" switch unit. This

design has been based on the Send er employed in

the Company's automatic trunk system already

working in the state of Victoria, Australia. and

which is being provided for the Union of South

Africa as well as for Canadian Administrations.

DIVE

high-speed motor uniselector. The remaining
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SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO..LIMITED
WOOLWICH • LONDON • S.E.I8.
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Automatic Trunk Switching 
Developments in the

Union of South Africa

.
In 1933 the South African Post Office acquired from our Company 

an Automatic Trunk Exchange for installation at Cape Town. 

It was the first in the world to afford comprehensive facilities 

for handling trunk traffic. It employed switches of the 

bimotional type.

As part of its post-war plans, the South African Post Office is now 

introducing automatic trunk switching on an extensive scale, 

commencing with installations at-

Bloemfontein 
Pietermaritzburg 
Port Elizabeth 

and Durban
The system chosen for all these exchanges is to our Company's 

design, retaining the original facilities provided at Cape Town, 

but now employing our design of high-speed motor uniselector 

throughout. The associated voice-frequency signalling and 

transmission control equipment is also of our design.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO.,LIMITED
WOOLWICH • LONDON • S. E.18.
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There's more 
in resistance work 
than meets the eye

Many have remarked on the fine appearance of 

’ Muirhead Decade Resistance Boxes — but we 

are even more concerned with what we put inside them. 

Take, for instance, the A-25 series; all resistors are wound on 

cards by methods that ensure very low time — constants. 

The internally mounted switches are protected from con

tamination and have low and constant contact resistance.

Write for Publication G-102..A which gives full details and specification.

MUIRHEAD
Muirhead & Co. Limited, Emers End, Beckenham, Kent. Tel. Beckenham 0041-2

FOR OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS & MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
CRC t'S

AVO
Hi g J fr,1f

The AvoMeter is one of a useful 
range of" Avo" electrical testing 
instruments which are maintain
ing the "Avo " reputation for 
an unexcelled standard of accuracy 
and dependability—in fact, a 
standard by which other instru
ments are judged.

The Model 7 Universal AvoMeter is the world's most wiiONE 
INSTRUMENT

meosures:—
Current, A.C. and 
D.C. (Oto 10 amps.) 
Voltuge, A.C. and 
D.C. (0 to I ,OO v.) 
Resistance (up to 40 

megohms)
Capacity (0 to 20) 

mfds.)
Audio-frequency

Power Output 
(0 to 2 watts) 

Decibels ( -25 Ob.
to + 16 Ob.)

used combination electrical measuring instrument. It provi 
SO ranges of readings on a 5-inch hand-calibrated scale, am 
guaranteed accurate to B.S. first grade limits on D.C. and A 
from 25 c/s to 2 kc/s. It is self-contained, compact and porta 
simple to operate and almost impossible to damage electrici 
Jt is protected by an automatic cut-out against damage thro 
severe overload.

Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :—
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co.
Winder House, Doualas Street, London, S.W.I. Phone : VlCtorio >
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TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT SUBSCRIBERS' TELEPHONES • LOADING COILS AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL EXCHANGES TRUNK AND LOCAL CABLES • OVERHEAD LINES TEST EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS

Telecommunication
Equipment

b-v ^^^
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLANDHEAD OFFICE : MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON
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• CO#®
High performance : Strength : Stability 
Closeelectrical and mechanical tolerances 
Grades to suit. various applications

23 and 25 Hyde Way. Welwyn 
Garden City. Herts.

Tel : Welwyn Garden 925

C. P.O

"I

DENSO at the service q/'the 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

honestly find that Denso
is the greatest boon and 
blessing to Mainsmen ever
invented ....

... As a matter of National importance 
all Mains Engineers should be informed of 
the usefulness of Denso, particularly for 
waterproofing temporary openings during 
fault location, even on I I ,OOO volt cables.''

These are two extracts taken from a letter sent to us by 
a District Mains Engineer. They are spontaneous and 
represent the opinion of a man who knows the materials 
to meet the job.

IMITATED BUT NOT tQUALLED

"t^/c 1(1 a/Nit/ fl-J'l;"f 4$f

WIXX & <OAII> LTD
TERMINAL HOUSE, GROSVENOR GARDENS. LONDON, S.WI 
'Mi'phunc- Sloane 6264 ^l"^"in"^ Denselte. Sowest. London

FREDERICK SMITH & COMPANY
(Incorporated ;n The London EJ^tric Wire CompOny and Smiths. Limited

ANACONDA WORKS, SALFORD 3, LANCS.
Phone : 8/ack(riars 8701 (9 lines) • G1ams ; "Anaconda," Moncheste
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POWER BEHIND THE LINES

Tungstone Pl4nte cells are being supplied to the British Post 
Office and to Posts and Telegraph departments abroad and 
conform fully to G.P.O. and British Standard specifications. 

Delivery is reasonable on al types and sizes.

Open type cells
Similar to the illustration above, these 
are available in glass and/or lead-lined 
wooden boxes, in capacities from 
100 a.h. to 5000 a.h.
Replatals
We are in a position to supply plates 
for the replatal of any size of existing 
Plante batteries.
Overseas Enquiries
Export customers are invited to cable 
parts. Visitors to London are welcome

Enclosed cells
Illustrated on the right, these are in 
sealed glass boxes, in capacities from 
10 a.h. to 200 a.h., delivered in the 
U.K. filled and charged.
Technical Service
We are glad to advise on most suitable 
types and layouts for any installation 
and for any purpose.

or write their enquiries for batteries or 
at our offices.

TUNGSTONE Batteries
For further particular, u-ritc: T UN G S T 0 N E P R 0 D U C T S L I M I T E D , 

St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4. Telephone: CENtral 8156 (4 lines.).

Cables: DILUTUM, London Works: Market Harboroug'1. Leicestershire.

TCI
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VITAL LINKS

the chainIn of

subscribers on an

exchange are the

/Hore than one million iuch 
contact.!, i.e. arifilcient for 
a 1000 line exchange, can 
be stainped out in 8 hour 
by this outornntic pre^ oi 
our Beeaton Factory.

connections between

automatic telephone 

brass or nickel-silver

contacts over which the automatically 

operated switches are stepped.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD. ■ Head Office: 22 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C 2. Tel: HOL 6936

Works: BEESTON, NOTIS.
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A new series of
SAVAGE AMPLIFIERS
FOR BROADCAST RELAY
With output of 250, 500 & 1,000 watts, these amplifiers incor
porate the latest technique in electrical and mechanical design.

Specification of the Savage Mark ll Kilowatt Amplifier

Gain - 84 dB
Noiw level - - ■ • -72 dB
Frequency response

50.10.000- !1 dB

Output ■ -
Output regulation 
Total Distortion 

@ 1,000~

-
1,000 watts 
9% (FBdB)

<0.75%

*

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LIMITED
WESTMORELAND ROAD • LONDON, N.W.9 • Phone: Colindale 7131

A Handbook of Telecollllunication
By Bertram S. Cohen, O.B.E., M.l.E.E., F.Inst.P.; edited hy F. G. C. Baldwin, O.B.E., M.l.E.E. An important 
book describing in full technical detail and with numerous illustrations the present practice and latest developments 
in telegraphy and telephony. The information given not only concerns British practice, but includes accounts of techniques 
in use in other European countries and in the U.S.A. 30/- net.

Whittaker's Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book
Edited by R. E. Neale, B.Sc.(Hons.), A^C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E. A comprehensive collection of practical and up-to-date 
information including diagrams, tables and data relating to every kind of electrical work. Revised, completely up-to- 
date Seventh Edition. 938 pages. 30/- net.

Fault Localizing and 
Tes tin1e of Electric 
Jlains
By F. Charles Raphael, M.l.E.E., F.I.E.S., 
M.Cons.E., and Charles A. Grover, M.l.E.E. 
q3 illustrations. 20/- net.

Electric Wirio;;- Tables
By W. Perren Maycock, M.I E.E., and F. Charles Raphael, M.l.E.E., 
F.I.E.S., M.Cons.E. Waistcoat pocket size, 5/- net.

Electric Wiring Diagrams
By W. Perren Maycock, M.l.E.E. Revised by H. C. Fabian.
Third Edition. 6/- net.

PITMAN, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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TELEPHONE CABLES

OUR LATEST BROCHURE No. 9E (1947) 

IS NOW AVAILABLE, GIVING INFOR

MATION AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR A 

WIDE RANGE OF TELECOMMUNICA

TION CABLES MANUFACTURED BY US. 

COPIES WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST.

■^ESPHOONE.

2141 (S Ima}.
Iirelu-lIeneraL
CABLE WORKS, Ltd.. SOUTHAMPTON.

TELEGRAMS
"HI^^^^

SO^^^TON *

MAY WE SUGGEST THAT NOW IS THE 
OPPORTUNE TIME FOR RE-EQUIPPING' 
YOUR LABORATORIES WITH 
STANDARDS.

ADJUSTED AND CALIBRATED IN

Electrical Standards for 
Research and Industry
Testing and Measuring Apparatus 
for Communication Engineering

THE NEW ABSOLUTE UNITS
WHICH ARE NOW ADOPTED INTERNATIONALLY.

(Adopted on lst Janu1ry of this year.)

MAY WE ALSO SUGGEST THAT ALL THE EXISTING STANDARDS 
n:i'YOUR LABORATORY SHOULD BE MARKED "INTERNATIONAL" 

IN ORDER TO AVOID CONFUSION OF UNITS IN TIME TO COME.

H. W. SULLIVAN
- LIMITED -

A PR.ICE SCHEDULE FOR THE CONVERSION 
OF STANDARDS TO THE NEW units 
WILL BE SENT UPON APPLICATION

LON DON. S.E.15
Telephone : New Cross 322S (P.B.X.)

Printed by SANDERS PHILLIPS & Cu., LTD., The Baynard Press, Chryssell Road, London, S.W.9, and 
Published by BIRCH & WHITTINGTON i/rop. Dorlmi & &>, [Epsom], Ld.1, Epsom, Surrey.
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